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THEME

Recent AGARD activities have indicated a strong need for more efficient avionics system engineering. There is a

growing need for reducing development time. effecting savings in costs of ownership, and in extending the life-time of

avionics systems. This must be accomplished along with meeting needs of the user faced with a growing threat. With the

growing complexity of avionics systems (as well as other systems), it is imtportant to develop and maintain expertise in system

planning, architecture, and management.

This Lecture Series addresses the important systems etngineering aspects of Requirements, Systems Integration.

Prototyping. and Design. In addition, the impact of technology on system architcture will be discussed Methodologies are

described and actual case histories will serve as practical examples of modern system engineering.

This Lecture Series, sponsored by the Avionics Panel of AGARD. has been implemented by the Consultant andi

Exchange Programme.

Le besoin de rendre plus performant l'ing~niiiie des systemes avioniques ressort tres nettement des activites r& entes

de L'AGARD. 11 devient de plus en plus n~cessaire di6courter les d~lais de d&veloppemnent, de realiser des economics dans

les co~ts globaux et de prolonger la dur& de vie des syst~mes avioniques. tout en r~pondant aux exigenees de l'utilisateur

face i a menace grandissante.

VU III nature dc plus en plus complexe des syst~mes avioniqlues let d'autres syst~mcs) it importe d,: dkclopper et dc

naintenir ]'expertise existante dans Ic domaine de la planifteation. ['architecture et le management de% %N stesc.

Ce Cycle de Confkrences examine les aspects importants de I'ing~rnierie de syst~mes en matikre dc besoins.

dint~gration des syst~mes. de rcalisation de prototypes, et de conception. En outre. ['impact de [a technologie sur

Iarchitecture des syst~'nte. est aussi examin . Des descriptions de differentes methodologies sont present~es et des eas r~cls

%ont utiliscs it titre d'exemples pratiques d'ing~nierie de syst~mcs modernes.

Ce Cycle de Conferences est pr~sente dans le cadre du programme des Consultants ct des echanges. sons IN2id du

Pancl AGA RD d'Avioniqac.
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AVIONICS SYSTEM ENGINEERING--AN INTRODUCTION

Dr Fred I. Diamond
Rome Air Development Center

Griffims AFB NY 13441-5700 USA

Summary

System engineering is the process used in the evolution of systems from
identification of a need through construction and/or production and deployment
in an operational environment. It is a process that involves the application
of appropriate scientific and technical knowledge (1) to transform an
operational need into a system configuration with defined parameters, through
an iterative process of analysis, design, test, and evaluation; (2) to
integrate all performance requirements, including reliability, maintainability,
supportability, etc. into the total engineering effort; and (3) to integrate
related components to insure interoperability and optimum system performance.
It is a process that also considers economic factors such development and life
cycle costs.

The life cycle process involves several key steps, many iterative, but in an
orderly and controlled manner. They include Requirements, Architecture
Specification, Design, Development/Construction, Test & Evaluation, alld
Operational Use.

With the growing complexity of avionics systems, effective systems engineering
is critical. Therefore, we must prt greater emphasis on architectures,
subsystem design and interfaces and ystem integration. Only through a total
systems engineering approach from the very initial phases of the system life
cycle may we achieve a well-engineered system. The payoff will be reduced cost
of ownership and greater mission effectiveness.

Introduction

A growing and more sophisticated threat plus shrinking budgets are placing
even more challenges to the R&D community. Faced with complaints about
lengthy and costly developments, rapid obsolescence, and excessive costs
of ownership, we have all heard the following concerns:

How to develop timely solutions which are responsive to new and
changing requirements.

How to better integrate elements into new or existing systems.

How to integrate hardware and software functions.

Ilow to achieve interoperability.

How to reduce life cycle costs and make systems more usable and
supportable.

How to predict system cost and performance.

How to accomplish timely and non-disruptive technology insertion.

flow to plan for proper test and evaluation.

flow to manage large programs.

These reflect the need for more effective system engineering, and zuch issues
have been addressed in many activities of AGARD's Avionics Panel,[l-71 With
the growing complexity of avionics systems, system engineering is critical.
The increased use of automation has broadened the scope of avionics system
engineering. A recent AGARD study of avionics identified system engineering
as one of the more pressing problems but also, an opportunity for major
improvements. (81 Incidently, system engineering is a major problem in all
development and acquisition activities, not only in other areas of Defense
such as Command and Control, but in many other endeavors of our society.
Apparently, as the need arose, we developed many kinds of engineering
specialists in all of the conventional engineering areas such as electrical
and electronic engineering, but we may have neglected the important role
of the system engineer, the individual who has the skills, breadth, and
experience to ensure that all interacting components fit into an efficient,
cost-effective entity.

-) mmn nlnm n
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In the broadest sense, systems may not be the same, but the general methods
used in arriving at a successful system are similar. This is the function
of system engineering, which should be considered as a professional activity
and an academic discipline. Many universities are now offering programs
in System Engineering, and many books address this subject.[9-11] System
Engineering may be defined as the process used in the evolution of a system
beginning with the identification of a need and ending with the construction
and/or production and deployment in an operational environment. It is a
process that involves the application of appropriate scientific and technical
knowledge (1) to transform an operational need into a system configuration
with defined parameters, through an iterative process of analysis, design,
test, and evaluation; (2) to integrate all performance requirements, including
reliability, maintainability, supportability, etc. into the total engineering
effort; and (3) to integrate related components to insure interoperability and
optimum system performance. It is a process that also considers economic factors
such development and life cycle costs.

The life cycle process involves several key steps, many iterative, but in
an orderly and controlled manner. One of several variations includes
Requirements, Architecture, Specification, Design, Development/Construction,
Test & Evaluation, and Operational Use. The It.guirements phase is the
beginning step in tie transformation of operational requirements to technical
requiresents. It includes examination of "customer" needs and concepts of
operations, along with considerations of performance, cost, scheduling, and
reliability and maintainability. It extends to analysis of these requirements
for the formulation of system functional requirements. The Architecture
phase involves system concepts and synthesis. Alternate architectures are
defined and prototypes are described. Hardware and software aspects are
examined along with subsystem interfaces. Modelling and mathematical
representation may play an important role in order that alternative concepts
and architectures may be examined and compared. The definition of the system
architecture and a detailed functional analysis leads to Specifications.
Given, for example, such avionics elements such as sensors, navigation,
displays, communications, etc., one may describe detailed technical speci-
fications and interfaces at the subsystem and component level. Relevant
standards are also identified, along with appropriate figures of merit and
measures of performance. The system design not only involves subsystems and
components, but also takes into account the interaction and interoperability and
integration of its component subsystems, the identification of critical elements.
It requires decisions regarding the use of off-the-shelf elements rather than
development. It must, at the onset, consider hardware and software as an
integral design. It should include such factors as life cycle costs, logistics
support and measures of effectiveness.

A good example is Reliability and Maintainability. The systei. d3sign must
consider not nJly individual components with respect to specified performance
under carefully defined environmental conditions, but it also must take
into account overall system performance and design. Decisions regarding
redundancy, self-repair, fault-tolerance, graceful degradation, and
reconfigurability must be made. For example, redundancy can be practiced
at the chip level or at the subsystem level. We may wish to assign a function
to other resources. tor example, if a computer supporting an important
function fails, one might wish to have the capability to replace it with
a similar computer performing a non-critical or low-priority function at
that particular phase of a mission. And new technologies such as active
phased arrays marit consideration of cost-effectiveness because of the
graceful degradation they provide. Thus, testability and maintainability must
be part of the design process, as well as the extent of, the usage, and
the nature of modules, for easy maintenance, reduced logistics support,
reconfigurability, and follow-on modification or upgrading. Proper attention
to factors such as these early in the life cycle will avoid problems later;
ignoring them may be very costly.

As the system progresses through its life cycle, engineering decisions are
made that may impact on earlier design decisions. The system engineer must
be sensitive to this; otherwise, adverse effects, directly or indirectly,
sometimes in subtle ways, may occur.

Development/Construction involves not only satisfying specifications and
standards. It must consider process control, quality assurance, testability
and cost. Test & Evaluation includes preparation of an appropriate test
plan, specification of test methodology and equipment, calibration, data
reduction, and analysis.

Each of the steps involves analysis and simulation, and may require feedback
and iteration. Such analysis say involve system trade-offs and risk assess-
ment, analysis of alternative concepts and designs, analysis of life cycle
costs vs. performance, and prediction of performance under different scenarios.

L)
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System engineering of aircraft systems is particularly challenging. Aircraft
systems are "super" systems whose very elements (e.g. avionics) are themselves
complex systems. They utilize a diverse collection of sophisticated equipment
for sensing, communications, and information processing. They involve the
interaction of equipment and the people who operate and maintain them. A
major design challenge is the integration of information to be used by the
pilot who must perform navigation, flight control, fire control, etc.,
interacting with sensor and threat data through displays, observations,
and audio inputs. Furthermore, new technology is constantly emerging--
adaptive signal processing, distributed processing and data bases, artificial
intelligence/expert systems, parallel processing--and these must be considered
in the context of system performance including interoperability, survivability,
connectivity, rapid deployment, and reliability and maintainability. The
nature of this very rapid progress in electronics, electromagnetics, and
i-frnMation processing is creating new system questions. With the advent of
VLSI and VHSIC, the distinction between devices and circuits is vanishing;
progress in monolithic microwave integrated circuits raises similar system and
sub-system issues. Microprocessor developments raise new questions regarding
the trade-offs between hardware and software. The evolution of photonics offers
new opportunities and challenges for system design and integration. These
technical trends may imply the need for and utilization of more specialists,
but future avionics developments will also require systems-oriented engineess.

By definition, a system is any collection of elements that interact or
interrelate. With more sophisticated and more interdisciplinary technology,
System concepts and system engineering apply even at the microchip level.
System engineering should be of concern at all levels of engineering, and
involve both hardware and software. The need for a system-oriented
engineer pervades every aspect of development and acquisition.

For example, consider the antenna engineer. In the future, the antenna
engineer, must be such a systems-oriented technologist. The use of radiating
elements on the same substrate with monolithic microwave integrated circuits
and their coupling to processing electronics are system and sub-systerr
issues. With further advances in high speed digital processing and analog-
to-digital conversion, the prospect of all-digital beam forming, scanning,
and processing is upon us. A clear distinction between transmitter, receiver,
antenna, and processor may no longer exist, and interrelations among many
specialties will become greater. Electromagnetic radiation is still important,
but digital beam forming and adaptive nulling also require a knowledge of modern
control theory and information theory. The digital manipulation of data,
the processing of signals, and the generation of control signals require skills
in the information sciences. This digital antenna is indeed a system problem
tLat iequires interdisciplinary skills. The transition from a relatively
simple dish to the digital antenna is happening in other areas as well.

From the above, we may conclude that a good system engineer needs some
special attributes. Among them are:

A mastery at totmuv.ting and solving system-type problems.

The talent to translate operational needs into technical requirements.

The ability to direct and coordinate multiple, simultaneous technical
activities.

A capability and willingness to make firm engineering and management
decisions.

An understanding of procurement procedures and financial management.

A sensitivity to the factors affecting the acceptability of his
system concept.

The technical integrity to honestly surface and face issues.

Although system engineers may evolve out of one of the engineering disciplines
which are involved in the system life cycle, the new breed of system engineer
rust have a good working knowledge of many engineering and scientific disciplines
involved, in order to recognize interdisciplinary problems and lead or participate
in their solutions. And yet, as any good system engineer, he must also be
the prime mover in the conceptual and analytic studies required; he must deal
creatively and decisively with technology, people, and environments; for let
us not forget that achievement of a successful system also requires good
management of the system engineering functions.r12,131 To carry out any program,
an engineering organization consisting not only of engineers and scientists
is needed, but also technicians, draftsmen, programmers, model builders and
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non-technical personnel for financial management, contracting, etc. The efficient
use of these skills must be plarned and scheduled. Goals and objective schedules
must be established. Technical direction must be provided, and managerial
controls must be initiated.

Modern system engineers must be equipped and trained to use modern engineering
tools, especially computer-aided capabilities.f14] Modern system engineers
should use work stations which are equipped with software packages for mathe-
matical and statistical analysis; dith engineering tools for design and analysis
and for modelling and simulation. They should include aids for project management--
cost, schedule, and performance tracking; cost analysis and trends; report

generation. And all of these require suitable graphics.

The prevailing opinion is that system engineers are born, not made. Most
large engineering firms and so-called system houses assign system engineering

responsibilities to their brighter, accomplished engineers who seem to
"think big." Many of the skills of system engineering and management are
acquired through years of experience, and talents such as creativity and the
ability to deal with complexity may be innate qualities. However, formal
training and education are necessary to develop and provide:

(1) Interdisciplinary skills - broad knowledge of many engineering
disciplines as well as operations research, and even
manufacturing processes. Subjects such as control engineering,
communications theory, signal processing, electromagnetics, and
information processing are vital.

(2) Mathematical skills - sufficient knowledge of advanced mathematics to
understand and direct the design analyses that may be needed.

(3) Computation skills - use of computers for analysis, instrumentation,
and modelling and simulation.

(4) Management and Interpersonnel skills - to better deal with people and
resources.

This new breed of system engineer may learn some valuable lessons from the emergence
of software engineering as a discipline. The software engineer is well aware
of the steps in the life-cycle of a project. An integrated software engineering
environment is emerging; he is developing tools for automated prototyping
and for the evaluation of progress in the development of software. Prtificial
Intelligence/Expert Systems technology is being applied in the development
of software tools and methodology to support the various phases in the
software life cycle, and to provide corporate memory such as the rationale
behind design decisions made throughout the life-cycle. These techniques
for software engineering are also being applied to system engineering of both
hardware as well as software.

Future avionics systems, employing new technologies, present even greater
system engineering challenges. One may envision multiple sensors,
communications, and electronic warfare systems sharing a common adaptive
phased array; we may anticipate a local area network of processors sharing
the functions of control, computation, message processing, etc.; and we can
anticipate intelligent displays that will provide inormation in a variety
of forms--graphics, imagery, text, etc. that may be accessed by voice,
by keyboard, or by touch. This implies that we must put greater emphasis
on architectures, subsystem design and interfaces and system integration.
Only through a total systems engineering approach that considers these factors
from the very initial phases of the system life cycle, as well as
modularity, internal communications, standards, reconfigurability, and
supportability, may we achieve well engineered systems. The payoff will be
reduced cost of ownership and greater mission effectiveness.

This lecture series will introduce to the system engineer and the potential
system engineer some of the basic concepts of system engineering. Con-
sidering the broad scope of activities involved, these lectures concentrate
on the initial phase of the system life cycle--requirements, architecture,
design. Although all aspects of the life-cycle are important, the more
attention given "up front", the less likely will be the need for the
occurrence of errors and costly rework in the later stages of the life-cycle.

In the following paper, Dr Paskin addresses the avionics requirements
definition process, at the conceptual level, in light of changing threats,
technology, and business environments. He provides a perspective of total
integrated system performance, looking at broad requirements issues rather
than specific subsystem specifications. His fundamental premise is that
avionics requirements are driven by four factors; Information and Data

.)
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Sources, Control Opportunities and Information Needs, Concepts, and
Algorithmic Techniques, and Realization Technologies. These fout factors
are set in a system structure which shows their interrelationships and
provides the framework for conceptualizing avionics system solutions to
meet particular mission needs. An examination is made of the issues of
fielding and affording the solution with specific emphasis on architecture,
fusion, production, and support.

Mr. Rowle will describe a top-down methodology for establishnent of design
requirements. He will describe the structured design of the avionics
system for the UK Experimental Aircraft Program (EAP) using a design tool
called CORE (Controlled Requirements Expression).

Mr. Breza will then discuss the integration of avionics into the overall
conceptual design phase. He will cover methods and concepts for the intro-
duction of avionics systems in the initial design of aeronautical systems,
describing the balanced design process which relates avionics, propulsion
and armament systems. This involves the extension of current aircraft design
synthesis and analysis procedures to incorporate avionics in order to achieve
an integrated system design for optimum aeronautical system and avionics
system parameters. Quantifiable measures of merit and the optimization
of performance-to-cost ratio for new aeronautical systems are described.

Some recent examples of the evolution of architectures for modern-day
information systems are presented by Mr. Ostgaard, DAIS in the 1970's and
Pave Pillar in the 1980's. The Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)
was a system architecture for an avionic system utilizing digital technology
to reduce life cycle costs by defining and developing hardware and scftware
core elements and standardized interfaces which could be configured and applied
to many aircraft. The Pave Pillar program established an avionics architecture
with a design philosophy which permits resource, to be shared across subsystems.
This requires a highly coupled system-wide management and control program
(operating system) supported by a wide-band data distribution network, high
speed processors, and extensive mass memory.

The next series of lectures will be devuted to avionics system design.
Mr. Tooze will first describe an approach to avionics system design and its
application to modular avionics architectures. By taking various architectures
and corresponding modular sets and applying functional descriptions of the
requirement, each architectural candidat may be investigated for its
capability to meet the expected requirerents.

Dr Berardi will talk about rapid prototyping, but with emphasis on the
growing use of artificial intelligence/expert systems for rapid prototyping.
In particular, he will describe a design tool called ECATE (Expert Consultant
for Avionics System Transformation Exploitation), developed by Avionics and
Equipment Group of Aeritalia. This is an expert system that prototypes the
information handling architecture of an avionics system. He further expands
upon the use of artificial intelligence and computer tools with a description
of a complete, integrated environment for the rapid development of software
prototypes of avionics systems.

M. Schirle will describe the use of rapid prototyping leading to detailed
specifications and corresponding test plans. lie will describe examples
carried out in the Avions Marcel Dassault-Breguet Aviation company through
the analysis and the synthesis of the rapid prototyping used within the frame-
work of Rafale A and Mirage 2000 NC systems developments. Although emphasis
will be upon the practical use of prototyping and the results gained, he
will also show other uses and benefits of prototyping.

And finally, to illustrate the impact of new technology and its introduction
into future avionics systems, Mr Ostgaard will describe the Pave Pace program.
This program is a systematic and disciplined approach to the technology
maturation process and will provide the system definition for future
development and demonstration of highly capable and affordable avionics
technology for new/retrofitted aircraft in the 21st century. It addresses
compatibility with existing avionics architectures which provide new
capabilities in machine intelligence to provide better aircrew situation
awareness and decision aiding in complex scenarios, ultra-reliable electronics
for surge/austere support conditions, and system level computer aided
development and support tools to reduce embedded computer software costs

nn
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AVIONIC SYSTEM RQOUIREMENTS
Dr. Harvey M. Paskin

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Post Office Box 1693. MS 1112

Baltimore. Maryland 21203 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

This paper addresses avionics system requirements at the conceptual level

in light of changing threats, acquisition strategies, technology, and

business environments. The objective is to provide a perspective of total

integrated avionics system performance which illuminates broad

requirements issues rather than specific subsystem specifications.

The fundamental ttenet of this paper is that although one can intuitively

relate parametric and functional avionic system requirements to mission

related activities, a more global view is necessary to ensure that system

requirements aptly address the gamut of factors which relentlessly bear on
the ultimate system design, development, production, and support. The

premise is that avlonics requirements are driven by four factors;
Information and Data Sources, Control OpportunlLies and Information Needs,

Concepts and Algorithmic Techniques, and Realization Technologies. These

four factors ire set in a generic systems structure which shows their
interrelationships and provides the framework for conceptualizing avionic

system solutions to meet particular mission needs. The structure focuses

on I , rote of avionics in providing situation assessment, response

selection, response implementation, and co,.muntcations. With this

structure in place, avionic system requirements are then exasrined within
the context of architecture, techniques, technology, producihility, and
supportability. Each of these factors play a major role in determining the

ultimate system specifications and are significantly altering the design

parameters of systems as we know them today

The importance of developing the right avionic system requirements in

tomorrow's complex weapon systems cannot le overstated. It Is the
critical first step in the comritment of vast resources to multidecade

design, development, production, and support programs. The ultimate
measure of success is a system which is affordable in peace time and

capable In wartime. The concepts advanced In this paper are intended to

stimulate the move in this direction.

The classical approach to avioni: system requirements focuses on functional entities such as
surecillanse, targeting, coermunications, electronic warfare, etc. This approach very quickly drives

down to specific parameters such as sensitivity, dynamic range, power, aperture size, and
field-of view, associated with various sensor subsystems. The approach is quite straight forward and

inherently pleasing to the engineering comrunity because it allows rapid inersion into design,
development, and testing. Unfortunately, the results often leave the operational planner and user with

a system whiih iot only doesn't Meet mission requirements, but imposes a support and training burden
which redurn-. operatloral availability and effectiveness. The fundamental tenet of this paper is that

although oine can intuitively relate parametric and functional avionic system requirements to mission
related activities, a more global view Is necessary to ensure that system requirements aptly address

the gamut of factors which relentlessly bear on the ultimatc system design, development, production,

training, and support.

If we step back from the microcosim of system functional requirements and take a macroscopic view
or fa. tors affecting the lifetime of avionic systers, we can readily sce that avionic systLe

requirements are driven as much by circumstance as by function. (Figure 1)

Figure 1 AVIONIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ARE DRIVEN BY CIRCUMSTANCES

5 Threat

* Supportability

* Policy

* Acquisition Strategy

* Funding
a Schedule

Threat is usually the primacy circumstance used to justify the requirement for advanced avionic
systeig, and normally drives the performance specifications. Supportability is probably the second

moat important driver ,-.w avionics developments. When system failure rat.es ard repair costs exceed

availability requir-. . and ilora) constraints, replacement becomes a primary consideration.

rpecificati,,, In I - nstance are more heavily Influereed by supportability considerations than

threat driven pert..-, characteristics. With the need for the system justified, the evolution of

the ultimate contig - ts heavily influenced by the remaining circumstances shown in Pigure 1.



Recent policy trends are driving industry towards cost-sharing, firm fixed price development
contracts and performance warranties that have a definite effect on the ultimate system. The potential
financial Impacts associated with these policies are inherently mitigated with lower risk, lower
technology approaches to the solution. Creativity is stifled by the fiscal reality of bottom-line
constraints at the corporate level.

Acquisition strategies dge also playing a major role In the determination of avionic system
requirements. The use of prototypLng and demonstration/validation programs allows a more creative
approach to the problem as well as the time and resources to adv- the state-of-the-art.
Non-Developmental Item (SDI) policy on the other hand, forces a trade between what is desired and what
is available rather than what is desired and what can be achieved.

Funding and schedule are two additional circumstances which heavsly influence avionic system
requirements. The amount, timeliness, and continuity of funding, as well as the schedule, play
dominant roles in determining what technology can be brought to bear on the problem, and hence the
content of eventual solution.

A recently imposed acquisition straLey in the U.S. involves the use of modular avionic
specifications derived by a Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group (JIAWG). The intent is to
standardize form-fit-function specifications at the line replacement module (LRU) level for specific
subsystem components such as power supplies, computers, and signal processors. This activity could
have a sitnificant impact on eventual system performance parameters as well as cost and supportability.

With an awareness of and sensitivity to the circumstances cited above, we will Tow address
avionics requirements by examining the role avionics plays in contributing to weapon system
effectiveness. In every system in which avionics are used, the role of the avionics involves one or
more of the functions illustrated In Figure 2.

By examining mission objectives for the system under consideration, one can arrive at a very
specific set of data and information necessary to assess the situation. Given the situation, a number
of alterntative responses are notmially available, and upon selection, they can be implemented to change
t1,: situation in a maniner which achieves the desired system mission objectives.

Situation assessmnent normally veq,;',:. knowledge of position, movement, and intent of both
i l ,y and en-oy forces. Parameters of interest in determining avionics requirements for situation

assessment .. isde field of regard, field of view, resolution, update rates, false alarms, false
dismissals, and time to formulate.

Response selection is the process of deciding which of the available options to use and when to
implement. Time to select and effectiveness are the key parameters which drive the avionics
requiv t..ts.

Respose implementaion is the process of modifying the situation. Important parameters include
availability, timeliness, and effectiveness.

Communications is the vital link which ties the system together. It includes man-machine and
man-to-man interfaces. Effectiveness uf coi-,suriation is measured by its clarity, security,
timeliness, and interoperability.

Toe Kpie 9t Avionhij

Situation Re
Assessmentf Sail

FIGVRE 2
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Within the context of this top-4own view of the functions of avionics systems, one can now
consider the factors wtdich drive the avionics designs. The premise of this paper is that avionics
specifications and designs ere driven by four factors: information and data sources (what is
available); Control opportunities and information needs (whet Is controllable); Concepts and
algorithmic techniques (Ingenuity and expertise); and Uealization technologies
(Uechaizatlon-Hardware/Softwaze). This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.

FICUIN 3

At this time. one of the two key points of this paper is made: THE FIRST CASUALTY OF WAR IS
INTRICACY - A ROBUST FORCK STRUCTURR IS REQUIRD. As shown In Figure 4, It is absolutely essential to
be able to define a minimum level of effectiveness below which the engagement is lost. Increased
system complexity may increase effectiveness and result in quicker success with fewer losses, but the
minimum essential capability must not be sacrificed.

The four factors of avionic system specification and design can now be examined in the more
familiar cootl xts of the development and operational communities: Architecture, Techniques,
Technology, Producibility, and Supportability.

The First Casualty of War Is Intricacy
A Robust Force Structure Is Required

Win
Effeetlhoess

Lose

NMInim - Compiexity
Essendal

ter4elem CammimlaVeU e" COeinhtN

bsanced When t Lkt Ane up
Effedcte When Ow aN0 *re AmD~

FIGURE A

Avionics architectures are driven by three fundamental requirements; performance, availability,
and cost. Performance is enhanced by architectures with high levels of interconnectlvity where
Information and data at high bandwidths are fused and processed to provide high confidence situation
estimates and response selections. Availability is addressed by architectures with low level
parallelism that ensure no single point failure modes exist for achieving the desired minimum essential
capability. Cost objectives are approached by designing for regular repetitive structures which use
common functional hardware modules in as many cases as possible.
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Revolutionary techniques will be a necessity to meet information requirements in the complex

electronic. meteorological. and environmental conditions of the modern battlefield. Present avionic

systems formulate a mostly one-to-one match between sensor and function. Association and fusion of

sultisensor data Is rudimentary and limited to combinations of Information which has already passed

declaration thresholds. Final results are built on layers of decisions and require high confidence

data near the front end. The meet telling weakness of these fusion techniques is that If no one sensor

declares an object, the object will not be declared. Furthermore, the problem of spatial and temporal
association drives resolution, boresight. and false alarm requirements which result in design

complexity and high costs. A top down process is required, one on Which tha final result is built on a
single high level decision. The process should operate on variable confidence data from individual
sensor reports and declare an object even If no one sensor so declares. The value of sensor

contributlons should be Independent and intricate temporal and spatial association should not be
required. These criteria might be used to measure the effectiveness of "fusion" efforts as avionic
systems evolve.

Evolutionary technology will be the key to future avionics system Implementation. Four
technologies (gallium arsenide, mercury cadmium telluride, Very High Speed Integrated Circuits, and
super conductivity) hold the promise of achieving levels of miniaturization, sensitivity, and
processing throughput which will enable Implementation of techniques not possible today.

Production goals will continue to be quantity, quality, and low cost. Concurrent engineering and

application of proven techniques such as statistical process control and the Teguchi Method will make
it possible to achieve the desired levels of quality at substantially reduced cost and schedule.

Supportability Is one of the most critical design requirements in avionics systems. For weapons
systems to be effective, they mst perform adequately when they work, be easily maintained and fixed
owin they break, and not break, more often than is economically and operationally acceptable. It's
important to recognize that most avionic systems are developed and procured in peace time, when cost is
an issue. The design requirement for supportability should be a system which is affordable in peace
time and sustainable in wartime. This means more than just high reliability and more redundancy.
Figure 5 illustrates three approaches to avionic system architecture, each of which has substantially
different Impacts on availability. In the single thread architecture, every element of the system is
contributing towards system effectiveness. When a failure occurs, the system effectiveness drops to
zero until the failed element is repaired or replaced. The system down time is a function of the

time-to-repair or time-to-replace and overall availability is further impacted by the reliability of
the individual components. To compensate for inadequate reliability, back-up redundancy is often
introduced into the system. In this type of redundant architecture, redundant sub-elements await
'failure of the first teem players" and then step in to fill the function. The system continues to
met "spec levels" until the redundant elements degrade to single thread status and a single point
failure occurs. Although simple in concept, this type of architecture is the least cost effective
approach to availability. The system is overburdened with "spare parts" which cost dollars and weight
and only "pay for themselves" when the primary component fails.

AVIONICS ARCHITECTURES IMPACT AVAILABILITY

tYPE ARCHITF.CTURE Availability and Supportability
Mean More Than Reliability and Redundancy

Effectiveness RedundyI ,, , ,.

SINGLE THREAD Spec Level - ,pn

F F F

RACK UP
REDUNDANCY E Remas..sv

RRDUDAN(¥ aEff~ctsnes Fs ?
Spec Level

PARTICIPATI'VE Ellss

C.5tce Folkms
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The second key point of this paper is now stated. SYSTRMS SHOULD HAVE AN ARCHITECTURE WHICH
GRACEFULLY DEGRADES TO THE NINIUM ESSENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS BEFOR HAIMTEMAICE IS MADATORY. This
concept is illustrated by the participative redundancy example in Figure 5. Redund ..oy Is used to
provide cavabilitv rather than back 1M capability. As sub-elements of the system fall, the
effectiveness degrades, but the system continues to operate. Thus we Introduce the notion of graceful
degradation, rather than the strict "fault tolerance" In the previous architecture. The concept is
analagous to designing system sub-functioun In an "analog" manner so they degrade like a flashlight
battery rather than a light bulb. Light bulbs fall catastrophically, where as batteries continue to
provide capability even In a deteriorated condition. An air-to-air radar system would still provide
effective warfighting capability even it its range dropped to 3/4, 2/3, and even 1/2 the spec value.

The challenge is to develop system architectur-. and co.mponentz t. :j ,vt . Is uutton. It can be
done. Electronically scanned antennas are an example (Figure 6). Antennas of this type are comprised
of multiple phase control modules (PCK's) which form the antenna beam pattern. As PCK's fail, the
antenna continues to operate although the main beam pattern broadens and the gain drops. Even after
20. of the PCX's fail, the sidelobes still permit effective detect and track operation (Figure 7) and
as predicted by the radar range equation, the range is at +54% of full capability (Figure 8). pilots

in combat would still llave suffi cient capability to engage the enemy, even with a system in this
degraded mode. In the final analysis, that's what avionics system requirements are all about.

FIGURE 6

TYPICAL ELECTRONIC SCAN
ANTENNA PATTERN VERSUS FAILED ELEMENTS
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PIGURE 8

The importance of developing the right avionics system requirements In tomorrow's complex weapon
systems cannot be overstated. Requirements are driven by a number of complex and interacting
circumstances. Policy, acquisition strategy and funding often have as profound an effect as the threat
and supportabllity. A global view of requiremnts fom the perspective of situation Assessment,
responseo selection. response Impleme.ntation, and communications leads one to consider the mission

relate.d efectiveness parameters rather than specific sensor specifications such as range, sensitivity,
sidelolbes, etce. The concept of a ti-11~mum essential level of effectiveness sets the threshold below

which sys. ., p. formance is Intolerable. This threshold is then the basis upon Which achitLectuce,
techniques, and technology can be exercised to develop a cost effective, supportable, total quality
system which will provide an affordable capability during peace time and a decisive combat advance
during wartioe.
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A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGN

J. D. ROWLEY
British Aerospace (Military Aircraft) Ltd

Warton Aerodrome, Preston, Lancashire, PR4 lAX,
United Kingdom.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prime purpose of this paper is to describe a structured approach to the design of a
weapon system which British Aerospace (BAe) were able to develop and prove during the
design of the avionics system for the Experimental Aircraft Programme (EAP) demonstrator
aircraft. This aircraft first flew in the United Kingdom in August, 1986. Brief
descriptions are given of the EAP avionics system, the main system design tools used, the
activities carried out during the systems design process and the management and control
procedures adopted. In addition a series of observations highlighting some of the findings
of the project and providing pointers to the design of future weapon systems are given.

In designing the Avxonics system of EAP, BAe developed the structural approach to system
design called CORE - COntrolled Requirements Expression. This method of functional
definition and partitioning ensure that a methodical, structured approach to the step by
step process of progressive development is maintained. It also means that a clearly
partitioned, well documented, unambiguous and easily traceable functional design is pro-
duced which can readily be changed without loss of integrity or design continuity.

During the functional design process outline implementation architectures are produced
which enable optimum partitioning of functions to be achieved recognising practical
constraints such as "off the shelf" equipment in addition to allocating functions so as
to avoid duplication and reduce systems weight. Prior to EAP, equipments and sub-systems
have been produced largely on a stand alone basis which has led to some duplication,
excess weight and a lack of optimisation of system performance. Future aircraft will
demand that weight is kept to an absolute minimum since it is critical to both the overall
performance of the vehicle and its cost. It is necessary therefore that the Avionics
Systems design is tackled in an integrated and disciplined manner in order to obtain max-
imum performance for minimum weight. A fully integrated weapons system design removes
possible duplication and enables some ,quipments to under take several functions. It is
the complexity and interdependence of the various functions involved which force the
weapon system designer to look for improved design techniques which must include to fol-
lowing features:-

- a step by step approach which progressively develops the design rationale and which
can be applied across the whole of the design. This in turn must orovide a capability
for planning the execution of the design and for monitoring its progress.

- a precise, consistent and unambiguous way of expressing system requirements at all
levels.

- a means of applying checks at different stages of design life cycle to detect errors
of specification or design in order to assure the design quality.

- an ability to demonstrate that the requirements have been met in order to assure the
design quality.

- an ability to demonstrate that the requirements have been met in order to provide
traceability of the requirements.

- a capability to provide configuration control of the design.

These are the principal features embedded in the structured approach which was adopted by
BAe for the design of the avionic systems for the EAP and which are discussed in more
detail in this paper.

2. EAP

Whilu LAP has beei c.-ea~ed -eL..ively quickly, its origins go back at least ten years.
During this period engineers at British Aerospace, Warton, worked on various studies for

a new fighter aircraft incorporating twin engines, delta wings, canards and both single
and twin fins. Some of these studies were undertaken in collaboration with other Companies.
In 1979 a proposal for a European Combat Fighter (ECF) was put to the British and German
governments jointly by BAe and Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm, while in 1980 a slightly modified
design for a European Combat Aircraft (ECA) was prepared by BAe, Dassault-Breguet and MBB
and put to their respective governments. Unfortunately the governments were unable to
reach agreement on a common set of requirements.

During 1981 BAe continued its studies and defined the P110 project which involved the UK

Avioni-s Industry in agreeing a weapon system architecture and producing equipment speci-
fications. At the same time MBB were working up their TKF90 project which was very
similar to the P110. Therefore in April 1982, the three companies (AiT, BAe and MBB) who
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had previously co-operated to design and build the Tornado aircraft, agreed to inves-
tigate the possibilities of producing a joint specification to meet their individual
national requirements. The resulting Agile Combat Aircraft (ACA) was unveiled in mock
up form at the 1982 Farnborough Air Show and the UK government announced that they would
provide support for a demonstrator aircraft which would be flown at the 1986 Farnborough
Air Show. The demonstrator aircraft was to be called the EAP.

It was anticipated that two demonstrator aircraft based on the ACA design would be built,
one in Great Britain and one in Germany. During 1983 a limited systems fit was agreed for
the aircraft and due to the tight timescales of the project, equipment specifications were
produced, put out for tender and Suppliers selected, very much in advance of the carrying
out of a detailed system design. Unfortunately as a result of the German and Italian
Governments decisions to withdraw at the end of 193, work on the German aircraft did not
proceed. However the chosen equipment suppliers from the three countries accepted BAe's
invitation to continue with the design, build and supply of the numerous equipments
required, from their own funds, for the single demonstrator aircraft.

In obtaining the agreement of the UK government to provide support for the demonstrator
aircraft, it was necessary to agree the objectives which would be demonstrated. The areas
chosen covered the fields of aerodynamics, structures, materials and systems and involved
the development and demonstration of procedures necessary for the design, manufacture and
test in these areas which were considered relevant to a future fighter aircraft.

This paper concentrates on the work carried out in the design and development of the
avionics system involving both the MIL STD 1553B data bus and the modern electronic cock-
pit.

3. EAP SYSTEMS

The EAP has three major electronic systems: Flight Control System, Utilities Services
Management Systems and Avionics System, the latter comprising communications, navigation
and display and control subsystems. A simplified system architecture is shown in Fig I.

3.1 Flight Control System

The EAP has a full authority, full time, digital fly by wire system to provide artificial
stability and the necessary complex control functions. This system is based on the
Jaguar Active Control technology aircraft which was the first aircraft to use fly by wire
for flight control without mechanical backup. The system controls up to 13 surfaces
simultaneously. The four identical flight control computers host the flight software
which enables the pilot to fly the unstable aircraft and provides carefree manoeuvrability
and increased agility. The computers also houge software for failure management, reversion
logic and built-in-test. The computers receive inputs from the four aircraft motion sen-
sors, four attitude detectors, two air data computers and pilot inceptors, and provide the
outputs to the control surfaces. In addition they provide air data information to the USMS
and avionics systems via the two MIL STD 1553B data buses and air data attitude and heading
to the reversionary instruments.

3.2 Utility Services Management System

While not originally claimed as a technological demonstration feature, th EAP has adopted
an integrated computing system for the control and management of the aircraft utility
system. The system comprises four system management processors connected to the dual
redundant MIL STD 1553B data bus. The bus control function is embedded in two of the
processors. The main utility systems which are controlled by the processors are as
follows:-

- fuel management and fuel gauging

- hydraulic system control and indication

- undercarriage indication and monitoring, wheel brakes

- enviromental control system including cabin temperature control

- engine control and indication

- secondary power system

- LOX contents, electrical generation and battery monitoring, probe heating

The main benefits of this type of system for a high performance aircraft are a significant
reduction in installed weight and operating costs, and a large improvement in availability.
It also provides a simple interface to the avionics system in particular for the cockpit
electronic displays and controls, this being one of the original drivers in evolving the
system.

3.3 Avionics System

It was accepted that for the EAP, the avionics system would be a sub-set of the weapon
system proposed for the ACA. This was called the "Core System" and provides the essential

.. . - -- -, -,,m m m m N mmmm mmmm)mm mm
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features to fly a high performance aircraft namely navigation, communications, and displays
and control functions. Transmission of data between the subsystems is via a dual redundant
MIL STD 1553B data bus which greatly reduces the amount of wire required in the aircraft
and simplifies the development and on-aircraft testing.

The navigation subsystem comprises an inertial platform with its own self-contained
navigation processor and a TACAN and radar altimeter which share the same remote terminal.

The communications subsystem comprises a standard V/UHF radio and an emergency UHF radio.
The control of this equipment is through an integrated control and management unit which
also provides a voice warning facility. The latter supplements the normal aircraft
warning system.

The displays and controls subsystem demonstrates several new technologies. Tw. identical
waveform generators form the heart of the subsystem and are each capable of driving the
three multi function colour displays and the wide angle holographic headup display. They
also provide the bus control and executive control functions for the avionics system.
Mission data such as waypoints, TACAN beacons, communication channels etc., are inserted
by the pilot via the manual data entry facility mounted on the left hand flareshield.
This information together with raw control data from the controls mounted on the consoles,
throttles, control stick and displays is processed in two identical cockpit interface
units prior to being transmitted on the avionics data bus. A cockpit lighting controller
undertakes the task of monitoring the light sensors distributed around the cockpit and
continuously regulates the power supplied to all the displays and controls to provide
optimum illumination and display contrast at all times.

4. DESIGN TOOLS

In parallel with the work being carried out on fighter aircraft studies during the 70's,
BAe put considerable effort into examining ways of improving the techniques used for
designing systems and also into the newer system technologies. Two specific areas which
showed promise and were pursued with the support of the UK government, were:

- means of improving the production of airborne software in terms of productivity and
quality

- investigations into the implementation of a MIL STD 1553B databus together with an
all "electronic" cockpit including the multi-moding of displays and controls.

The former led to the development of an approach called Semi-Automated Functional Require-
ment Analysis (SAFRA) while the latter led to the production of the Active Cockpit. Both
of these tools were used to support the design of the avionic system for EAP and are
described in the following paragraphs.

4.1 Semi-Automated Functional Requirements Analysis (SAFRA)

In examining ways of improving the productivity and quality of airborne software it was
shown that the biggest improvements would be attained by the ability to find and eliminate
errors at as early a stage as possible in the software life cycle. This led Lo the
development of the approach called S\FRA which in particular addiessed the lack of method,
lack of visibility, lack of consistency and resolution of ambiguities in producing
software requirements. Just as this mcthud was applied to software requirements it was
shown that it could be applied to the establishing of system requirements and was there-
fore also adoptea for this latter purpose.

The SAFRA approach encompasses a number of methods and tools which support the various
stages of the system/software life-cycle. At the heart of SAFRA is a method called

COntrolled Requirements Expression (CORE) which is used to produce system and software
requirements that are unambiguous, consistent and complete. The method is based on the
progressive decomposition of high level requirements in a logical and consistent manner
until a level is reached where the requirements are expressed in sufficiently precise
detail to allow hardware and software design to commence.

Each level of decomposition consists of a number of logical steps, eleven in all, which
when applied to a higher level requirement produces the lower level components of the
requirement. These steps can be collectively summarised as information gathering, estab-
lishment of relationships, and the verification of relationships. The information derived
at each level of decomposition is presented in diagrammatic formknown as CORE diagrams.
These diagrams use a precise unambiguous notation which can be checked for consistency
and completeness across the whole of the systems requirement.

To assist in the production of CORE diagrams, a work station was developed which enables
diagrams to be entered at a high-resolution graphics terminal and edited as required. It
also provides a multi-user database in which diagrams are stored and a hard copy facility
using a printer-plotter. Some automatic on-line checking of the diagrams for consistency
is undertaken as they are being entered.

By producing the requirements in an unambiguous form in a computer batabase it is possible
to check the data for consistency and completeness. This was done using PSL/PSA (Problem
Statement Language/Problem Statement Analyser), which is a product of the ISDOS project
of the University of Michigan, although other similar products such as EPOS are now
available. The CORE notation is automatically described in PSL in a consistent manner
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and stored in a new database. PSA is then used to provide checking and analysis of the

database in numerous ways. When all the checks have been satisfactorily completed at
each level of decomposition, the CORE database is made read-only by the configuration
controller to allow the next stage of the design to proceed.

4.2 Active Cockpit

As the result of its continuing development studies, BAe gained considerable experience

in the operation of active cockpit facilities and demonstrated their great importance
in providing information on the man-machine interface to the system design process. In
effect this facility provides a means by which rapid prototyping of ideas can be tested

and developed with full operator interaction.

The Active Cockpit is housed in a wooden shell representing the actual cockpit. The dis-
plays and controls are positioned according to the best information available, use being

made of commercial items wherever possible. Initially static displays are assessed for
the developmen, of the moding and formats. These displays are then driven dynamically in

a representative manner together with other simulated functions such as engine, hydraulics,
fuel etc., to fully exercise the cockpit displays and con-rols. To allow assessment under
realistic flight conditions an outside world simulation system is provided. In addition

a comprehensive fault injection system is used to allow assessment of the pilot/cockpit
interface when single or multiple system failures occur.

5. SYSTEM DESIGN ACTIVITIES

The life-cycle stages in the design and development of a typical system are illustrated
in figure 2. These can be grouped under three main headings namely system design, system
implementation and system test. As defined, system design covers the stages of activity
from the establishment of the initial high level system requirement through several levels
of decomposition which produce the detailed requirements including hardware/software
partitioning to the production of hardware and software specifications. System implemen-
tation covers the stages from the availability of specifications through to their real-
isation in either hardware or software. System test covers the stages of testing starting
with individual equipments and software modules and building up individual elements to
subsystems and finally integrating these to form the total system.

System design consists of 4 activities which can be summarised as:

- Design Planning - This is the establishment of a design plan or route map showing the
various levels of functional decomposition, interdependence between functional areas
and thus design team tasks and documentation requirements.

.ata Gathering - This embraces the customer requirement and relevant pre-defined
constraints such as off-the-shelf equipments and research findings, together with
any principles and philosophies which should guide the design.

- Functional Analysis - This is the actual functional design using the CORE tool for
documenting, analysing and validating the design in a diagrammatic manner. To provide
sufficient detail the Avionic system design was completed in three stages as shown in
Fig 3.

- Partitioning - This is the activity of allocating the functions to equipment, or in
the case of multiprocessor units, to specific processors. This procedure is carried
out at each level of functional definition and is refined as increased definition is
achi, ved.

A good example of optimum partitioning arose during the EAP design when having determined
the major functions of the avionics system, it was necessary to decide where these
functions would be carried out. in examining locations for the bus control, executive
control, display management and symbol generation functions, there were several possible
choices. The most obvious way was to combine the bus control and executive control
functions in a single equipment and the display management and symbol generators functions
in a separate equipment. However from analysis of databus traffic it was shown that the
databus traffic could be significantly reduced by combining all four functions into a
single equipment. It was also shown that by using a single equipment significant savings

in weight, volume, cabling, power and cooling would result and finally it was established
with potential suppliers that this solution was viable. Thus a specification for a wave-
form generator which undertook all four functions, was put out to tender.

In this specific case the main operational software which included the bus control
transaction tables, executive control, warnings and display Management functions were
produced by BAe while other software functions for bus control algorithm, symbol gener-
ation, built-in test and basic system onerating modules were produced by the equipment
supplier. This combination of software within individual processors was satisfactorily
achieved through the use of common software standards and tools.

6. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

The structured design process with its pre-defined life cycle stages provided the basis
for the management and control strategy. Each life cycle stage has a specified start
point, purpose and resultant output. Thus as the life cycle unfolded the successful

Immm
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completion of these outputs provided management with the necessary measure of progress
and achievement.

The management control procedures, to which all life cycle stage products were subjected
can be summarised as follows:-

- Review - The aim of this is to ensure both the satisfactory completion of one stage
of the life cycle before commencing the next and the correct planning of subsequent
stages to achieve successful implementation. The review was both technical and
managerial, Technical; to check both automatically and through independent quality
control, that the design was compliant, accurate, traceable and conformed to standards,
and managerial to ensure all corrective actions were resourced and progressed
adequately.

- Configuration Control - The formal review having been completed a formal baseline
was established for each life cycle product allowing work to proceed against that
formally controlled baseline. As more detailed work continued errors were exposed
the correction of which were rigorously controlled through the change control
procedure.

- Change Control - Through this procedure the effect of a change on all potentially
affected areas had to be assessed prior to approval being given for the change.
This is particularly important in an integrated system since changes in one processor
can cause changes in other processors. If the change was sufficiently large or
important it would be subjected to the formal review process.

- Configuration Status Accounting - In a project with a large number of configuration

controlled items and an even larger number of changes in progress it is essential
that a status account of these items is maintained and circulated to all project

participants. In addition to the change status it is beneficial to maintain an
analysis of the change data.

7. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The use of the structured design approach together with its associated tools undoubtedll
contributed to the success of the EAP in allowing the design of the avionics system to
achieve a high standard in an extremely short timescale. The following specific points
are considered to be worthy of noting summarising what was learnt from this exercise and
in providing pointers to the design of future weapon systems.

- The structured approach together with the application of the rigorous management and
control procedures enabled realistic programme plans to be produced and provided a
high level of visibility in terms of progress of the design activities. The change
statistics proved to be a valuable indicator of how the project expectations and
requirements were being fulfilled.

- The undertaking of a freeze of the systems requirements prior to starting the func-
tional analysis process and then the application of a strict configuration control
procedure which virtually eliminated the introduction of changes to these require-
ments once the freeze had taken place were considered to be major factors in enabling
the programme timescale to be met.

- The use of the structured approach brings about a significant increase in the amount
of design documentation produced but this is greatly assisted by the use of computer
aided tools which reduce the labour intensive nature of this task. This increase in
design documentation is a significant step forward in overcoming past deficiencies
of having insufficient information readily available. It also significantly reduces
such tasks as the production of test specifications, customer manuals etc.

- The key to the production of a high quality system design was undoubtedly the insis-
tence on the adherence to the very rigid control and management of the design process.
CORE proved to be a very powerful tool not only for design but also for fault finding
due partly to the extensive documentation. This was found to be very versatile in
assisting the engineers to rapidly locate the problem area and correct it. It also
enabled changes in the requirements to be introduced easily and rapidly.

- The structured approach to the total system design places more responsibility on the
weapon system contractor who carries out the partitioning process, and therefore
determines where and how the various functions will be carried out. How much of the
resulting activity is undertaken by the weapon system contractor or the avionic
equipment suppliers is a matter of debate. It is considered that avionics suppliers
will continue to implement the specialist functions such as sensors, displays and
processor hardware but the definition of the on-board software will become more the
responsibility of the weapon system contractor.

- As well as the tools associated with SAFRA which were used to assist in the design of
EAP systems, use was also made of mainframe text processors, minicomputer word
processors, standard proforma and data base tools. For future projects, the extension to
a comprehensive, centralised, computerised engineering database is considered to be
highly desirable.
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- In any project there is a need for effective configuration control throughout the
design phase. On EAP this was handled by manual means supported wherever possible
with computer aids. As the size of a project increases and the use of a centralised
engineering data base with multi-user access is established, so automated configur-
ation control tools must be available.

- It is considered that complex system requirements cannot be accurately described in
plain "English" text. The use of tools such as CORE generate their own design lan-
guage and introduce a need for training not only of the system design engineers but
of all the personnel who will be associated with the project such as test engineers,
support engineers and in particular managers and representatives of the customer.
It is extremely important that the latter two groups of people fully appreciate the
design approach being undertaken and its associated documentation.

- A major difference between the structured "top-down" approach compared to existing
"bottom up" approaches, is the elapsed time before some functioning of the system can
be seen. In the latter case it is usual for some areas of the system to become
visible early in the programme, but in the former case the system tends to come to-
gether all at once, albeit on time. Management must be made aware of this difference
from the start of the programme and must rely on the visibility of progress provided
by the method, to justify their faith that the System Designers will meet their
objectives.

In conclusion it must be admitted that there were doubts during the initial stages of the
project as to whether the structured design approach was sufficiently developed to enable
us to achieve our declared objectives. In retrospect the success of the project in
achieving 35 flights in the first 30 days with no requirements for system changes, shows
that the doubts were unfounded. In particular, the success of the structured design ap-
proach applied to the avionics system in terms of the quality of design, the timescale
achieved and its supportability were beyond our expectations and indicates the way forward
for the design of the more complex weapon systems of the future.
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Figre 2
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INTEGRATED AVICNICS - 034CEPIUAL DESIGN

Michael J. Breza
Directorate of Design Analysis
Aeronautical Systens Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

Avionics of modern military aircraft is essential for maximizing perfonance realization of the total
aeronautical system. In the early canoqtual phase, aeronautical systems designers give scant attention
to the interaction of avionics comonents. The aircraft design team generally provides weight, volume
and power considerations for the desired avionics functions and assumes that an avionics suite can
eventually be assembled. Even less attention is given to the potential synergistic effect avionics can
have with the aircraft design process. In contrast, the designers expend a large effort on fLxiing the
best balanced combination of airfram and propulsion ccrsxents which satisfy the design objectives.
This paper will attempt to show why avionics must be a co-equal meaber of the aeronautical system along
with airframe, propulsion, and armament. In beoming a co-equal partner, avionics must be an element of
the system design analysis, commncing with the early conceptual design phase of a new aeronautical system.

introduction

During the conceptual design phase of military aeronautical systes, considerable attention is
placed on conducting tradeoff analyses with airframe and propulsion related parameters. The purpose of
these tradeoff studies is to find the best ombination of wing size, wing shape (aspect ratio, sweep
angle, thickness), engine characteristics, and many other configuration paraneters to best fulfill the
flight performance objectives.

current conceptual design practices do not allow the avionics parameters to play in the design trade-
off and optimization process. Certainly, aircraft designers are aware that avionics systems are important
to the total aeronautical system. Thus, they establish allocations that account for the presence of the
avionics components within the aircraft. These allocations are specified in terms of volurme, weight,
electrical power, and cooling requirements. Additionally, the designers do consider some of the very
obvious constraints inposed by certain sensors. For example, the fire control radar must be located to
provide a large, unobstructed field of view.

At the present tim, the aeronautical system designer accepts these constraints. Their acceptance
may come with reluctance, but nonetheless, these canstraints are accepted like other onstraints imposed
by flight crew and payload provisions.

The Need

Avionics need a co-equal eartner with the airframe, propulsion, and ansaset cmponents, and sub-
jected to design iterations along with the other aircraft components. Why should the avionics system
parameters be subjected to iteration with airframe, propulsion, and armament paramters in the early con-
ceptual design tradeoff process? The answer to this question seems obvious. First, the avionics systerm
costs are a major portion of the total system costs. For a modern fighter or attack aircraft, the avion-
ics system will pzobably cost more than either the airframe or propulsion system. The second and
prohbly more important reason is that avionics are essential elements in the effectiveness of an aero-
nautical combat system. Sinply stated, modern combat aircraft cannot accomplish its task without an
avionics complement.

Since the avionics suite in itself is critical to the mission acomplishent, it also has profound
interactions with the airframe, propulsion, ataisment, and, of course, very significant interactions with
the pilot. To examine these interactions, there is a need to madta avionics conceptual design an integral
part of the ocept formulation process of advanced aeronautical systems.

Due to ever increasing avionics complexity, these comrorents of modern military aircraft now signif-
icantly impact the cost and utility of the total weapon system. Avionics requirements are usually defined
in operational terms (e.g., detection range, field of view/regard) and not in terma of design parameters
(e.g., bana width, prf, NEI, et) which the design engineers can relate to. Typically an "allocation" in
terns of weight, size, power and cooling needs is made to account for the presence of the avionics suite
inside the aeronautical system. As to what subsystems make up the avionics suite and how they are related
to the operational task is left for later definition. Much of the aircraft configuration is frozen. The
drawback with this approach is that it gives inadequate attention to the interacting effects avionics have
with the aixfrar/propuluion system. Thus, the process of arriving at the "best" total design for the
mission is fmdametally incomplete.

To incorporate avionics into the aircraft design process, the aircraft design team has to integrate
the inputs of all participants invlved with the system development process. These narticipants include
the designer, the operational user, and the technologist. Each of the participants- concerns must be
properly balanced within the framework of the overall systes to insure that an effective and affordable
advanced aeronautical system cam be produced with low risk. How these participants do their particular
job and how they interact in arriving at a system solution will be discussed below.

I
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Avionics in the Aircraft Design Process

Currently, in ._ne early stages of the aircraft design process, aircraft design teane spend consider-
able effort determining the best balanced set of airframe and propulsion parameters that achieve the
design objectives. 1o accomplish this, the design team formulates an aircraft design synthesis and anal-
ysis procedure. Typically, the design synthesis and analysis procedure is formulated within the organi-
zations' osmputer-aided design system. Once the procedure is established, the design team will utilize
the procedure to systematically generate an array of aircraft design possibilities. Within the design
array, the major configuration design variables such as wing size, wing shape, sweep angle, fuselage
length and diameter, nutber of engines and engine thrust size will be examined. For the aircraft perfor-
mance analysis, different measures of merit are used depelding on the aircraft's intended mission. Gen-
erally, the aircraft design team is interested in flight range, maximum speed, maximum turn rate, etc.
Aircraft cost is also computed based on data derived from the design synthesis process.

The inclusion of avionics design in the conceptual design process appears feasible. obviously, the
new conceptual design system would have a ntmer of new input parameters. Also, different measures of
merit are required to assess avionics performance. These new measures of merit must be clearly defined.
There are a myriad of measures of merit used to characterize avionics performance that can also be
linked to the aircraft performance. For example, aircraft velocity and altitude impact the performance
of some sensors and the aircraft's configuration may limit a sensor's field of view. Also, avionics
performance is strongly coupled to some newer aircraft performance measures such as infrared signature and
radar cross-sectin. A reduced signature airframe would, for example, allow a reduction in E, output
power and, henoe, weight necessary to defeat a threat.

To merge avionics requirements into the total aeronautical system design process, suitable design
methods are needed. In the conceptual design phase, where there is little or ill defined avionics hard-
ware, it will be necessary to construct mathematical models that synthesize the avionics suite within the
overall system. These models need not be extremely elaborate, bit must have sufficient detail to provide
the definition needed for the avionics performance and cost analysis. Also, these models must provide
a preliminary assessment of the volumie, '.)eight, power and cooling requirements that impact the airframe
and propulsion systems.

The avionics system performance can then be evaluated within the total aeronautical system design
process. Many of the computational tools required to conduct the avionics performance analysis already
exist. It is just a matter of utilizing these tools earlier in the aeronautical system design process.

Once the i w integrated design synthesis and analysis procedure is established, numerous trade
studies can be conducted. Then it will be possible to examine the interactions that exist between the
avionics suite and the other major components of the aeronautical system. The question of which combina-
tion of sensors should be used in a given weapon system could then be examined in quantitative terms.
This will aid greatly in preventing the over-specification of subsystem requirements and consequent high
cost.

Interaction with the User

Another important participant in the process of avionics into the aeronautical system conceptual
design process is the user of the aircraft. The aircraft users are generally the military combat comanis
like the Tactical Air Command, Strategic Air Ccemand, etc. In the Air Force, the commands make their
requireeents known by issuing Statements of Need (SCN). The level of detail of the SCN can vary from
stating specific performance levels like detection range to very general statements like "it shall be
able to detect." A problem frequently arises when the user specifies a level of performance that is
difficult or very expensive to achieve with available technology. When this situation occurs, it is
necessary to work with the using command to evolve a set of design requirements that are technically
viable, reasonable in cost, and still provide the margin of military utility. In establishing this
dialogue with the user, it is necessary to examine the effect that user requirements have on the total
aeronautical system's cost -nd performance.

Interaction with the Technologist

Another important participant in the process of introducing avionics into the aircraft design
process is the technologies. The technologist as defined here are the scientists and engineers who
mature relevant technologies for transition into new systems. They are the people who provide new
system performance opportunities. In the course of maturing new technologies, they build 3xperi-ntal
articles to conduct both laboratory and field tests. Frequently, prototype articles are *
flight tested in a "real world" environment. The prototype equipment and tests conducted ! 'ery
valuable database for interpretation and application by the aircraft design team.

This database can provide part of the foundation for the mathematical models used in the integrated
aircraft/avionics design synthesis and analysis methodology. The avionics specialist on the design team
works closely with the technologist to insure that the database contains all the information needed.
The test hardware provides the necessary physical data such as size, weight, power required, etc. The
test results provide the perfoxrancc data and all conditional information which affects the performance.
The designers need to know the envirosmnt and other conditions which degrade or restrict the device's
performance. Having a sound and complete database, the design team will then be able to evaluate nmt
rnly the proposed device, but also synthesize variations of that device.

Armament Considerations

Armament technology is another area that the avionics conceptual designer and integrator mist
be intimately aware of. The accuracy and effectiveness of weapons delivery system-fire control for
both guns and missiles, both short and medium range--depends on the appropriate matching of the fire
control sensor with the weapon capability. Here also, the avionics suite's performence requirements
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have to match the anticipated capability of the armament. A reactive threat that responds to our system
improvements by improvements in kind (such as those involving lower signatures, emissions, or tactics)
must also be considered as part of the design process. This would require a capability to conduct sensi-
tivity analysis on threat reaction to identify those attributes that ould drive our avionics performance
towards unacceptability.

An Avionics/Aircraft Desiqn Trade Example

The issue of one versus two crew members in a fighter/attack aircraft has been long standing. The
argument centers on the subject of the pilot work load versus the capability of the electronics aids that
can be made available to reduce the pilot's work load. The topics of mission effectiveness and the
aircraft's life cycle cost trongly impact this issue. Revolutionary changes that are occurring in
information processing and displays will undoubtedly cause the issue of one versus two crew memaers to
continue. If we go with cne pilot, the inclusion of a FLIR iith a field of regard (FOR) equivalent to
that of a pilot's view is of current interest. A location in the nose of the aircraft would be a
necessary constraint to satisfy this FOR. However, to obtain reasonable sensor recognition performance,
the aperature size and the associated housing could create aerodynamic problems. Hence, aperature/sensor
performance/aerodynamic ispact trades miust be made.

An integrated aircraft/avionics design synthesis and analysis procedure will give the conceptual
design team an ability to quantify design issues that are currently the subject of much conjecture.

Conclusions

Much work needs to be done to insure that avionics are satisfactorily considered in the aeronautical
system design process. It is technically feasible to make avionics an equal partner with the airfrare,
propulsion and armament components even in the early conceptual design phase of a new aeronautical systes.
Current aircraft design synthesis and analysis procedures can be modified (and/or expanded) to incorporate
an avionics suite synthesis and analysis procedure that is integral to the overall aeronautical system
design methodology. The new integrated design system could then be utilized to define the best set of
aeronautical system design parameters, including the avionics suite. By incorporating avionics considera-
tions into the aeronautical system design process with quantifiable measures of merit, the performance-to-
cost ratio of our new aeronautical weapon systems will isprove dramatically.
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THE EVOLUTION OF DIGITAL AVIONICS ARCHITECTURES/SYSTEMS

AND

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY

JOHN C. OSTCAARD AND D. REED MORGAN

U. S. AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL LABORATORIES

AVIONICS LABORATORY

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO, USA 45433-6523

SUMMARY

This article encompasses the evolutionary design/development of modern-day digital
information systems. Included are the Initial attempts at using digital technology in
the early 1970s, the system integration thrusts of the 1980s and the continued system
technoiogy revolution of the 19Os.

DAIS - 1q70s

The Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) was the first attempt at defining a
svstem architecture for an avionic system utilizing digital technology to reduce life
cycle costs. The strategy was to develop hardware and software core elements and
standardized interfaces which could be configured and applied to many aircraft.

The DAIS architecture consisted of federated processors communicating with each
'ther and the other system elements (sensors, weapons, and controls and displays)
through a standardized multiplex data bus. Centralized system single-point control was

performed b a processor resident software executive that could be relocated for
redundancy. Application software was structured to provide modularity, reliability, and
transferability. This system architecture was flexible to accommodate a wide variety of
aviotics configurations, missions, and sensors, which provided redundancy to improve

.vailability, and accommodate changes in technology.

The basi architecture was designed for a broad class of configurations where the

number of processors could be reduced or enlarged depending upon the avionics and

mission requirements. Standardization, commonality and application independent
executive software allowed adaptability of this architecture to a broad class of
diffetent applications as well as to making milsslon-to-mission changes in a particular
ai~rcraft.

PAVE PILLAR - 1980s

The PAVE PILLAR program Las established an avionics architecture for tactical and
-cr tegic aircraft using revolutionary new technology. Tihe trend in avionics system
dosign is to increase system integration thereby improving system performance,
inreasinc cystem availability, and decreasing cost of ownership. The PAVE PILLAR
design philosophy, which permits resources to he shared across subsystems, requires a
highly coupled system-wide management and control program (operating system) supported
by a wide-band data distribution network, high speed processors, and extensive mass
memory. The ability to consider integration of this magnitude is dependent on recent

advances in microelectronics technology, most notably the advent of VHSIC and fiber

optics technology.

The PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture is functionally divided Into three distinct
areas: mission management, sensor management and vehicle management. The three areas

define the enclosing boundaries for resource sharing, sparing and substitution. Unique
characteristics of each of these areas preclude the utilization of resources across

areas tor the purpose of function recovery or reconfiguration. This does not imply that
the areas do not contain many common hardware elements, but that the organization,
connectivIty and control of these components restrict their practical use in functional
system-wide reassignment. Each of the three areas have assoclited with them a logical
processor type and varying interface requirements. The implementation concept is for
-sten elements to be built from a set of common modules supporting programmable
processing, 1/0 and memory storage functions. The interfaces between system elements
are standard high-speed time division multiplex buses and data links, all utilizing

fiber optics technology.

PAVF PACE - 1990.

An avionics technology base of historic proportions is currently being sponsored by
c' ited Statos government R&D agercies. If these technologies are properly exploited,

natured and integrated during the l990s. 21st century avionics will undergo a change
that tay he as dramatic as the introduction of the transistor. Increasing avionics
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capabilities while decreasing avionics acquisition and support costs will be a
continuing challenge. This program is a systematic and disciplined approach to the
technology maturation process and will provide the system definition for future
development and demonstration of highly capable and affordable avionics technology for
new/retrofitted aircraft in the 21st century. Complete compatibility with the PAVE
PILLAR/ATF Advanced Avionics Architecture will be maintained. New Capabilities to be
provided include: machine intelligence to provide better aircrew situation awareness
and decision aiding in complex scenarios, ultra-reliable electronics for surge/austere
support conditions, and system level computer-aided development and support tools to
reduce embedded computer software costs.

INTRODUCTION

One of the principal trends in avionics has been and continues to be from analog to
digital electronics. The rapid growth of solid state micro-electronics and its general
commercial availability has been responsible for this trend. Applications have
progressed from simple replacement of "conventional" analog components like vacuum tubes
and discrete components by solid state equivalents, to function replacement by solid
state logic arrays, finally to total implementation of system functions by solid state,
integrated circuits, including full computer processing capability.

Another dominant trend has been to integrated system architectures where digital
subsystems are closely coupled under software control, exchanging digital data, to
perform a total weapon system function.

These trends have greatly increased the performance and capabilities of our weapon
systems, although at the costs of increased system complexity. The gains we have
achieved in improved system performance, decreased weight and volume, lower power
consumption, increased reliability and lower cost per function by the use of high
density solid state micro-electronics have been offset, to some degree, by penalties we
now have to pay in longer and more complex system integration programs, softwnre design
and management and generally more sophisticated logistical support.

A relatively recent concern is the short "lifetime" that many micro-electronic
products exhibit, as technology continues to rapidly evo

1
.e and companies move on to

broader, more profitable markets. A five year produ t lIfe cycle is not very compatible
with a 25-year weapon system life cycle.

Given that most people will admit that avionics systems employing modern
micro-electronics and real-time cofeware carry their own unique class of problems. the-e
is still a natural resistance 'oy the system designers to any attempt by the customer to
specify system characteristics beyond required performance. That is why there has been
some rocky going as we cautiously implement a number of standardizatiun concepts and
actual architecture related standards. However, there has been steady progress.

Progress has been fastest and easiest when we have stayed in the domain of
interface standards. The implementation of the MIL-STD-1553 multiplex bus standard is
an obvious success story. Major weapon system designs like the F-16 and the B-i broadly
used this standard definition of multiplex signal interfaces and protocols. Even
cross-service standardization has occurred through the Navy's commitment to MIL-STD-1553

on their F-I8 program.

We have and are now implementing even more interfacing types of standards, such as
the HIL-STD-1750 instruction set for avionics computers, the Ada Higher Order Language
(HOL), specified by HrL-STD-i81i, for avionics Operatonal Flight Programs (OPP), and
the High Speed Data Bus standardization activity currently underway. Note that these
are not "pure" interface standards, but begin to impinge on the area of system
architecture, both from a hardware and software sense. Similar efforts are going on in
the area of 32-bit micro-processors, an especially urgent task, since these devices may
be pervasive in all of our systems in the near future to support such rapidly developing
disciplines as artificial intelligence. But things start to get interesting when we
move out of the area of simple interface standards into the world of system integration
- when we talk not only of system interfaces but of system topology. Included in this
level of system architectural considerations are concepts which have evolved from the
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) program through the PAVE PILLAR program and
are projected for the PAVE PACE program.

ERA OF THE 1970s

The decade of the seventies was marked by a rapid development in digital
technology. Integrated circuit technology evolved from the 7400/5400 dual-inline
packages (DIP) to the early rudim-,tary designs for bit-slice and microprocessor on a
chip. Data communication evolved from point-to-point connection to multiple device

interfaces on a single/dual redundant multiplex data bus. This Increased use of digital
technology also permitted an increase in programming capability and assembly language
programming began to "give way" to the use of Higher Order Languages (HOLa) such as
JOVIAL and FORTRAN. Likewise, display technology and the use of programmable displays
began to take place with the development of the "all glass cockpit" concept,
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DAIS

The Digital Avionics Information System was formulated specifically to address the
System Architecture issues.

The Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) has been characterized as a system
architecture which can be applied and configured for a broad class of avionic
applications and missions utilizing digital technology to reduce life cycle costs by
defining and developing hardware and software core elements and standardized interfaces
which can be configured and applied to many aircraft.

The DAIS approach reflected a total system concept rather than a functional
subsystem or hardware oriented system. For example, a "navigation sub-system" in DAIS
did not refer to a dedicated set of hardware and software which performed only the
navigation function. DAIS architecture and elements were not dedicated to any one of
several avionic functions, but used to perform many of the avionic functions with the
avionic sensors and subsystems. The DAIS concept, therefore, proposed that the
processing, information transfer, and the control and display functions be common and
service the avionic application functional areas on an integrated basis. The DAIS
system architecture consisted of hardware and software core elements and standard
interfaces which could be structured for various avionics configurations. The
architecture consisted of processors communicating with each other and other system
elements (-,sors, subsystems, weapco statioiks, co:,ctrols an$ displnysN threugh a
standardized multiplex data bus. Application-independent executive software allowed
adaptability of the architecture as well as performing system control. Additional key
support software lements provided the tools for development, integration, and test of
the core eleuents 'or a specific application. The basic attributes of the DAIS system
which supported these system characteristics include flexibility, ease of use, case of
modification, and portability.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The DAIS architecture consisted of federated processors communicating with each
other and the other system elements (sensors, weapons, and controls and displays)
through a standardized multiplex data bus. This standardized moltiplex data bus
provided dual redundant information paths between the system resources (each computer
and other system elements). Centralized system single-point control was performed by a
processor resident software executive that could be relocated for redundancy.
Application software was structured to provide modularity, reliability, and
transferability. This system architecture was flexible to accommodate a wide variety of
avionics configurations, missions, and sensors, and provide redundancy to improve
availability and accommodate changes in technology.

The basic elements of the DAIS architecture which can be restructured for various

aircraft avionic configurations were called DAIS core elements (or building blocks) and
were composed of the DAIS multiplex (bus controllers, remote terminals, and data buses),
DAIS pro essors (with an associated memory), DAIS mission s'ftware, and DAIS controls
and displays as shown in Figure 1. Additional elements were the support software
elements, namely the JOVIAL Compiler (J73), and Partitioning, Analyzing and Linkage
Editing Facility (PALEFAC). Sensors, weapons, and other subsystems were selected as
required for the particular mission and connected to the interface modules of the Remote
Terminals of the multiplex system or connected directly to the multiplex bus if the
subsystem was compatible with the bus protocol.

The mission software or Operational Flight Program (OPP) resided in the memory of
the DAIS processors. The mission software was structured in a modular form to allow
easy mission-to-mission sensor/weapons changes, provide flexibility for major
modifications, and provide transferability of portions of the software to other aircraft
applications. The OFF was partitioned into the executive software and the application
software. The latter was modularly separable into the mission avionic functional
capabilities such as navigation, guidance, weapon delivery, communication, vehicle
defense, target track and acquisition, subsystem management, stores management,
autopilot, and pilot interface. The OFP application software also supported the
on-board functional test capability. In addition, each processor contained a ROM
program to control the start-up (cold start) and load of the OFp from the system mass
memory.

INFORMATION TRANSFER SYSTEM

The DAIS multiplex system provided information transfer between the elements within
the system, including DAIS processors, controls and displays, and other subsystems. It
consisted of the bus controller interface unit (SItl), remote terminal units (RT), and
the multiplex cable assembly (data bus). The elements all were designed in conformance
with what was later to be MIL-STD-1553.

The system was a time division multiplex (TDM) data bus with a command/response
protocol having one BCIU controlling the bus traffic at any given time. Each multiplex
cable assembly consisted of a twisted, shielded wire pair. The information transfer on
the bus consisted of messages composed of command, data, and status words. The
information transfer consisted of three modes: bus controller to terminal, terminal to
controller, and terminal to-terminal transfer.

7I
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The BIU was the interface between a processor and two data buses and operated in
either of two modes: master or remote. In master code, the BCIU operated under control
of the Master Executive, issued all bus commands, and received all status words. In the
remote mode, the BCIU monitored both buses for command words and responded to valid
commands containing its own address, provided transfer of data In both directions
between the processor and either of two data buses, provided status replies on the
appropriate data bus in response to command (and special internal operations), and
interrupted the associated processor upon receipt of certain mode commands or detection
of exception conditions.

The remote terminal (RT) provided the interface between the subsystem and the two
data buses. The RT transferred data in both directions between the multiplex bus and
subsystem via the interface modules, based upon commands received from either data bus,
and provided status replies on the appropriate bus in response to commands. The PT
performed special operations upon receipt of a mode command. The RT was composed of a
Multiplex Terminal Unit (MTU), Timing and Control Unit (TCU) , and Interface Modules
(IM). The Multiplex Terminal Unit (MTU) interfaced to tie data bus, and transmitted and
received information between the data bus and the Timing and Control Unit (TCU), under
control of the TCU. The Timing and Control Unit (TCU) performed all of the timing,
control, buffering, decoding and checking required to receive information from the data
bus and transfer that information as outputs from the RT, as well as to accept inputs to
the RT. The Interface Modules (IM) converted the data to the appropriate interface
signal required by the subsystem. Any RT was capable of handling several signal
lntorfaee types in various mixes and numbers.

PROCESSING SYSTEM

The DAIS processors were general purpose digital computers of the type normally
referred to as mini-computers. They were specially engineered for airborne use and
implemented the MIL-STD-1750 instruction set architecture (TSA). Operational features
included a vectored priority interrupt system interval timers, and floating point
arithmetic. All memory was directly addressable. Indexing as well as single level
indirect addressing was available. A small read only memory (ROM) was enabled during
the start-up sequence, A separate port to memory was provided for the ECID via a direct
memory access (DMA) channel. In a federated processor configuration each processor/BClU
could only address its own memory unit. Functionally, the BCIU was viewed as an
extension of the processors input/output capability, very similar to the high speed DMA
channels available on many mini-computers. The integration of the BCIU into the
processor box was later accomplished with no external functional changes. Other
elements attached to the bus saw no difference In the operating characteristics of this
integrated unit as compared to the separate processor and BCIU.

EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE

The executive was organized into the master executive and the local executive. Each
processor contained a local executive; the master processor also contained the master
executive.

a. Master Executive - The master executive software performed the following
functions:

1. Bus Control - Allocated time segments on data bus for syncbronous
communication and for asynchronous messages.

2. Systems Error Management - Monitored and analyzed errors relative to the
operation of the processors and data bus communications, and provided control for error
recovery.

3. Configuration Management - Initialized multiple computer system at

start-up and after severe system errors.

4. Mass Memory Management - Provided for the retrieval of information 'rm
mass memory.

5. Monitor Management - Provided for monitoring of the master processor by
the monitor processor.

b. Local Executive - The local executive software performed the following
functions.

I. Task State Control - Used a task table to activate and deactivate periodic
or non-periodic tasks when appropriate conditions were met. These conditions were based
on a logical setting of real-time events.

2. Event Control - Used a table of real-time events to communicate conditions
signalled between processes whether in the same or different processors.

3. Data Control - Guaranteed interlocks between shared data, provided
mechanism for transmission and reception of data over the multiplex data bus.

I
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4. CPU Fresh Start. Restart - Used to initialize CPU, to recover from

transient failures, and to perform self-test.

CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

The DAIS controls and displays were an integrated set of state-of-the-art control
and display equipment incorporating the features of flexibility to accommodate changes
In control and display equipment, redundancy where the CRT dlsplays could serve as
backup to each other, and an efficient design for system manegement by one pilot. The
units of the DAIS controls and displays included:

Modular Programmable Display Cenerators
Display Switch/Memory Units
Integrated Multi-Function Keyboards
Data Entry Keyboards
Multi-Function Keyboards
Master Model Panel
Multi-Purpose Displays
Sensor Controller Unit
Read-Up Display
Armament Panel
Processor Control Panel

REDUNDANCY

DAIS provided redundancy in the system architecture which could be employed to
provide backup and recovery to complete mission functions in spite of hardware failure.
The areas which could be used for redundancy were:

a. Dual redundant data bus itcluding redendant bus interface modules in the PCtr
and RT.

b. Systen could employ dual redundant RTs for . specific subsystem.

c. Multi-Function Keyboard and associated Data Entr" Keyboard could be used as a
backup to the Integrated Multi-Function Keyboard and associated Data Entry Keyboard.

d. Raster displays could serve as backup to each other.

e. A processor/BCIU could he designated as monitor, serve as backup to the master
processnr/BCIU.

ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION

Ass: result of the DAIS program, standardization was actively pursued In the
multipies arena (MIL-STD-1553B), In the Higher Order Language field (MIL-STD-iP

5
RB) and

in the avionics processor instruction set (MIL-STD-1750A). However, in order to meet
the geals of true transportability (both hardware and software) it is necessary to
pursue further standardization efforts in the areas of System level Control Procedures,
Multiplex Bus Protocol, Executive Software Function and Appllcation/Executive Software
Interfaces. In addition, the advent of highly integrated subsystems and the evolving

requirements for system level capabilities have indicated the need for advancements in
the basic architecture. These requirements deal with multiple multiplex bus structures,
Increased system information processing and distribution capacities, improved fault
detection, isolation and tolerance, and improved ability to provide system functions
under degraded architectural conditions. In cider to meet these objectives, the
technologies In each area have beer pursued (bus structures, processing, executive
software, etc.), and the overall system architecture has been refined to accommodate
these new capabilities. This is the subject for the decade of the eighties.

ERA OF THE 19
8
09

The decade of the eighties showed that use of advanced electronics has given modern
combat aircraft phenomenal levels of performance, hut at a stiff price in initial cost,
maintenance workload and aircraft availability. Hence, aircraft design Is shifting to
give equal emphasis on performance, affordability, maintainability, and reliability in
the development of avionic systems.

With the adoption of MIL-STD-1553B, Aircraft Internal Time Division Command/
Response Multiplex Data Bus, some of the newer U.S. Air Force strategic and tactical

aircraft have begun the task of integrating beyond the subsystem level. However, even
these c ewcr system integration activities have addressed only the basic avionics
functions of navigation, weapon delivety, communication, and to some extent, controls
end displays. Analysis of a current tactical aircraft shows that the avionics suite
consists of approximately 58 line replaceable units with 437 different sub-assembly
spare types. The 1553 data bus and dedicated cables alone require 254 harnesses to
connect the external line replaceable units. The combined number of internal and
external interconnects explodes to more than 86,600 connections. Forty percent of the
maintenance actions on the flight line ore concerned with these cables and connectors.
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Analysis shows that by applying high speed fiber optic multiplexing and Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) technologies, the number of cables and connectors can
be reduced by as much as thirty-five percent. However, this does not imply that one can
just Insert these technologies and receive the improvements. One must structure or
partition the technologies into a system architecture which will permit maintenance
personnel to easily isolate faults and to replace failed avionics components. Also,
mission analysis hns shown that the system architecture must be flexible enough to
support air-to-air and air-to-ground mission requirements. This leads one to conclude
that the system architecture must adapt during the life time of the system to constant
changes and new mission requirements.

It follows then that the hardware and software which form the system architecture
must have a modular basis which will permit the maintenance personnel to remove and
replace the components, yet allow system designers to adapt the avlonics suite to new
requirements. PAVE PILLAR was created to solve these problems.

PAVE PILLAR

The trend in avionics system design is to increase system integration thereby
improving system accuracy, increasing system immunity to failures, and decreasing system
reliance on multiple redundant sensors. This design philosophy which permits resources
to be shared across subsystems requires , highly coupled system-wide management and
control program (operating system) supported by a wide band data distribution network,
high speed processors, -id extensive mass memory. The ability to consider integration
of this magnitude is dependent on recent advances in micro-electronics technology, most
rotably the advent of VHSIC technology.

The PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture is functionally divided into three distinct
areas:

Mission Management
Sensor Management
Vehicle Management

The three areas define the enclosing boundaries for resource sharing, sparing, and
substitution. Unique characteristics of each of these areas preclude the utilization of
resources across areas for the purpose of funstion recovery or reconfiguration. This
does not imply that the areas do not contain many common hardware elements, but that the
organization, connectivity, and control of these components restrict their practical use
in functional system-wide reassignment. Each of the three areas have associated with
them a logical processor type and varying interface requirements. Figure 2 illustrates
the top-level organization of the PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture, system elements are
built from a set of common modules supporting programmable processing, T/O, and memory
storage functions. The interfaces between system elements are standard high speed time
division multiplex buses and data links, all utilizing fiber optics technology.

MISSION MANAGEMENT AREA

The Mission Management area consists of Mission Data Processors. Mission Avionics
Multiplex Bus, Block Transfer Multiplex Bus, system Mass Memory, Stores Management
System, and a collection of interfaces to the Mission Avionics Bus. This area provides
the resources to perform the mission and system management functions such as fire
control, target acquisition, navigation management, defense management, stores
management, TF/TA/OA functions, and crew station management. The Mission Management
Area contains identically configured Mission Data Processors all connected to the
Mission Avionics Multiplex Bus and loadable from the System Mass Memory via the Block
Transfer Multiplex Bus. All Mission Processing control and data exchange outside of
leading operations is performed using the Mission Avionics Multiplex Bus. The Mission
Management Area controls job assignments for the Signal Processors and determines the
connection paths from Signal Processors (such as target tracks, CNI reception results,
threat descriptions) and moding and control data is provided back to both the Signal
Processors and the sensor front ends.

The Mission Management Area also interfaces with the Vehicle Management Area to
receive navigation state information and to supply route and trajectory commands. Other
interfaces are to cockpit multi-function switches, Stores Management System, and
miscellaneous avionics control devices not directly interfaced to the Mission Avionics
Bus (helmet-mounted sight, voice recognition system, data recorders/readers). The
Mission Management Area collects the health and status of all core elements and
sensor/subsystem components for maintenance history and to maintain mission functional
capability.

SENSOR MANAGEMENT AREA

The Sensor Management area consists of a set of common Signal Processors. A sensor
data distribution network, a sensor control network, a data exchange network, and a
video distribution system. The sensor management area provides the signal processing
functions and interfaces necessary to convert conditioned data from multiple sensors via

a sensor network into processed information suitable for distribution to other avionics
systems. The sensor management area accepts encrypted data from a TRANSEC/COMSEC
controller(s) and processes the data for transmission. This area also distributes

I
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DIGITAL AVIONICS INFORMATION SYSTEM (DAIS)

Figure 1

ADVANCED AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2
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processed digital video to crew displays and distributes sensor control commands to
sensors via a sensor control network. Signal Processor task assignment, sensor data
distribution network control, and Signal Processor resource reconfiguration is managed
by the Mission Data Processors.

VEHICLE MANAGEMENT AREA

The Vehicle Management System (VMS) is an independent subsystem supporting the
fundamental flight and airframe related control functions. The VMS Management area Is
physically isolated from the rest of the architecture for safety of flight reasons and
contains a higher degree of physical redundancy, usable only within the VMS area. The
VMS management area contains VMS Data Processors, Controls/Displays interfaces, Plight
Sensor/Actuator interfaces, Electrical Power Control interfaces, Engine Control
interfaces, and Utility Systems interfaces. The VMS Data Processor is essentially
identical to the Mission Data Processor except for memory configuration, multiplex bus
interfaces, and reconfiguration methods. The VMS Data Processor has Read Only Memory
for all program storage and does not perform any program loading. The VMS Data
Processor also has six High Speed Bus interfaces. Two dual redundant interfaces to the
Mission Avionics Multiplex Bus and four simultaneously active bus interfaces to the VMS
Multiplex Bus. Each VMS Data Processor contains the entire program load to perform all
VMS functions. Reconfiguration is accomplished by activating dormant tasks In available
spare VMS Data Processor resources. The flight essential nature of VMS processing
necessitates a very high degree of functional reliability (Fail-Op/Fail-Op/Fail-Safe).
This Is accomplished by physical quad redundancy of sensors, buses, processors, and
actuators in the VMS processing area. The partitioning of processing functions among
VMS Data Processors retains the quad redundant, simultaneously active characteristic of
the VMS area.

SYSTEM CONTROL

Control of the core processing system is provided by a distributed software
4 architecture providing for commonality of control software across the missln

processors, flight control processors, and signal processors. Major control functios
include:

- Initialization and system start-up and restart.

- Assignment of application software task to processing resources (software
configuration and reconfiguration computing resources management).

- Sequencing and synchronization of related software tasks.

- Management of sensor and ocher device reasurces with respect to mission
objectives, mode and task management, and software parameters.

- Interpretation of response to, and integration of, human control into the system
functionality.

- Collection, maintenance, and reporting of system hardware and software status,
and operational functionality.

- Response to hardware and software failure detection to preserve mission
effectiveness.

- Flight control change management and response.

- Reintegration of recovered hardware or software functions.

- Assurance of a distributed data base consistency and integrity, management of
access to that shared data.

- Preservation and collection of data required for continuity of system
functionality across failure recovery points.

- Management of communications access to ensure optimal use of communication
resources and correct addressing of data messages.

- Assurance of the security of classified data.

The operating system is partitioned into three elements: (1) the kernel executive which
provides those functions common to all processors. (2) the distributed executive which
provides for decentralized system control in each processor, (3) system executive which
provides the monitoring of system state and reconfiguration based on mission
requirements and detected system failures. Figure 3 depicts the interrelationship ofthe three elements.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

The PAVE PILLAR architectural concept was developed to support aircraft operations
from deployed locations with a minimum of support. This architecture supports the
resource sharing of core data and signal processing resources and is constructed of a

)
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set of common modules that specifically support a two-level maintenance concept. This
architecture supports high degrees of systems availability and reliability. This is
accomplished through the application of spare signal and data processing resources at
the system level so that backup services are provided when the primary sources fail. In
addition, the architecture supports graceful degradation in that when spare resources
are exhausted remaining resources can be assigned to the highest priority functinns on a
mission basis.

COMMON MODULES

The PAVE PILLAR architecture is physically comprised of a number of "building
blocks" called common modules. A common module is sized to contain the circuitry to
perform a complete digital processing function including interface control and health
diagnosis. The approach for PAVE PILLAR is to develop common modules from a limited
VHSIC chip set and then develop systems/subsystems which utilize the common modules.
The exact composition of the VHSlC chip set will depend on the evolution of that
technology programwhile the members of the common module family will be subject to PAVE
PILLAR avionic system design considerations.

A number of common modules can be built up from a family of VHSIC chips which, in
turn, can be grouped to form the basis for any one of the avionics subsystems depicted
in Figure 4. Certain non-common modules will undoubtedly be required for some specific
subsystem implementation; howeve.r, the reduction in numbers of spares types required as

a result of common module usage will provide a significant cost and elfectiveness
improvement.

The Avionics Laboratory has undertaken the design and development of two conmon
module sets: the VHSIC 1750A Data Processor and the VHSIC Common Signal Prossor.
These modules are being designed with stringent requirements for both cotremely Itw
failure rates and high fault detection and fault isolation capabilities. Fault
isolation to the single module level will be accomplished by on-board lilt-ln-Tcst
(BIT) circuitry at the chip level and multi-tiered self test software. Th, use of a
nodular concept will permit the maintenance personnel to perform on-board diagnosis and
replacement of the avionics at the module level with no auxiliary gr-rod equipment.

This capability then leads one to conclude that a two-level avionics maintenance

concept might be realizeable. Figure 5 shows the impact of various maintenane
concepts. The current three-level maintenance approach consists of flight line,
Avionics Intermediate Shop, and depot/factory diagnosis and repair. To illustrate the
benefits of changing from a three-level to a two-level maintenance concept, an in-hoose
study to oxamine the relative life cycle cost of several combinstions of maintenancio
concepts and technology integration was conducted. As shown bere, the costs consist ,f
operations alld support plus the Aviocics Intermediate Shop and spare parts to suppoct
1000 aircraft for 20 years at a flying rate of 300 flight 'cuts per aircraft per y'cr.
All costs are stated in 1984 dollars. The fIrst column r esents today's technology -
F-16 A/B - utilizing the sta ndard three-level naitenance with removal/replacement )f
LRUs at the flight line. In column B, the three-level maintenance concept is retained

and LRUs are still used, but VHSIC technology has been incorporated snd a fault tolerant
design through extensive built-in-test has been introduced. These steps reduce our cost
for operating and maintaining the 1000 aircraft fleet by nearly 20%. In the next step,
where the Avionics Intermediate Shop is eliminated and everything else is kept the some

as B, there is a further reduction in cost of over $200M. Finally, introduction of
standard modules provides a further reduction in cost to approximately one-half of the
current cwrership bill. While these numbers are not hard and fast they do provide an
indication of the sizeable cost gains which can be r-alized through the application of
PAVE PILLAR technologies.

TECHNOLOCY TRANSPARENCY

The building block approach espoused in this section permits not only the initial
development of a highly flexible avionics suite ut ialso the continued development crv
integration of Pre-Planned Product Improvement (P I). This is acomplished within the
architecture by the concept of standard data buses (Parallel Interface (P1), Test and
Maintenance (TM), High Speed Data Bus (0SDR)) and networks (SDDN, VDDN, DFN, Djta Flo
Network). This concept is implemented by Form. Fit, Function ar I.,terface (P-1),
specifications for each module type thereby permitting different designs by ',ondor for
each module type and specific vendor module design modification dependent upon
technological Improvements.

Due to the open architecture, as new building Plocks are Identified they can he
readily integrated into the avionics system, thus permittinp the performance upgrade to
an existing aircraft at a relatively low cost. New investigations have already begun in

the areas of parallel processing, artificial intelligence processing, and optical
processing. The intent is to integrate these advanced processing elements into the PAVE
PILLAR architecture if/when they become viable both operattonally and logistically.

In summary, a PAVE PILLAR avionics architecture will result in dramatic
improvements in availability, mission effectiveness, and cost of ownership. For reasons
of mobility, logistics cost control, and austere maintenance of aircraft at forward
sites, a two-level maintenance concept with line replaceable modules is endorsed by the

I
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PAVE PILLAR system. PAVE PILLAR plans to achieve these benefits and goals through
advances in technology and a systems approach to avionics integration. PAVE PILLAR is

expected to provide the generic integration approach and architecture that will act as
the foundation for avionics development in next-generation Air Force aircraft.

ERA OF THE 1990s

The decade of the nineties brings with it an avionics technology base of historic
proportions which is currently being sponsored by government R&D agencies. For example,
work in microelectronics is yielding processor chips that can be driven at a 100
megahertz clock rate. Sophisticated parallel processor networks are being developed it,
an attempt to achieve eve- higher processor speeds. Wafer scale integrated ci cuits
have been built which could potentially reduce the size of large parallel processor
networks to hacd-held units. Researchers are also developing robust Al algorithms for
the first time which will assist aircrews in decision mat'ing. Neural network theory and
actual device construction is making rapid progress and adaptive learning systems on
aircraft can now be realistically projected.

Advanced packaging and cooling technologies are under development which will allow
us to dramatically reduce circuit connections and improve thermal management to enhance
reliability. Also, powerful new CAD/CAM capabilities are under development that will
revolutionize how RP and digital hardware will be designed and manufactured and how
avionics software will be designed, developed and supported In an affordablo manner.

If the above set of technologies are properly exploited, matured and integrated
during the 1990s, 2lst century avionics will undergo a change that will be as dramatic
as the introduction of the transistor. The PAVE PACE Initiative is being planned to
affect these changes.

With the 21st century being only a decade away, we now hould be able to begin

performing forecasts to answer the following questions relating to avionics systems
capabilities in that time frame: (I) What new performance capabilities will early 21st
century avionics enable relative to improving situation awareness and crew workload
reduction?; (2) Will we be able to finally make significant improvements in avionics
system reliability? Is there hope that new technology developed during the 90s will
allow scheduled maintenance for avionics? Will we be able to build avionics that in
expected to have a 30-day operation with minimal repair and replacement?; (3) Will we be

able to finally curtail the escalating cost spiral for avionics, particularly d velop-
ment and support cost?; (4) What new forms of functional integraticn can we expect to
see as a result of the new technologies and the need to fuse information?; and, finally,
(5) What types of avionic system architectures will be needed to support strides in
reliability, performance and cost savings?

FORCES THAT WILL SHAPE THE 21ST CENTURY AVIONICS

The characteristics of early 21st century avionics will he shaped by Irresistible
forces operating on available technologies. Implications derived fr,,m how these forces
and constraints will generally shape future avionic requirements will be made.

DESIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

As scenarios become more complex, the quality of time-compressed decisions by the
aircrew can he expected to decrease, while the number of required actions will likely
increase unless proper steps are taken. Clearly, more information derived from sensors
and weapon status Information will he required and much larger amounts of extertal "C1"
data will come into the cockpit from other sources. Given that the basic skeletal
framework for acquiring and distributing the data is being put in place (i.e. PAVE
PILLAR), the next step is to develop the technology that translates the artificial world
of sensors into an easily understood world that can be exploited by our human abilitie ,
This "avionic technology missing link" is viewed as pivotal in determining the future of
avionics. We must develop means to achieve full spherical situation awareness (St. of
threats, targets and terrain in a volume of space and time of interest to the aircrew.
We must enable selected automation that allows the crew's intenm to be expressed by

direct, simple actions. Further, we must implement "simple to use" avionics in
extremely complex scenarios that involve coordinated intra-flight netting of resources
for both offensive and defensive tactics.

In order to affect needed information presentation and control Improvements,
several new technologies will be required. These include: (]) large full color high
brightness, displays for "Big Picture" presentation of the situation; (2) extremely high
speed graphics processors (tens of MOPS) will be required to present real-time panoramic
graphical information for head-down and helmet mounted displays; (3) the use of real-time
Al algorithms (and ultimately neural network implementations) will be needed to
determine how information is to be presented, provide tactics recommendations, system
health status, assist in mission replanning, sensor management, determine pilot intent.
etc. High speed processing in the order of a few HOPs ("simple" Al applications) to a
few BOPs (complex cooperating expert system) will be needed; (4) advanced signal

processing techniques to enable continued operation across the RF spectrum in Jamming
environments will require extremely high speed processing which could roach a few nOPs;
(5) n r

5
art" sensors are needed to detect and identify targets and threats. Again.

several POPs will be required; (6) selectable automation of integrated -ehicle and
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weapon control functions will be necessary In many situations to allow pilots to
concentrate on high level maxagement decisions and cowmunicare with support forces. For
example, the selected integration and automation of flight control, fire control, enpine
control, thrust vector control and weapons control may be highly beneficial in aerial
combat, missile ,vasion and low altitude maneuvering-flight profiles. This integrated.
automated system (which also would likely employ Al algorithms) would again require higo
speed, fault tolerant processing of the order of several tens to hundreds of 

M
OPs; and

(7) finally, robotic air vehicles (RAVs) will likely make their presence known it,
significant way during the early 21st century to complement manned vehicles. The
authors envision these vehicles to serve as a force multiplier in extremely hazardous
scenarios across the range of tactical missions. Since RAVs represent the need for
m.usive automation, including the robust use of Al, most of the above comments relating
co the high speed processing apply here.

In summary, desired operational capabilities for the early Zlist century require
extraordinarily high speed processing. These speeds are generally not achievable by ono
or even a few of tile fastest processors we will have available. We will need to etilize
parallel networks to achieve these speeds. We will need to find a way to solve several
problems before the capabilities cited in the above discussion become reality. Some of
these problems include: (1) achieving an affordable approach to the development and
support of massive amounts of numeric and symbolic software; and (?) packaging the
parallel networks Into aircraft compatible dimensies while achieving affordable
hardware configurations that are reliable and fault tolerant. As challenging as these
problems appear to he, there are technologies under development that appear to offer
workable solutions.

COST CONSTRAINTS

Avionics usually represent about one-third the fly-away cost of a fighter and
usually a higher fraction of the maintenance cost. As missionc become more complex aed
as more robust suites of avionics are added, these fractions will likely increase unless
fundamental processes are reversed. Cost containment and even coot reduction of
avionics is expected to become a significant issue during the 1990s. It is Increasiegl
apparent that expensive avionics reduce the number of aircraft that can b afforded.

Avionics cost is justified if commensurate improvements in survivobilltv ard force
multiplication are realized. Over the past two decades, we have seen dramatic,
cost-effective improvements in weapon system flexibility, capability and survivability
due to the use of avionics, particularly programmable computers. These strides were
enabled by impressive increases in hardware speed and significant decreases in processor
and memory cost. Because the use of programmable computers is so pervasive, tho
escalating cost of software design, development and support has become a ceetral problem
in cost containment for the entire weapon system.

A software cost crisis is building. If it is not contained, fewer capable aircraft
will be bult or we will have lets capable aircraft. Strides in software productivitv
have not begun to keep pace with hardware strides despite significant progress in
software standards and tools.

For example, Figure 6 shows the dramatic growth of software costs for mission
critical Air Force computer resources. Some observations are: (1) through 1985, most
computing hardware in the force structure consisted of data processors. The steady
percentage decrease in the cost of data processing hardware, In spite of its more robust
use on aircraft, can be seen; and (2) rising support software costs through 1985 was
caused by several factors: (a) a how-wave effect where an increasing number of software
systems must still be supported (machine code, assembly code and HOL); (b) standard-
ization of languages and instruction sets have helped slow down the rate of cost growth
but has nor been in place long enough to dramatically effect overall costs; and (c)
software design and development productivity has not kept pace with the opportunities
(and temptations) afforded by hardware strides.

Although the past decade has witnessed significant cost growth In data processing
software, new factors are at work which could further escalate software cost growth.

These new factors include: (1) steady movement towards automating aircraft
functions to relieve crew workload and stress, thereby increasing demanas on data
processing eoftware; (2) the growth of programmable signal processing, with an immense
software burden, is becoming necessary to meet complex threat environments; (3) a trend
towards functional integration on aircraft is resulting in a dramatic increase in
programmable data and signal processors; and (4) during the 1990s, real-time machine
intelligence should he demonstrable in the laboratory In flyable configurations.

Processori executing billions of operatlons per second may be flying by the year
2000. Exceedingly expensive software could result. Advanced software support tools
will be needed to help develop software for parallel processors. Advanced Al, image
processing and signal processing algorithms will be massively large and complex.

There are several factors that must be considered in containing processing hardware
and software cost: (1) we must adhere to standards that allow technology growth,
maximize competition and promote reusability of designs, design tools and support
hardware and software (i.e. computer instruction sets, HOLs, compilers, etc.); and (2)
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we must stress the replicated use of common hardware modules across the entire force
structure, with the ultimate goal of having common modules across DOD avionics, (3) we
must make fundamental changes in the way software is designed, developed and supported.

MANPOWER CONSTRAINTS

The availability of skilled maintenance personnel in the Air Force is another
factor which will drive early 21st Century avionics. An Air Force Studies Board report
investigating the isolation of faults in Air Force weapon systems concluded that there
would be a growing demand for competent Air Force electronics technicians due to
increasingly complex avionics, increased demand by the private sector and a shrinking
manpower pool among 18-24 year old people in the U.S. One conclusion of the report was
that we must move toward decreasing functional specialization at the flight line. In
the authors' opinion, manpower constraints will accelerate the use of a standard line
replaceable avionic modules which has been espoused by the PAVE PILLAR program. In
addition to modules for data and signal proceqsng, various data bus and I/0 interface
and power supply modules, the module concept will be extended to enco.vass additional
electronic functions include RF circuitry, displays, gyros, etc. (However, with
different packaging and cooling designs.)

AVIONICS SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT FORCES AND CONSTRAINTS

The projected support environment for Air Force Avionics around the year 2000 will force
fundamental changes in electronics design, packaging and testing. The "Air Force 2000
R&M" report portrays an immensely challenging situation for the avionics support
community. The document states that vulnerability of our entire weapon systen suppULt
structure to hostile action will be the most critical support Issue by 200D. The report
emphasizes the need to plan for austere support conditions, Dramatically improved
avionics reliability and simplified maintainability with reduced flight line personnel
are required, thereby reducing dependencies on the supply pipeline. The author believes
that the "R&M 2000" scenarin implies that the following characteristics are needed for
21st century avionics: (I) we must extend the use of modular electronics across a wide
spectrum of avionics applications; (2) the number of different module types must be hept
to a minimum to allow a full complement of spares to be carried on a small ground-based
vehicle; (3) highly reliable on-board testing of circuitry will be mandatory.
Pervasive use of BIT/SIT with Al programs is expected, along with more extensivo use of
fault tolerance; the concept of deferred or scheduled maintenance for avionics will nccd
to be accomplished, where graceful degradation concepts are built into vIrtuaIly every
module; and (4) the reliability of avionics must he improved in a revolutionary manner.

SUMMARY OF DESIRED 2iST CENTURY AVIONIC CHARACITERISTICS

It is the authors' views that four fundamental (i.e. non-evolutlonary) changes or
developments will be required to meet the forces and constroints that will drive 21sr
century avionIcs. These changes, along with proposed goals are:

(1) Pervasive use of machine intelligence across virtually all electronic
functions ranging from "smart sensors" to cooperating expert systrs.

(2) Parallel processor networks which will execute numerical and heuristic
algorithms at speeds 10-100 times faster than the fastest available uniprocessors.

(3) Software design and development tools that will allow productivity to improve
by at least a factor of ten over current practices.

(4) The use of advanced materials, packaging and cooling techniques, along with
fault tolerant techniques that will enable electronics to operate for say a thirty day
period with minimal flight time support.

Two evolutionary trends in avionics reflecting a continuarion of recent concepts
are also seen. They are:

(1) an expanded use of a standard family of line replaceable modules across a
broader spectrum of avionic applications to enable flight line maintenance urder austere
conditions.

(2) an acceleration of functional integration and sensor fusion design concepts
across a broad array of electronics.

ADVANCED ENABLING TECNNOIOOIES FOR 
2
1st CENTURY AVIONICS

PARALLEL PROCESSING

Many force multiplier improvements in smart sensors, vehicle control, situation
awareness and crew decision aiding will be made possible if affordable, flyable
supercomputers and associated software can be developed for next-generation military
aircraft. New functional architectures will emerge because dramatic improvements in
processing speed can be implemented through tightly coupled networks. Unconstrained
system architectures can be developed where the system designer will have the capability
to fuse together needed logical functions irrespective of previous boundaries.
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Several types of parallel processor network architectures have been constructed
under DARPA sponsorship as well as through private ventures. Researchers are
programming these machines to develop an understanding of how beet to match the
algorithmic features of the application to specific architecture features in order to
maximize computer network speed up.

The single most important issue in parallel processing is the equivalent speed up
gained by the use of "n" processors. In general, a speed up of "n" cannot be expected
since real world problems are not perfectly parallel. If a Is defined as the fraction
of the algorithm that can be parallelized, the relation between speed up achieved by r.
processors and a is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 points out a fundamental property of
parallel computation: unless a is greater than 0.9, parallel networks will not provide a
significant speed increase. It Is imperative that the algorithm be investigated for
parallelism before proceeding to parallel network implementation. Since the slope of
the curves in Figure 7 vary as a quadratic relationship with n as a approaches 1, new
algorithms emphasizing parallelism and/or the ese of compiler tools that reformat an
existing algorithm into its most robost parallel form will be mandatory. Given that an
algorithm lends itself to parallelism, then its significantly parallel portions most we
efficiently mapped onto Lite proper network architecture if "real-time" processing of
complex algorithms Is to be achieved. The architecture selected must exhibit: (a) the
proper "grain size" for each processing element; (b) highly efficient communications
between processing elements; () high speed memory accessibility (particularly for large
sized applications); d) good load alancing for the processing tasks over time; and (e)
real-time, fault-tolerant operation.

Dozens of different parallel network architectures are conceivable, each having
different memory access approaches, communicatioo schemes, network control schemes, node
size (i.e. processor/memory pair), etc. A thorough description of the range of choices
Is beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader should consttlt References 3-7
for brief descriptions of some of the more popular parallel architectures. Both
multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) eind simple instruction multiple data (S MD)
network control schemes have been built. SIMD-controlled networks have single,
broadcasted instruction streams to all codes during a given cycle. A third general
class of networks is the systolic array which is a S1MD machine that pipelines
computations between several nodes in a serial fashion.

Pixore R shows a general comparison of various network architectures. Note that a
bus structured architecture, such as PAVE PILLAR is excellent for Interfunctit-nal
integration where bus latencies do not present problems. Although this is parallel
architecture, most paralled nets will consist of switch-based circuits. These "domain
procesor networks" will he connected to the PAVE PILLAR bus. Sch a concept of
hierarchical or tiered system networks is perfectly compatible witb PAVE PILLAR.

The cost effective choice of using a liMD or MiI) network Arehitectuc depends on
the characteristics of the application.

In general, the SlED-based network is preferable when the algorithr. is well
strucEtured, and has a regular pattern of cortrol for the cooperating nodes. If the
alrithm displays these properties, the network control hardware that issues the highly
svreosized single Instrtction strem ran be shared by all nodes, which also will
result it simpler software programming. Example algoiithms that penerally possess those
properties Include matrix calculations, certain types of artificial intelligence
applications (e.g. semantic networks), r

4
age processing and signal processiip.

A MIMD i twork architecture will likely he preferred if the algorithm control flow
is highly complex and data dependent. For suc, algorithms, much of the SIMD network
nodes would sit Idle much of the time waitng for the proper instiuction.

Example 1iPIMD-oriented algorithms include certain t,:pes of artificial intelligence
applications (e.g. tactics planning, missi, planning, system health management,
situation assessment) and executive/system ,orr;tal of corplex processing sites.

It must also be observed that a mxtute ot the SIMO) and MIMI) architntres mv ho

the preferred design for some applicaticos.

AIRBORNE PACKAGING OPPORTUNITIES

Use of VIS circsitry applied to wafer scale integration and hybrid wafer
Integration, will ultimately lead to three-di nensional, stacked wafer computers to
dramatically reduce weight, volume nd size. Techniques for on-surface interconnection
of processing microcircuit cells are being developed and techrblques for interconnection
of stacked wafers in a "3-D" array are under development.

The resulting "3-D computer" will cnsist of about 90% silicon Cas compared with
!-15 with today's military processors). Reliability is :ubstantally enhanced by
deleting the use of printed wiring boards with its thousands of chip-to-board soldel
connections. Also, total system speed of the multi-cell wafer is enhanced due to tho
ihsence of high capacitance wires which inhibit chip-to-chip high speed data transfer.

maaaI |
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The early 21st century designer can seriously contemplate wafer-based designs.
Simply stated, a hand-held (e.g. 10 cm x 5 cm) parallel processor capable of executing
billions of operations per second is reasonable by 1995.

in achieving a "hand-held supercomputer," a few basic caveats must be stated.
First, there is the question of achieving high yield of the cells across the wafer. The
minimum feature size (and hence speed) of the separate cells and whether a monolithic or
hybrid approach should be used must be determined. Secondly, and always very important,
is the algorithm-to-architecture matching problem. There are two basic design choices:
(1) use customized, stacked wafer processors having unique wafers for every high speed
parallel network application on the aircraft, or (2) use a family of wafer modules, and
replicate their common use across various applications.

CAN AVIONICS RELIABILITY BE DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED?

Achieving high avionics reliability will require combined use of (at least) the
following:

(I) carefully controlled manufacturing processes with extensive testing

(2) avoidance of high voltage and mechanical componentry

(3) improved thermal management to not only prohibit high-end temperatures from
being reached, but temperatures cycling needs to be kept to a minimum.

(4) a significant reduction in electrical connections between chip to printed
wiring board (PWB), PWB to backplane and backplane to cabling/ data buses.

(5) robust use of fault tolerance for mission critical functions.

Many exciting technology developments are responding to item (2) above. These
include the use of laser gyros, phased-arrays and solid state RF circuitry. The
accelerated use of B? micro-electronics will result from the trn-service MIMIC program.

Item (3) above requires the application of advanced technologies which, although
they are yet to be proven across all of avionics, offer significant promise. These
technologies include: improved means to reduce thermal resistance and stabilize
temperature excursions through the use of direct immersion of electronics in liquids,
phase-change cooling and use of heat pipes.

Items (4) and (5) can be accomplished by the use of new microelectronic packagIng
technology and the use of photonics. Electronics constructed at the wafer level or
using hvbrid surface mount techniques appears to be required. Interconnecting cells
reliably, using surface-mount approaches, will be the largest challenge to wafer scale

integration. Figure 9 shows a very preliminary sketch of an avionics module that
combines the features of liquid cooling and WSi, along with estimates associated with
module parameters. Although much work remains to be done in determining how the packag-
Ins, cooling and interconnections are to be accomplished most reliably, the significant
observation is that the face of avionics packaging may substantially change by the early

21st century.

NEW AVIONICS DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES

In order to affordably design, develop, test and support electronic systems of the
future, fundamental changes must be made. The resulting new design and development era
for avionics will be dominated by the use of CAD/CAM technologies which will enable
simuntilon, design, development, testing, and documentation from the system to the
component level.

Figure I0 shows an example of the general flow of this highly automated process.
Once requirements are generated, top level system network simulations will be

accomplished to establish overall functional partitioning and proper system control
operation. Software tools will ther be used to ensure the proper hardware/software
match for all processing resources, ncludinR parallel networks. These tools Include
simulators, compilers, linkers, assemblers and code generators.

Software application program development and support will be approached with the
same hardware-oriented philosophy of using CAD tools and reusable modules. Here,

libraries of reusable application software modules are tailored to fit specific
application needs (these modules will be designed to have extensive modularity and I/O
flexibility). In order to further enhance programmer productivity, "fourth-generatin"
programming techniques will be employed. Figure 11 shows the relative impact of various
factors that drive software development cost and points out the need for fourth
generation language programming. Note that whereas the programming team's experience
with the language, the size of the data base and other factors are very important cost
drivers, the numbers of source Instructions Is the dominant cost driver. Therefore.
cost will be substantially reduced if software modules can be reused or modified in a
simple manner, and if custom software can be developed with a minimum of source
instructions.

- --- - - -m 4-a l N l i l i aB5
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Figure 12 shows an example of how the concept of fourth generation programming and
reusable software might be accomplished. Here support software for specific functional
areas is used. This code translates the "pictorial" commands of a system programmer or
functional specialist. The inituitive programmer/designer communicates at a level most
familiar to established design practices (e.g. pictorial formats if a display generator
is being programmed, flow graphs for signal processing, feed back loops/multipliers/
gains for flight controls), etc. Initially reusable application or executive modules
will be developed using these tools. Subsequently, the same tools will be used to
tailor reusable code to the specific application. A front-end, Ada-based compiler is
assumed, with loadable machine code developed using these four tools. Automated
documentation is also produced by the software.

ADVANCED ARCHITECTURE AND INTECRATION TRENDS

If technology will allow us to build flyable supercomputers and fast switching
networks, how will system architecture be affected? Will new ways of integrating
functions develop, given that technical constraints will no longer he a serious factor
in determining how the system is partitioned? These two questions must be answered
together since architecture enables integration and integration drives architecture.

It was only slightly more than a decade ago when electronic systems began to be
integrated by the DAIS program. Loosely coupled offensive and defensive sensors and
controls/displays were integrated across a multiplex bus, along with the bus-oriented
integration of flight controls and stores. (See Figure 1) Here, the thrust was on
establishing digital standards, easing integration (e.g. reduce cabling) and reducing
support costs.

PAVE PILLAR further enabled integration within and across avionic functional
elements. The PAVE PILLAR architecture allows for improved fault tolerance and
commonality of line replaceable modules. Three basic integrated functional areas are
emerging from this architecture (Figure 2). These areas are: (I) sensor/pre-processors/
signal processors; (2) data processing for system control/reconfiguration and system
level computations; and (3) vehicle management (flight, propulsion, electrical power).
Redundancy of processing elements and buses is selectable, based on system requirements.
This architecture allows the designer to select whether processing and information
exchange should be done at a local level, as part of a functional affinity group or at

the mission avionics level.

The authors believe that Integrated -finity groups of functions, or "meta
tunctions" will emerge. Fur example, an "RE meta-function" would utilize needed
portions of the RF spectrum to transmit, receive or share information as an integrated
system (thereby improving situation awareness, stealth, fault tolerance and reliability
of processed results). Similarly, other metafunctions, shown in Figure 13, are expected
to emerge in thie areas of EO, vehicle controlcrew station electronics and system
management. It is of interest to note that the overall architectural framework of PAVE
PILLAR is preserved. Intercommunications between meta functions can st ill be supported
by the PAVE PILLAR high speed data buses. intercommunications within mets functions are
envisioned to be a hierarchial mixture of high speed data buses connecting tightly

J coupled parallel networks.

PAVE PACE

The PAVE PACE initiative has been established to validate the concepts described
above. This advanced development initiative is envisioned as the means to select the
appropriate technologies, mature them as necessary and conduct a series of integrated
test bed (ITB) demonstrations that show how avionics availability, performance and cost
can be signific antly improved. Further, the applicability of the resulting hardware,
software and tools for the nodernication of the force structure and new aircraft systems

would he projected. New avionic modules will be built and validated for reliability
enhancement. A modular building block family approach to hardware and software for
airborne parallel processing would be demonstrated. Advanced CAD/CAM tools would be
exploited/developed and used to demonstrate improvements in hardware and software
design, development and support. Advanced algorithms would be developed and used in a
real-tme ITB configuration using an advanced crew station in order to demonstrate
improvements in situation awareness, fault tolerance and maintenance strategies.
Advanced technologies such as neural networks would be investigated In an integrated

system context.

CONCLUSIONS

The Air Force has faced and will continue to face an industrial, political, and
military environment which will result in important constraints that drive avionics
archlectures/systems.

High development, acquisition, and support costs.

Long development times; 7-9 years typical.

Post deployment reliability and maintenance.

A history of change over the life cycle of an airplane.
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- A limited budget--continued pressure to reduce the budget.

- A cleveloplng critical shortage in technical people--engineers, maintenance

technicians, computer programmers.

- "Computational plenty" from generally more powerful and available microcomputers

which threatens to swamp the Air Force with software.

- An increasingly more capable and technically sophisticated enemy.

The technical implications arising from these constraints shape the design

decisions and investment strategies for technology development.

- A history of avionics change over the life cycle of an airplane due to

technological pressures and/or operational requirements pressures demand that avionics

architectures be flexible. Fleribility may imply the heavy use of modularitv concepts

and clearly defined system interfaces that allow system upgrade without massive

perturbation of the logistics system.

- High costs, budget constraints and limited personnel availability dictate

concepts like reusable hardware and software--avoiding the costs associated with

"reinventing the wheel" syndrome. If an avionics architecture can support the use of

previously devuloped satisfactory components like standard subsystems or standard

software modules, item development time can be reduced by minimizing the number of

completely new components and integrating those with the standards.

- The continued influx of digital systems into the Air Force inventory, compounded

by the microprocessor explosion and the developing critical shortage of qualified

software people, dictate the need for focus on standardized software support concepts to

minimize the capital investment required at our Air Logistics Centers as well as

minimizing the training needed to qualify support people on new software programs.

- None of us are satisfied with the performance, cost, or reliability of the bulk

of our current avionics. The ultimate has certainly not been reached. The required

improvements will principally come from technology; therefore, a standardization

approach in avionics architecture must not stifle this needed technological evolution,

but should provioe a framework of standardized interfaces which can support insertion of

new technology, again without necessitptlng a massive change in system support.
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Avionic System Design Methodology
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This paper describes an approach to avionic system design and its application to
modular avionic architectures.

The approach is to test various candidate architectures using a common functional
requirement. The method commences with a requirement analysis carried out in a top-
down fashion to arrive at a full functional description. A parallel phase is to
determine the technological base and define a number of candidate architectures and
corresponding component sets (module sets in the case of modular architectures). Thus
technological performance and in-place equipment limitations are included at an early
stage independent of the requirement. Hence "top-down meets bottom-up", by taking
various architecture candidates and corresponding modular sets and applying the
functional description of the requirement, so each architecture may be investigated for
its capability to cope with the trial or application system. Assessment of reliability
and performance objectives is discussed. Also included is reference to the areas of
operating system and BITE which may form part of the system but are not necessarily
directly represented at the boundaries of the system.

The paper deals with philosophy of the approach and does not extend to application
of the various CASE design tools which exist (or may be specified) in order to carry
out such a project in practice.

I. Background

Firstly I shall start with a little background. Our industries have, for a number
of years now, successfully delivered equipment to customer requirements which include
reliability and maintainability considerations, in addition to performance
requirements. Also we have operated schemes, such as reliability improvement warranty,
which have been aimed at reducing lifecycle costs. Other customers have operated under
conditions where their prime interest has been to minimise start-up and initial
purchase costs for given performance. However, things are changing, customers now, at
last, understand that R & M factors can be built into equipments from the beginning
along with performance requirements.

So by adopting the advances promised by new technology and by planning
sufficiently ahead, new systems architectures are being devised which will enable
minimisation of lifecycle cost. In order to contain the potentially increased start-up
costs of such systems, these architectures are aimed at serving more than one
application.

Because the lifecycle cost implications of design are often not obvious and
because this design task is additional and very much complicates the normal activities
that are required for design for performance, we need a system design methodology which
will enable us to sort through the plethora of technology and architectural choice in
an ordered way to present us with a single, or at least a reduced, set of options with
which to go forward into the detailed design or development phase for the system.

Key factors affecting the new modular approach to avionics design are:

connector reliability

maximum power per module

distribution of power between processing and I/O on a module

number of module types

policies for safety, security, mission reliability, maintenance,
operation without maintenance, survivability

reconfiguration boundaries



bus connectivity/bandwidth

number of bus physical layer types

* level of BIT performance

growth potential

2. Introduction to a System Design Method

This paper describes an approach to avionic system design and its application to
modular avionic architectures. The study methodology goes through the phases of
analysis, synthesis and assessment in a structured way.

2.1 Requirements for System Design Methodology

Because future goals have now moved to include reduction of lifecycle cost and
architectures applicable to many requirements and vehicle types, one thing is certain,
start-up development costs of such architectures will not be low. Also gearings of

4 design parameters into LCC are more difficult to determine which makes potential design
or architecture evaluation much more complex and certainly less obvious than design
requirements driven mainly by performance. Therefore it is essential that system

idesign methods used to determine such systems yield, for the limitations and goals
given, the near optimum solution rather than a solution. Such a method must be able to
show a visible, traceable derivation of the solution showing fully all arguments and
assumptions made in r~ducing the many infinities available down to the chosen solution.

The system design method must be manageable, that is it should follow a clearly
defined structure, able to be broken down into separ3te well-defined elements to enable
experts to be brought into the programme appropriately and to enable mapping onto a
project management aid. It is, for example, essential that areas of unexpected
difficulty or need for additional resource be shown up quickly as this field is an area
of potentially high risk, in that it combines the prediction of future technology with
new or novel architectural concepts.

The system design method must be able to combine available technology performan ces
to form candidate architectures for evaluation. Even though the selected modular
architecture may be intended for a range of applications it is important that it be
tried on a real, detailed, requirement in order that it be thoroughly tested and siz-d.

In pursuit then of the architecture, rather than a solution as it would seem from
the viewpoint of a particular designer, it is essential to separate the requirement and
requirement analysis from the technology study. By the technology study Z mean the
prediction of available and necessary technoloqy for the period to be considered.

What this means is that top-down design is not enough in itself. A major feature
for this method is that "top-down meets bottom-up" - both are essential aspects in the
reduction of the solution.

As you are aware top-down refers to the structured analysis of the requirement(s)
broken down hierarchically into greater detail the further the process is continued.

Bottom-up traditionally refers to the use of in-place equipment or technology -
clearly an important part of the design method is the analysis of what technology will
be or could be made available in time for inclusion in the design.

It is vital therefore that a modern system design method provides for both of

these areas of influence upon the overall design result.

2.2 Method Structure

Fig. I shows the overall structure of the study and the main activities. The
activities proceed chronologically top to bottom of the diagram.

2.2.1 Initial Phase

The method starts with an Initial Phase in which the project is set-up, the
limitations and goals are set or confirmed with the customer and one or more
applications or missions are defined at a user level. Also this phase includes certain
vital support activities such as literature searches and determination of metrics to be
used during the study/design period. However the prime activity during the initial
phase is the mission(s) analysis. A timeline analysis showing the main functioning of
the intended system by phase of mission(s) is the minimum necessary to ensure support
of the follow-on design method and to maintain traceability back to the originating
requirement statement(s). The time line analysis leads directly into definition of the
top level functional representation of the system.
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2.2.2 Requirements Analysis

More detailed analysis of the requirement may now be undertaken. This is based on
functional decomposition of the top level requirement. Why Functional? The reason is
that the system design does not exist at this time and complex modern systems are high
on functionality but low on in-place objects. The output of the requirement analysis
is b set of functional primitives at the base of the hierarchy forming the functional
decomposition.

2.2.3 Technology Study

The Technology Study is aimed at determining what technology will be available to
fit the required development, IOC, and lifetime of the projected system. This phase of
the design method is less closely coupled to the mission requirement than the Initial
and Requirement Analyses Phases and so may be run in parallel with these two. The
objective of this phase, as applied to modular avionics, is to arrive at a number of
candidate architectures and associated module sets for evaluation in the following
phases.

It is necessary here to emphasise the clear distinction between the Technology
Study and the Requirement(s) analysis phases of the programme. Technology is about
actual achievement of component performances and integrated performance able to be
achieved in the timescale. The functional analysis is totally without reference to
need for hardware, except where it is 'given' at the boundaries of our projected
system. So the difference is that the technology phase is about determination of
maximum achievable performances whereas the requirement analysis phase is about
determination of minimum required performance.

2.2.4 Synthesis

The Synthesis phase is to take the candidate architectures output from the
technology phase, and in turn subject them, or load them, with the requirement as
expressed in the function primitives listed from the requirements phase. Thus each
candidate is 'loaded' with the set of functional primitives so sizing the architecture
for the particular application(s). It is only when this phase is complete with
competing designs defined and sized that the final major phase, that of parametric
studies, may be commenced.

2.2.5 Parametric Studies

Parametric studies is the area in which quantified assessment of the remaining
candidate(s), or hopefully the selected candidate, takes place. A division of the
parametric studies is shown. The area of Lifecycle Cost Factors includes other cost
related components. The assessment of Performance is a cross-check to see that the
required performance is achieved and that performance margins are identified. Finally
'ilities, this is a term which we use for availability, reliability, maintainability,
etc. These all have a gearing into the paramount LCC but objectives set at the
beginning of the project may include certain intermediate goals and assessments rather
than call for LCC reduction alone.

2.2.6 Reviews and Conclusions

The final phase provides for review of the results thus far and gives an
opportunity to go back over the decisions that have been made and revise or determine
points which may have been left undetermined. For example, only at this stage will
loadings and margins be known, and if a finally checked figure occurs near a technology
threshold, then implementation will be reviewed. In addition to defining the
architecture based on the supplied data recommendations may identify development areas
required to achieve enabling technology items. Thus the project will yield a means of
focussing future development and support of future applications.

So that is an outline of a system design method which accommodates design of
systems to objectives which may contain opposing elements. A range of solutions is
generated against which deterministic evaluation of each candidate is applied to one or
more well-defined requirements. This enables evaluation leading to selection of a
particular candidate, or more realistically, a variation of that candidate as the
recommended solution.

I will now take each phase in turn and explain the objectives and means of
achievement of each phase along with the sort of difficulties which may be encountered
in practice.

I
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3. Initial Phase

As the basis of the study method is to attain traceability from the required
missions and other available input data through to the final design, it is essential
that the study commence with an overall view of the objectives of the study and
analysis of the input material, this will include a literature survey.

The literature survey will be required to cover aspects of the threat scenario and
projections of both friend and foe system design and capabilities for the projected IOC
dates for the required system. It will also require to research into the available,
and able to be made available, technologies from which the system may be constructed.

This technical aspect of the survey will range from projected silicon technology

through to data transmission media and data bus techniques. A key element in research
for the modular avionics is the performance achievable from these technologies and the
ability to suitably combine them to provide candidate solutions for system applications
envisaged during the lifetime of the required architecture.

The practical problems of the literature survey are that having generated a lacge
and wide range bibliography, the difficulty remains in imparting the information
contained to the members of the project team. It is therefore of great assistance for
a literature survey summary to be prepared, giving a brief summary and findings cf each
item. This enables team members to quickly arrive at a common starting point and to
pick out those items of literature which have particular relevarce to their role in the
design activity. The literature survey needs to include reference to future and
projected relevant standards.

Time Line Analysis

The time line analysis to be used fur a modular avionics design point will need to
include all aspects of the avionic system use and -,ill, therefore, include clear

tdescription of all ground environment activities in-addition to the airborne

performance related time lines. Omission of these could result in a design of
seriously limited scope. The purpose of the time line analysis is ti relate required
mission functions to phases of flight, events, and overall objectives, thus this
analysis will include necessary attributes of maintenance, replenishment and mission
preparation and other operational information necessary to visualise the full lifecycle
of the avionics system. Finally the output of the initial phase will provide a top
level functional description of the system and a clear statement of the objectives.

4. Requirement(s) Analysis

The last part of the initial phase was to define the top level functional

representation of the system. There are many ways that the functional representation
of, say, an aircraft or weapon system may be represented at the high level, however, we
have found the following guide lines both useful and practical from the viewpoint of
those carrying on the functional decomposition to lower levels. The first requirement
is to ensure that the functional diagram is able to be interpreted back to the time
line analysis output from the initial study phase. Also at the next level down, it
would be convenient if the functional breakdown were to be along lines of areas of
expertise available to the study team in order that experts be available for
consultation as level of detail is increased as the decomposition progresses.

This may be seen as upsetting the parity of the approach but such is the mobility
of placement of function in such architectures that in retrospect the outcome is not
affected.

Functional decomposition is the functional representation method which is
suggested as the means of providing a hierarchical diagrammatic representation of the
system function and operation. The diagrammatic method should be of a nested nature as
indicated. This means that a block at a given level in the structure will appear
expanded as a complete functional diagram at the next level down and 6o on. At every
stage the individual diagrams should be kept as simple as possible. Blocks in each
diagram refer to functionality, the normal rectangular block referring normally t- a
system function, the[2ZiC blocks referring to crew action and the blocks
referring to system display function. References, annotations, lists and supporting
ext include supporting data or message dictionaries and control tables. In this way

system functionality may be represented by a connected set of system functions, system
display functions and resultant crew actions. Representations of system operation
therefore includes the crew's activity as part of the system.

The degree to which functional breakdown should proceed, i.e. the number of levels
of functional decomposition, is dependent on the complexity of the system, but should
extend to the condition where no elementary (lowest level) function would be expected
to straddle a hardware boundary, i.e. every function should be containable totally
within a single hardware unit. The lowest functional element resulting from the
decomposition process takes the form of an elementary functional description or
"functional primitive" and is represented in a standard format specification. Due to



the proliferation of blocks even after relatively few levels of functional
decomposition, it is to be expected that the number of functional primitive
specifications will be quite large. I have already referred to the disruptive effect
of "loose ends". One advantage of functional decomposition is the early exposure of
such potential errors.

As the top levels of functional decomposition are completed design reviews,
including customer "walk through", may be carried out in order to verify the system in
all its modes so that customer satisfaction be sought at an early stage.

Clearly the sheer volume of documentation and the need for consistency and other
checks as the requirement is decomposed make this an area ideally aided by a computer
driven system design tool or via integration of a number of such tools.

The extent of the detail of the decomposition of the requirement will be varied
according to the form of the project being undertaken. Feasibility or an investigative
study would require decomposition to three or four levels with reasonable accounts of
the functions and the data flows between them. The detail required for a full project
would need to be more rigorous and precise in its definitions but would not in fact
need to be taken far beyond that of the feasibility study in terms of the level of
detail examined, this is because the decomposition in both instances would be required
to be taken to a level of assumed Functional Primitives. Remember that a functional
primitive is a function which, given the level of technology anticipated could be
contained in a module, either as hardware, as software, or as a mixture of both, but
which does not span more than one of the intended system units or modules. More than
one functional primitive may be contained within a module. Now at this point I need to
reiterate that the requirements analysis is investigating the minimum necessary
requirements for the system to perform the missions or system requirement. Because the
functional primitives are to be packed into the, as yet candidate, module we need to
express their attributes in terms common to those used in the technology study to
describe the capabilities of the module. For example, a functional algorithm may be
expressed by the number of lines of Ada code or the number of operations of a
particular micro-processor order code. A statement of the iteration rate of the
algorithm will also be required. This permits the required number of MIPS (Million
Instructions Per Second) to be estimated. Other maximum and minimum requirements will
also be laid down in o-der to specify the minimum performance required in order that
the functional primitive meets the system need. These include latency, data storage,
task state data (in support of reconfiguration) and estimates of the total number of
lines of code required. State data may significantly contribute to data flows within a
reconfiguration boundary.

Sources and sinks for input and output to the function along with estimated
data/message bit rates are vital in the following evaluations of the candidate
architectures.

For a large system it will be appreciated that the number of functional primitives
received as a result of the expert teams endeavours will be large and time will be
required in order to normalise these returns as deviations from the laid down rules
always appear to be made by experts for their own good reasons. Thus in summary, we
now have a pile of functional primitives which express the required characteristics
needed to achieve our system function. These functional primitives address both the
contained functions and estimates of the required IO data and control flows between
functions. It should be emphasised that although there is some degree of design
involved by the way in which the approach to the functional decomposition is made, as
yet no prime design work has been carried out in terms of architecture selection or
implementation decisions. By way of illustration, one could group the functional
primitives such that all the high computational functions which contained a high level
of computation were grouped within a single unit. This would represent a centralised
computer solution. Alternatively functions could be grouped so that the computational
functions were grouped with their prime sensors, this would represent a federated and
sensor-based solution. Thus the prime importance of functional decomposition to our
system design methodology is that we are able to break down and assess the
functionality required, largely independent of any particular design implementation.

Thus the functional primitives are now ready to be distributed into the candidate
architectures emerging from the technical study according to the rules and structures
defined to characterise each candidate.

5. Technical Study

There have been a number of programmes carried out which address the question of
advanced avionic systems for the future and which have tackled the reduction in
lifecycle cost along with achievement of high performance by exploring the application
of combinations of common modules, advanced data transmission media and protocols,
integration of high levels of BIT, fault tolerance and reconfigurability. Therefore,



for this modular application of this study method key areas of technology were
identified which include topology, electronic technology for modules and operating
system.

The purpose of studying these key areas is to, firstly, identify the range of
technologies available, and then to combine these to provide a range of candidate

architectures intended to span the range of solutions but without encumbering the

designers at this stage with any more than an outline of the functionality of the

target system except as required to perceive the level of complexity which may be
entailed. Thus the candidate architectures are created without reference to the

detailed requirement analysis part of this methodology.

As stated before the objective of the technology study is to produce a number of

candidate architectures along with associated module sets. This entails the proje-tion
of technology in terms and different stages of availability over the years leading to
the required in service date i.e. development availability of components, availability
of standards, availability for production. The creation of logically distinct
candidates is therefore an important output from this part of the method.

I should point out that it is just as important to close-down options as good

traceable reasons arise, one problem that will be encountered is that people will
continue with a 'dead' candidate as there are generally always some good aspects to a
line of approach even though there exist compelling reasons to kill it off.

Thus the main areas of the technology study are:

Topology

This part of the study is intended to reveal suitable topologies for the future
avionics architecture. It will therefore need to take into account the various
available electrical and opto technologies and bus standards. The factors which will
need to be taken into account in deriving these candidate topologies include
connectivity bandwidth v power and receiver technology, effects of failure for ring,
star and other bus configurations. The increase in mission availability may be
achieved in part by increasing the time between maintenance actions and providing the
syste- with fault tolerant characteristics so that the system will remain operational
in the presence of fault conditions. The topology study will also tackle LCC
contributions directly by improvements in reliability both in the data transmission
system and again in its means of tolerating fault conditions when they arise. Thus
minimisation of pin counts and reduction of juction temperatures within the data
transmission media are considerations made during this stage. The output of the
topology study is to provide topologies options from which the candidate architectures
may be drawn having regard to the parallel outputs from the electronic technology and
operating system investigations.

The important point here is to get some numbers down describing basic data
transmission building blocks so that these may be built into systems. At this stage it
is all about bandwidth, connectivity and power budgets, protocols and other nice points
come later.

Electronic Technology

The prediction of relevant electronic technology for the period for a future

system is clearly an enormous subject. This fu-ther bottom up aspect of the study
approach is to provide a view of what could be available in terms of module performance
under the primary constraints of size, weight and power consumption. A key issue is
the amount of silicon that can be affixed to a given size of module and the
functionality that can increasingly be compressed into a given area of silicon. The
primary considerations in the module in determining the future performance is the
realisation of certain trade-offs, for example the power bandwidth trade-off was

identified such that for a given constant power within an avionics common module so
processing power could be traded-off against 10 bandwidth, thus over much allocation of
power to a CPU will limit module 10 capability and alternatively overly much power

assigned to communication would limit the effectiveness of the CPU contained on the
module. Another trade-off area is that of power dissipation within the module versus
module reliability. Here cooling arrangements for the avionic modules limit the power
dissipation of the module for given junction temperatures. Thus given the critical

relationship between device reliability and junction temperature, so reliability/power
consumption options are provided against the variously available cooling arrangements,
some of which suit avionic applications, others because of their complication and
maintenance disadvantages detract from lifecycle cost that the apparently improved
cooling arrangment had promised. Another area of investigation is to determine module
capabilities such that the total number of module types may be limited. For example a
threshold technology which only permits a processor to be carried on a module would
entail support modules of storage and I/O as necessary members of the module set. With
higher IC technology so more self-contained functions may be conceived so limiting the
module types required.
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Operating System

Software cost is another area where opportunity for LCC reduction is potentially
very large. It has long been my contention that so-called software problems are more
often than not, not the fault of the software programmer but are in fact rooted in poor
system design and in poor system requirement specifications. Programmers have been
expected to pick-up these "loose ends" i.e. an undetermined condition for which no
outcome is defined, and knit them into the system. It is only when the operator comes
upon this, possibly obscure, event that the system specification fault is revealed. At
the other end of the programmers' task we see that they have been called upon to "hook"
their programs into the hardware interface further adding to the complications of their
immediate task. This may explain the apparent obsession these days with object
orientated design techniques rather than with functional design techniques.

Thus, in conjunction with the use of modern CASE tools for system detailed design
and configuration control, the long overdue avionics operating system is considered a
necessary adjunct for modular avionics.

The operating system is required to provide a common transparent interface between
the application software and the avionics system. Where a candidate architecture is
reconfigurable so this would be supported by the operating system.

The transparency I talk of enables a software task programmer to communicate with
other tasks by reference to the other task name and name of the data only, i.e. message
passing without reference to the location of the other task within the system. This
permits large systems to be composed of separately compiled code and, of course, aids
the support of reconfigurable, load balancing system candidates. To software the
importance of reconfiguration is not so much after a failure, but at start-up with a
new application task aboard, it will he accepted with whatever priority it has been
assigned, just as if it had always belonged to the club.

Candidate Architectures

Candidate architectures are derived as the output of this bottom up technology
driven part of the study by covering topology and electronic technology considerations
to provide maximum module processing performance while minimising 10 bottle-necks while
the operating system considerations help shape the topologies by providing insight into
the way in which fault tolerance and reconfigurability will be available within the
system and hence the way that these factors influence the design of the common modules.
An example here is that if a module set were to be designated such that a processor
module always bad to work in conjunction with a memory module and an 1O module then
upon the need for reconfiguration it can be seen that reconfiguration would have to be
carried out by reconfiguring in groups of three such modules rather than assigning
reconfiguration to just one. Thus a leaning towards self-contained modules that are
able to stand alone on the bus structure is preferred. Architectures based around such
modules will considerably aid reconfiguration and this is the key to achieving the high
availability low LCC system.

6. Synthesis

We have now reached a stage where we have candidate architectures and associated
module sets defined by the technical study and the functional requirements of the
system defined by the functional decomposition diagrams and the functional primitives.
The process of building the system now takes place whereby the design team will take
each of the candidate architectures in turn and load the functional primitives in
accordance with the approach defined for each architecture. In an architecture which
includes reconfiguration these module quantities will be based on an initial, assumed,
configuration and may not correspond to the actual real time distribution. Thus we can
treat architectures which use a "virtual machine approach", i.e. where an operating
system assigns tasks to modules as part of a reconfiguration basis. So the total
number of modules required for each candidate can now be determined. It is only when
this stage is completed that the design team can stand back and appreciate the initial
relative merits of the candidate architectures when loaded in their different ways with
the requirement(s) represented by different distributions of the functional primitives.
This stage provides bus capacity for basic functionality, and reconfiguration as a
result of failures. To this will need to be added considerations for growth and
survivability.

After a period for review the method now moves into the parametric study phase in
order that quantitative assessment of the candidates may be made.

7. Parametric Studies

With the completion of the synthesis task, we now have our remaining candidate
systems expressed in ways and in enough detail so that experts may now be made
available in order to evaluate the key parameters necessary for final selection and/or
verification of the selected architecture. This is important as such experts are not
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able to contribute these skills for a system expressed only in high level terms; they
require the problem to be reduced to technology and functions of which they have
knowledge or expressed in terms with which they are familiar in order to extrapolate
from their experience/database. Once this is achieved they are able to envisage
hardware and/or software implications of the required modules or candidate system
components. Hence confidence is added to the design data and the discriminants between
options.

I hinted in my introduction to the method that suitable division of the parametric
studies areas may be along the lines of a lifecycle cost study, a performance study and
an 'ilities study. Whatever the breakdown of the parameters which are indeed chosen
and which will therefore contribute to selection and verification of the selected
architecture, it is most important to realise that these teams cannot start from day
one with the loaded candidate architectures alone. It is vital that the mc-ric s c.
methods by which these parameters are to be determined are ascertained in parallel with
the other main phases of the work in order that they are ready and in-place for use
from day one of the parametric study phase.

8. Conclusions

We have used this methodology applied to a study investigating the advances
attainable in avionics systems around the turn of the century, and included in this the
effect of modular techniques. Overall objectives were a reduction in LCC while meeting
the predicted threat, with an ability to track the changing threat incrementally. It
was shown that such objectives could be met. Initial design costs could be defrayed by
applying the system elements across a wide range of future applications. A significant
factor arising from the results is the increase in availability and the ability to
operate for extended perinde without need for maintenance.

The number of module types was reduced even below our first objective figures and
very significantly we feel that we have at last capped the ever growing software
problem by evolving an approach in which good system design and system design tools are
used to produce clear bounded software tasks simply interfaced through an operating
system. This supports message passing, reconfigurability, including load balancing,
and maintenance to provide a transparent interface at system and vehicle component
level operation. Simplicity of operation at all levels has been achieved while
investigating application options which include, Al and advanced mission management
aids leading into future intelligent vehicle/weapon systems.

It is a relief that so early in man's development of systems, that his ability to
conceive developments will not be limited by his ability to implement them.

With a reconfigurable system margins may be reduced. If further facilities are
required then these may be added to the system, thus avoiding the heavy contingency
margins associated with lRU solutions.

These advances are primarily made possible by the new architectures, module
MTBF's are only moderately better, the technology contribution is to lift module
capability over the thresholds that make this possible.

The most gratifying conclusion was the ability of the system to achieve mission
success over protracted periods with zero maintenance support.

Thus we have used this methodology and found it workable and capable of producing
the results by ensuring that contributors make the correct consideration and
contributions in time and at the right point in the study, enabling diverse and
opposing elements to be weighed and worthwhile conclusions drawn,
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Abstract

The use of a rapid prototyping approach in the initial stages of complex avionics system design can
complement some traditional computer design method. In fact most of the computer aids in engineering and
design is aimed to a better, coherent and, as far as possible, complete description of the project, but

not too much is done on the verification of the proposed concept implementation.
This paper discusses the advantages to have available in short time during the early design a software
prototype of the system to highlight undesirable characteristics or possible improvements when the

system has an high degree of complexity.
Then a design tool called ECATE (Expert Consultant for Avionics System Transformation Exploitation),
developed by Avionics Systems Group of Aeritalia, is described. ECATE is an expert system that

prototypes the information handling architecture of an avionics system.
The use of knowledge engineering and, in general, artificial intelligence approach for the rapid
prototyping has been proven very effective, because of the high flexibility, comdlex domain mastering
capability, and heuristic methods typical of these techniques.

Finally a description of a complete, integrated environment for the rapid development of prototypes of
avionics systems, by using artificial intelligence and computer tools, is given.

1. Introduction

The increasing complexity of the systems, and a greater consciousness that "components" make
"systems", has pushed toward a larger effort in enhancing the effectiveness of the system
engineering science.

System engineering has been defined the study of a system concept in order to define its
effectiveness and performance and to document results in specifications, from which

hardware/software can be designed, developed and verified 111.
More in general, the system engineering can be considered the technical methodology that allows to

develop a system in an organized way with minimum effort and maximum performance.
Pioneers in the field were the avionics engineers, who were forced to new and more effective
approaches to the design and development of the electronic suite of the military aircraft. In fact
the rapid development of electronics caused an increase in the demand of performances, and

consequently cost and complexity in a rapidly growing spiral.
This is specially true in military avionics where the environment is extremely competitive and the
challenge very high.

On the other side If the causes are identified in the technology and the competition, the solutions
can be found in the technology and in the scientific environment in which the actors of the system

engineers move. In other words, if computer and digital circuits are the major factor in the
electronics development, they can also be used to aid the system engineering; the results of the
scientific views of the system can be used in the practice of the system engineering.
However, whilst the tools are the most up-to-date (supercomputer, CAE, CAD Work Station etc.) there

is still a lack of integration among them because only now an holistic methodology is becoming
popular for the system development.
Let us recall what are holism and reductionism by quoting Douglas Hofstadter 121:

"Crab: HOLISM is the most natural thing in the world to grasp. It is simply the belief that the
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. No one in its right mind could reject holism.

Anteater: REDUCTIONISM is the most natural thing in the world to grasp. It is simply the belief
that a whole can be understood completely if you understand its parts, and the nature of their sum.
No one in her left brain could reject reductionism".

To break the system in subsystems and components, each with the minimum possible Interaction with

the others is an example of reductionism in the design. To conduct performance simulations,
specification preparation, installation studies etc. almost independently is an example of
reductionism in development.

d5
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To make a prototype to check how the complete system works, is an holistic approach to the

development. To design a system as an integrated network of sensors, displays and computers, with

the maximum possible flexibility can be said holism.

In the last years the holistic approach has been more widely used in the design, thanks to the

higher performances it can ensure, specially at the highest complexity levels: the development is

still essentially reductionism, being prototypes build only in the latest stages of it.

It is clear that an approach in design and development only holistic or reductionistic cannot be

"the answer", but a correct mix works effectively.

The factor limiting a more comprehensive and integrated development has been, up to now, the lack

of suitable and widely available tools and methods to treat large and complex systems and theferore

it was convenient to break the system into smaller, simpler units.

However it is our belief that the Artificial Intelligence tools and methods now available can

extend the holistic approach to the earliest stages of the development with evident benefit in

terms of result and performance.

The rapid prototyping is the way to consider the system as a whole also during the concept

definition, feasibility or definition studies and to get better understanding, using also

heuristics, of what will be the system when made.

The following paragraphs, illustrating some theoretical considerations upon the system project life

cycle, intend to explain the need for a rapid prototyping methodology.

2. Theoretical Considerations

2.1. The Project Life Cycle

In order to establish the need for a rapid prototyping it is first necessary to have a brief look

at the avionics system life cycle. The project phases may be described by means of a "waterfall"

block diagram, a graphic representation which was and is widely used for software projects; it does

not take into account explicitely for feedbacks but it is clear and simple and it will be

integrated by other symbols later. For the purpose of this paper it is sufficient to consider seven

major steps, see fig. 1; on top of the figure are also indicated other current denomination of the

project phases.

It is clear that each project can have its own names for the phases, established according to

Government/Cistomer or internal rules; the diagram of fig. 1 is only an example that will be used

in this paper to locate the rapid prototyping methods. The project. phases of fig. 1 establish a

base for the understanding of the project evolution, but their definition does not intend to be

complete or final; hereafter the complete life cycle of the project will be named "development",

while the Design, Build, Integrate and Test phase will be called "full scale development".

The Operational Requirement Analysis. This phase groups everything before the actual definition

study of the avionics system and includes many activities ranging from conceptual studies of the

weapon system, aerodynamics simulations, to the feasibility study, all seen from the avionic point

of view. All these activities are aimed to establish "what the avionics system shall do". The

duration of this phase is probably the most sensitive to political and technical considerations

not only depending upon the size of the project, it can span from few months to several years.

An important factor to consider is that many activities run in parallel and extend also to the next

phase in a continuous refinement of the requirements.

The System Definition. After the first general idea of the system functional architecture was given

in the previous phase, now the avionics is more deeply studied to precisely define what are their

major subsystems, components and what performance, in general terms, are to be expected by them and

by the whole system. A precise, functional, HW/SW architecture is established, the functional

performances are computed, overall installation, electrical interface are described, general

standards and procedures prepared and project design and management tool chosen.

The aim of this phase is to show "how the system looks like and works".

Also this phase is sensitive to other factors than the size of the project and the available

resources, although this occurs less frequently than in the previous phase, its duration can range

from few months to years.

Design. All system components defined in the previous phase need to be bought or made and therefore

they shall be specified or designed and all supporting procedures and methods shall be made

available. Today it means to specify each equipment and, often, to standardize or specify some

important sub components, like microprocessors, connectors etc. and to choose the software

development tools. Design include always the system software and in particular the mission relevant

software, which is usually designed specifically for the project either by the airframe

manufacturer or by the avionic system responsible company or under their direct control, because it

is a major, highly complex component of the system and a key factor for its success.

The aim of this phase is therefore "to describe in all detail the system, its components and their

Interactions".

)
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It can be said that, roughly, the duration of this phase is directly proportional to the size of
the project and inversely proportional to the available resources.

Build. All components specified or designed in the design phase need to be build. The difficulty of
this phase clearly depends not only by the size of the system but mostly by other factors, like the

technological background of the suppliers in respect to the requirements and, more in general, it
depends upon how advanced is the system, in absolute and relative terms. Aim is "to provide the

components of the system". Excluding all research necessary to form the teocnology background,
usually this phase lasts from one to three years.

Integration and test. Each system component need to be verified, to check if it complies with the
specification prepared by the system designer; a deviation from the requirements always results, in
some way, in a system performance modification. Therefore it shall be known before to pass to the

other project phases and to the second part of this phase that consists of the integration of all
components to build the whole system, including the integration of the mission software in the

relevant avionics computers.
Aim of this phase is "to verify if the system and its components were build and interact as

specified.
Duration is depending not only by complexity and resources by also by the effectiveness of the
tools and methods used.

Validation. When it has been verified that all component correspond to their specification and they
work together as predicted, it shall be demonstrated that they make the system that was conceived,

or, in other words, the design shall be validated. Validation of the design means to prove that its

specification corresponds to its definition and the definition to the requirement. More than other
this phase requires independent interpretation of the work done in the previous phases, in order
not to fall in the same mistakes already done by the designers from definition to design. Most of

the previous phases are carried out by independent teams, but it is a special need of the

validation to be prepared and performed by different people than the Cesign team.
Aim is "to check if the system looks like and performs how intended".
More than the previous phase the validation depends upon the tools and the methods, that include

also flight test; its duration is usually some years and often if overlaps in time with the

integration and test.

In Service. The avionics system is not a self slanding product but it is part of a weapon system

for the military ones and of a transport system for the civil ones. ':;e in service phase -egards
the use by the Customer of the avionics integrated in the larger system; for the purpose of this

paper it is considered up to the reaching of the final operational clearance, when the Customer
explored in all :,ajor aspects the system behaviour. Now it can be proven "if the system operations

corresponds to its requirements".
Again this is a very complex activity that lasts in many cases some years and it tends to have a

large overlap with the previous one.

It is worth to highlight that not only there are overlaps, often large, between the project phases

described above but also there are forward and backward loops that largely influence the actual
project development and the system engineering practice. When a modification in a component

specification occurs ;ifter its construc i-n begun it is an example of forward loop; when a
modification in a specification is needed as result of an integration test it is a feedback.
Clearly forward and backward loops can occur between each phase, for instance there is a feedback
whn a review meeting held during the design induces some change in the system architecture, and
consequently it effects pr. iagate down into the following stages. However only some loops take a

major role in the project because, either they tend to be excluded from the main path of the

project (some operational requiremetts may change also when the system is under validation but this

is usually treated as an "addition" to the original scope of the projet) or they are rare or not
very relevant from the point of view of the resources required to fix the problem. Another

Important aspect is the correspondance between the various project phases, that is the fact that

certain characteristics are established in a phase and demonstrated in another one (for instance

the design and integration/test phases).
Zuh hu h~tera-LLcs - .- s yle, lonps and ;r-ncndances, have important consequences upon

the effectiveness of the development methodology and the tools required; they will be illustrated
in the following paragraphs; to conclude fig. 2 illustrates graphically the two characteristics

above said.
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2.2. Tools and Methods

The project life cycle illustrated in the previous paragraph is implemented by means of the methods
of the system engineering supported by proper tools.
Each phase has its own problem, approached by a proper methodology and the tool that implments it;
in the past almost all tools were independent, one tool and one method for one problem, only in the

last few years, come out some "integrated development environment" that trays to integrate many
tools across some of the project phases or provide a set of dedicated utilities designed according
to a common guideline of development.

Great impulse toward that direction was given by the software engineering, the software and
particularly the mission software of the avionics system, has a life cycle parallel to that of the
avionics and corresponding to it almost from the beginning. The rapid growth of the avionics
software in terms of complexity, cost and importance for the success of the development has pushed
to an higher use of automated tools and methods for its development.
From the minimum set of compiler, assembler, linker/loader, necessary to generate the executable
from the source code, the tools, again all based on the use of digital computers, grew to an
integrated development environment that covers from the design to the integration/test, including
configuration control, quality assurance, resource management etc. Tools such as the Program
Development Language (PDL) or the Interactive Symbolic Debugger (ISD) gave new perspectives to the
development methods, previously based on experience and skill only.
The importance of the influence of software engineering upon system engineering, as far the new
methodologies are concerned, is highlighted by the fact that one of the first applications of rapid
prototyping was the software requirement preparation, which is not well supported by the
conventional development environments. The success of the new approach to the software development,
which complexity can be sometimes comparable or higher then an entire avionics, lead to its use
also in the system development.
This had the consequence to boost the use of digital computers and to extend those methodologis fo
the earliest phases of the development which previously were left mainly to experience and skill.
The computers set the standard for the Flight Test Instrumentation, Ground Stations for on-line and
off line data reduction and elaboration, integration and validation ground rigs, Test Equipment and
so on. Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), Design (CAD), Manufacturing (CAM) workstations are
integrated into the Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) facilities, which take care of some
important aspects of the avionics design. Also important are the simulation facilities and the
operational research tools, specially in the requirement analysis phase. This short list of tools
does not want to be exhaustive, but it is worth to recall everybody's experience in this field;
however for the purpose of this paper it is necessary to mention the tools that can be used in the

definition and design.
The tools known to the author are aimed to the description of the system at the lower convenient
level by means of a formal language and/or graphic tools, they are examples of a methodology that
can be said reductionistic, in fact the system and its functions shall be broken into sub-systems,
major assemblies, part and components, each isolated as unit and connected to the other by means of
a clearly defined interface. The operation to divide in parts the system is guided and coherency
check can be automatically performed at the end of the operation. A formal description of the
system is very important for the definition and the design to minimize the redundancies. It greatly
helps the designer in clarifying the requirements and the corresponding implementation,
particularly from the point of view of the functional characteristics. The formal description of a
system previously or originally described only by means of plain english words avoids, in most of
the cases, to forget some required characteristics, to generate a design which is not coherent
with the requirements or to forget something in the design of the architecture. The overall result
can be summarized saying that the use of a tool that formally describe the system reduce the
forward loops in the life cycle as defined in the previous paragraph and illustrated in fig. 2.
However it shall be pointed out that an important aspect of the early phases of the development is

not taken into account by a formal descriptor.

Certainly it is not the scope of these means but nothing advices the designer when the system he
defined or designed, works or how good is its behaviour. Moreover their use shows insufficient
results the earlier are the phases, clearly because the data are insufficient for a complete
description. Again those considerations and results are left to the experience and skill of the
design team.
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2.3. The system engineering

Many are the needs for an organized way to proceed with the system development: minimization of

time and cost, configuration control, quality assurance, producibility and so on: no question can

be raised on the need for the system engineering in the avionics system development

However, specially when the complexity in high, an organization is not enough, but a- effort shall

be made to minimize the forward and backward loops in the life cycle (pars. 2.1.).

In fact one of the greater, if not the greatest cause of increase in time and cost of complex
avionics project can be found in the modifications induced by mistakes or omissions made in the

first stages of the development.
There are many examples of project in which the need for architectural changes or more computing
power, was discovered only when the system was at the validation stage, with dramatic impact on the

project itself. Even if that level is not reached, it is clear that every change in the system has
a cost, in terms of money, time and resources, which increases more than linearly with the stage
of development in which it is introduced (see fig. 3).

A typical distribution of the modification in a system developed in a conventional way is shown in
fig. 4; the modifications do not include those generated by the current development phase but only
the consequences of errors made in all previous phases, excluding significant Operational

Requirements changes. It is evident that most of the modifications came out when the system was

assembled and tested in its global functioning; the corresponding cost in very high (data from some

software development projects, which can be considered a good example of complex system
development, show that the above described situation can more than double the overall cost).

The errors cannot be avoided but they can be minimized and their occurrence and the corresponding

changes shifted to the left, i.e. toward the earliest stages of development; it means to reduce, as
far as possible, the loops in the life cycle and, above all, the feedback loops, which are the most
dangerous, because they induces modifications when the system is build and assembled.
The methodology that requires a formal description of the project down to the smallest suitable

scale (see previous paragraph) is a significant step toward that objective, because it greatly

reduces the forward loops in the first development stages and avoids some of the changes arising

during integration/test. A complete, formal and coherent description of the system, its
requirements and its interfaces avoids some unpleasant findings when the various components are put

together and tested during the integration phase. The above methodology has been already employed
in a number of projects and preliminary results known to the author call for a reduction of the

cost of the order of 15%, which is anyway a significant result. However, assuming that the system,
when integrated, work as required by its specification, there are other classes of problems that
come out during the validation.

The validation of an avionic system is a complex and multistaged activity, it starts with tests on
ground, in the lab and on the aircraft, and continues with flight tests. As said in pars. 2.1, its
purpose in "to check if the system looks like and works as intended".

In general terms, there are two types of malfunctions made evident by the validation activity,
first it may happen that the implementation, although formally correct, does not correspond to the
thinking of the designer. Example could be a synthetic display not replicating satisfactorily the
corresponding conventional instrument. Secondly the solution chosen by the designer, although

correctly implemented and theoretically satisfactorly, is not adequate when proven. Example could
be a data transmission based on a hierarchy of several data bus that propagate unacceptably the
transmission errors. Both categories of problems are typical of an insufficient study of the
critical characteristics of the system architecture considered by an overall point of view and it

is generated by the attitude of the designer to segment its design problem into "vertical" slices,
that is to consider almost only the "equipment" aspect rather then the "architecture" aspect of the

system. This methodology tends to allocate the functional characteristics of a system to its

components rather than consider it a global attribute.
For example in a system based on a STANAG 3838 data bus the data transmission function does not

reside only in the bus controller but also in the remote terminals of each equipment and in the

host subsystems, a complete design of the data transmission system cannot ignore it.

Of course the formal description methodology cannot be disregarded, but on the contrary, shall be
pursued in all its implications, increasing as necessary the level of description, but it is also
worth to have an "horizontal" view of the system. It means that can be very fruitful, in reducing

most of the annoying feedbacks of the validation, to consider some aspects of the design from an

overall point of view early on the development.

Early prototypes of the criticals aspects of the system architecture and design can help very much
in avoiding unwanted side effects by clarifying the component interaction, they improve the design

and reduce induced costs, and, in general, carry on the objective of the system engineering.

)
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2.4. The rapid prototyping

Primary scope of the rapid prototyping methodology is to provide the designers with means to
improve their understanding of the system architecture they are conceiving. As the nomination says,

the understanding is gained by exercising prototypes dealing with some important aspects of the
system, like data transmission, expected development risk and so on; to be effective the prototypes
shall be prepared in short time and shall not suffer too much of the incomplete and generic
information available of the early stages of the development.
Although the use of rapid prototyping may be proven useful in several stages of the system
development, its main application can be found in the steps between the operational concept
definition and the build of the system. Rapid prototyping is intended to fill the gap between the
weapon/overall system concept and requirement definition and the actual design; moreover it can
complement the formal description methods in the design.
In the concept exploration, feasibility and definition steps the design team shall relay almost
only on its experience and skill, which guarantees in most cases the success of the product.
However that approach is not an organized and well supported way to proceed and sometimes has not
given the best results; this in our opinion, was mainly due to the lack of development tools
suitable to provide clear advices on probless cluttered in an highly complex environment. The
conventional approach does not help very much, because of need a high number of information to work
effectively and the available operations research tools are focused mainly on other aspects of the
system.
The rapid prototyping can be very effective also in the final stage of the definition and design,
when the information can feed a formal description of the system.
In fact on overall view of the most important aspects of the architecture and functioning can
highlight some interaction problems and requirement misunderstandings. An early correction of those
errors can avoid a large resource expediture to correct them later when the hardware is already
build and the software coded. In short, rapid prototyping reduces the forward and backwards loops
in the development life cycle (see pars. 2.1).

Let us consider now the implementation of the method; key features are the rapidity in preparing
the prototype, the flexibility in modifying it, the heustic approach in treating the available
data, a "requirement oriented" description of the system.
The rapidity is needed because of the quick reaction time usually required during the early

development stages and the flexibility allows for a comparison of several possible solutions.
Heuristics helps when only few basic information are available, specially if they are expressed
only as requirements.

All above characteristics cannot be found in the conventional simulation computer tools, the basic
toolset for the preparation of the project-dedicated prototypes can be better derived, in our

opinion, from the Artificial Intelligence machines and software. The Artificial Intelligence, as a
scientific discipline has been developed about thirty years ago in the University . It created many
expectations and resulted in some disillusionments, sometimes due to the lack of the necessary
technology background.
However in the last few years the tools created expressely for this new discipline, its techniques

and methods (in particular expert systems) gained popularity and favour in the industry as an
applied technology suitable for interesting applications. Certainly that is due to the results
obtained but also to the holistic approach and the intrinsic capability to organize the complexity,
featured by the Artificial Intelligence tools and techniques.
The AI methods have all characteristics required for the rapid prototyping and more, the capability
to dominate the complexity. To dominate the complexity means to have structures, methods,
techniques apt to organize the knowledge, which is often heuristic, multivariate, sparse and non
homogenous, unstructured.
That capability is intrinsic because AI is based on the knowledge and it consists in knowledge
manipulation. This extra feature is not unnecessary but, on the contrary, could be a need because
most of the applications of rapid prototyping are required by large and complex systems, where the
conventional simulation and the model created by the designer in his/her mind are no more

sufficient for a successful design.
Based on the above It can be inferred that the most challenging applications of rapid prototyping
methodology shall be based on the AI tools, like LISP machines, knowledge engineering environments,
which can ensure the necessary flexibility, complexity treatment capability and, being "rule
based", can offer a "requirement oriented" description of the system.
In the following chapter it will be described a design tool for a specific aspect of a system, the

information flow architecture. The tool, called ECATE (Expert Consultant for Avionics System
Transformation Exploitation), has been developed and it is used by the Avionics System Group of
Aeritalia and it is based on a computer and a software expressely conceived for the Artificial
Intelligence. The example will highlight an important aspect of the rapid prototyping, which making
use if AI tools, can be easily associated with expert systems, another useful approach to
fuzzy problems. In fact ECATE not only allows to prototype architectures but also can give advices
on its optimization.
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The example has been already presented in similar form to the AGARD/AVP Symposium on "The design,
development and testing of complex avionics systems" 131.
Following it will be illustrated a more complete prototyping environment, that can be used at a

later development stage, when more information are available and a prototype closer to the final
system can give better results.

3. An example of rapid prototyping

3.1. General

A state-of-the-art avionics system shall be fully integrated with the other systems of the aircraft
and shall take full advantage from the features of the microelectronics, to provide the crew with
the highest mission success probability.
It means to find a real implementation for concept like distributed processing, sensor data fusion.
adaptive reconfiguration, expert pilot assistant, synthetic world displaying, now made possible by

the advancemement of the technology, specially the data processing and transmission.
But in such a system the performance increase is not simply due to the higher performances of the
microcircuits, on the contrary it derives primarly by an increase of the overall system complexity.
In fact the "black box", a large unit with well defined interface and function allocation, is no
more the basis for the advanced system design but is being substituted by lower scale units, which

J changing combinations provides the best adptation of the system to a changing environment.
It is difficult to establich a metric for the system complexity (see for example ref. i4),
however it could be said that it is reflected by the amount of memory used for operational software

storage, which today is increasing to a rate at least an order of magnitude higher than the number
of other microcircuits in an avionics system.
The increasing complexity, while can allow for dramatic improvements in terms of reduced pilot

workload and mission success probability, has also some important drawback.

:t is evident that a complexity which is mainly software implies a design, development and testing
process and a management of it much more difficult than in a conventional system.

3.2. The problem of the system architecture

The problem considered concerns the establishing of a correct data flow architecture. There are
several interpretation of the term "architecture" in the avionic system design; it can be applied
to the physical structure, the topology, the software organization and so on. All these are aspects
of the same characteristic, the way in which the system components are organized and work together

in order to create a system.
The architectural aspect chosen for the application described in this chapter is the information
handling within the avionics, ie. the characteristics of the data flow and processing among che
various system components, considered from the point of view of the information treatment.
Therefore the following definition of architecture will be used,

Definition

System architecture is the organization of thy information generation, distribution, processing and

utilization within the boundaries of the avionics system.

A pictorial view of the above definition is given in fig. 5.
The boundaries of the avionics system are intended to define the meaning of generation and
utilization of the information.

In other words if the boundary identifies the world outside the aircraft all information coming
from it corresponds for the avionis system to a generation of information for the avionics system;
on the other side the data are utilized when they are provided to the crew on a display or to the

external world via an antenna.
Such an architecture is relatively easy to describe by means of few building blocks with a limited

number of peculiar characteristics; but a correct design of it has relevant influence on the

overall performance of the system, because it is usually established in the very early stages of
the design and it is difficut to be drastically changed during the development process.

Therefore it is clear that a serious error in the data flow architecture design impairs the

achievement of the design objectives in terms of time, cost and performance.
For that reason the architecture of the avionics system is usually designed by highly experienced

people with support of the operations research tools (see ref. 151): nevertheless the work of these
people is difficult to quantify and to describe analitically, being often result of empirical

knowledge and heuristics.
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Rapid prototyping of a complex architecture helps to easily evaluate many alternatives while an
expert system directs the search for the best design. A dedicated tool combining together the two
techniques can organize and manage the overall complexity of an architecture, requiring from the

operator higher level decisions only.

A tool like that sketched above, described in the following paragraphs and developed in our
laboratory, can be of effective use for the purpose and can demonstrate the advantage of the
Artificial Intelligence approach in the rapid prototyping of complex avionics systems.

3.3. System description

The building blocks that shall be used for the construction of an object oriented data flow
architecture have characteristics that describe mainly their attitude with respect to the
information handling.
Four types of objects represent the building blocks.

1. Generators, the sensors of the system, the controls available to the rew and the interface to
other systems.

2. Processors, signal processors, mainly associated with sensors and displays and data processors
to elaborate information at an higher level.

3. Utilizers, displays for the crew, interfaces to other systems, emitters or weapon which

stimulate the external world.

4. Channels transmission means that link together all above objects when not directly interfaced
(aggregation of objects).

Table 1 lists an example of the typical characteristics associated to the objects.
It shall be pointed out that the characteristics may vary in relation with some peculiarities of
the described system.
The processors and the channels are possibly multiport devices, while equipment like a monostatic
radar may be described by a signal processor, a generator and an utilizer, that is an aggregation
of objects.

Although not directly related to a technology solution, the objects that form a system architecture
from the point of view of the information handling, shall nevertheless take into account the
state-of-the-art to avoid a design perfect but not feasible.
The builcsng blocks shall be combined to form the information handling architecture corresponding
to the functional architecture to model.
The architecture is characterized by some features, i.e. system descriptors which are listed in
table 2.

Some descriptors need explanation on its efinition, while the calculation methods are embedded
into the tools and will be described in pars. 3.6.

Risk The development risk take into account how much each object is close to its technology limit
and how the the combination of objects influence the development.

Integration level It takes into account how good is the processing within the system. An higher
integration level is a merit.

Growth Capability Represents the dual of the resource utilization of processors and channels.

It shall be noted that the descriptors can be computed also for a limited portion of the system, a

subsystem.

3.4. Rapid prototyping and expert system design

A rapid prototyping tool shall assist the user to convert from the functional/performance
requirements to a description that uses the object and connections illustrated in pars. 3.2.
But an easy means to prototype many alternate design solutions is not sufficient because the

knowledge behind the architectural design is not totally convehed by analytical descriptors.
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Therefore an expert system, a tool that allows to acquire, use, modify and sake available a type of
knowledge which is complex, difficult to transfer, empiric, incomplete and heritage of a limited
number of people is the most appropriate supplement for the rapid prototyping tool.
The expert system shall direct the search for a better architecture and provide advice on solution
that may also not have different descriptor values but are known to guarantee an higher confidence
of success.
The operational flow of an architectural design carried out by means of a rapid prototyping expert
system is skectched in fig. 6.

3.5. The tool, ECATE

3.5.1. The environment

The tool, foreseen by para. 3.4 and called ECATE (Expert Consultant for Avionics system
Transformation Exploitation), has been developed by means of KEE (Knowledge Engineering

Environment, TM by Intellicorp), running on a dedicated LISP workstation (EXPLORER, TM by Texas
Instruments).
KEE is a development environment prepared for Expert System construction, it could be considered an
hybrid tool built on a range of state-of-the-Art Artificial Intelligence techniques utilized to

combine different type of knowledge.
The knowledge is organized in frame/units associated to which are their peculiar characteristics,
that structure is particularly suitable for the description of our problem because it implements a
programming oriented to object linked by relations.
By means of KEE it has been implemented the following:

1. The user int-rface

2. The collection of objects and relations that represent the system

- The algorithms and procedures for the descriptors computation

4. The expert knowledge

5. The knowledge handling structure.

The knowledge about the system is acquired via a graphic interface and pro-nseed by the inference
mechanisms embedded in the KE environmeit, according to the set of rulen desuribing toe exnert
knowledge.

3.5.2. The structure

The structure of the tool can be described by means of the block dijgram shown in fig. 7.
Hereafter follows a brief description of the main components of the structure.

User Interface The usnr interface assists the user to represent his system in accordance with
convention of the formal description: and is formed by:

a) grapoic utilities using icons, representing the objects, with associated menus
for describing their characteristics.

b) indicators of the system descriptors of the terminate,' sys'em.

c) menu sensitive "pushbuttoos", i.e. means to activate a "method" (see below).

Methods The methods are procedures codified in LISP to execute algorith- ;, object interartion and

reasoning/control stategies (see table 3 for example of methods).

Permanent data base It contains the description of the four types of objects and their classes

It contains, moreover the expert system rule base, unmodifiable by the user.

Working area It is formed by the units, which characteristics, called "slots", describe

all information about the system urder development.

I

Iamad•m lf ~
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Inference structure This structure is formed by an inference engine operating on the rules.

The structure and the development environment allow for the maximum flexibiliLy; to change the

object and system descriptors, inference rules or methods is extremely easy for the expert system

designer. That feature is of capital importance and is used currently because the tool shall evolve

with the available knowledge,

3.5.3. Consulting ECATE

The steps of a consulting session are summarized in fig. 8 and briefly explained hereafter.

Configuration Insertion The user, with assistance of the tool graphic facilities inserts the a
configuration of objects, aggregations and relations he wants to prototype

(see for example fig. 9).

Compatibility e-rification The tool verifies after each input its compatibility with the objecto

related to it.

Overall Compatibility When the configuration is complete tie activation of the "terminated system"
push-button starts a verification of the overall architecture compatibil ty.

The results of the step above can be:

1. Request for more information (for example some relation is lacking or some data are

available)

2. Lisplay of incompatibility warnings at system level (for example a molcicoit so
insufficien

t 
capacity).

SatisfaQtory compatibility

Descriptors csputatiun Whe the system -opatlility Is ;not violated a method ;s a-1---
compute all system imcsiiptors for which sufficient isforma'orl I-

aailablo

Result displa The results of the previous step c:n be displaed see fig. VD) ieh

the numerical or hystogram format.

ptisicatio ECATE, by meats If rules activated in forward chaining inference preecn* 0
to he user a-vices on posible architectare prolems and suggested
changes ivolving objects, aggregations, subsets -r the overali system.

Assistance request The user can ask for assistance in optimizing the architecture, advie

are given in this scnoe.

Config.uration uha2 e In case the user wants 'o follow one or more of 'he aiviocs h csan. by

meams of a pushbutton, modify the configta asS rsr -too
consulting.

fEplanation The u-3> can ask t sny time information alc te acto +'. hoo.,
activated the rules and generated the advices.

The tool accepts at any step not only numericst oslues in response to it.,castle> Oct o 0- ,'r5

indications, like high, low etc.

the consulting session ca be termintel at anS time and the results saisl in the library.

3.5.4. Validation

The validation of a tool like teclTt shall answor to two kind of questions:

a ;s the tool conform to its speciffication?
ato tb sol suitablo for its purpose''

.eok ,CAiT hs boon oubmitted for evluation to the experts wh o rel Is its

-le topmenf snd to foreign experts, eerciing it ty moarl of test cases.

T. second check is much more difficult 'o perform, because it is supposed to req.;re a
eonctrat ion of the development of difforest arshiteetures, accepted or rejected by tCATE.
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The validation has been completed, the results available, show a good agreement with the

predictions.

Nevertheless it shall be pointed out that the high flexibility allowed by the development

environment and the tool structure stimulate a continuous refinement to adapt ECATE to new

situations or to increase its knowledge. It is in fact current practice to introduce new object

descriptors, computing methods or inference rules.

Therefore also the validation is continuing to follow the evolution of ECATE.

3.6. Example of application

In this paragraph it is shown an example of an architecture to illustrate how looks like the system

results.
Fig. 11 shows how the tool allows to represent the sketch of the system prepared by the designer.

3.7 A Future Avionics System

At the moment we believe that the knowledge available on future avionics system

architecture, (see ref. 161), is not sufficient to effectively use ECATE.

Reason is mainly because, although enough data on sensors and processors can be found, the

knowledge lacks in the isplay and control area and specially on standardized multipoint channels.

swi tch, backplane and . igh speed data bus. Insufficient is also the knowledge of the rules that

regulates the overall sstem functioning.

Nevertheless data are Fathered and trials are performed with reference to experimestol data to

allow the specific ECATE knowledge to improve.

4. An environment

4.1. General

The example described in the previous paragraphs deals with a particular aspect of the system

definition activity, the tool used for the prototyping is a LISP machine, a computer for toe

Artificial Intelligence applications.

By means of the above said computer a software prototype of the system can be prepared anc

submitted to tha designer's judgement, supported by an expert system.

However, when a more complete view is needed, a deeper definitio. is required, for instance in the

design phase, or the results shall be examined and commented not only by the design teas, b- also
by other people, the Customer for example, a software prototype only is not adequate.

Other resources are required to be able to develop and validate in short time the prototype and,

above all, to use it effectively and to present the result in a suitable way.

Main purpose is to show how the avionics will operate in its environment, internal and external to

the aircraft, when designed and implemented according to its requirements and defined architecture.

From the above it arises the need to have a displays and controls simulation, a real time

capability and an evaluation mechanism embedded into the prototype.

The result of the integration of those resources in a rapid prototyping development envircnmen.

(RAPIDE) will be described in the following paragraphs.

4.2. The Tool

The components of a rapid prototyping development environment are the following:

- man/machine interface simulating the displays and centrols system of the aircraft.
- real time aircraft and scenario simulation

- object/rule based description of the system

- evaluation and consultat'on facilities.

Main requirements are:

- full integration of the components

- user friendly interface

- modularity and flexibility
- easy expandibility and interfacing to other computers.

The above listed characteristics may resemble an aircraft flight simulator, but the intent in

different, more complete in the scenario and system simulation, less in cockpitand flightdynamics.
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A typical implementation of the tool sketched above is shown in the block diagram of figure 12.

Major components are:

- the interconnecting network

- the computing nodes

they are described in the following paragraphs.

4.2.1. The Interconnecting network

The interconnecting network is the backbone if an integrated, highly modular tool. It is a

fundamental choice because it shall have at the same time an high modularity and expandibility and

the capability to manage the data in real time. A suitable solution is a mix of a bus system, in a

widely available standard, plus dedicated high speed links where an higher data transfer rate is

required. This choice ensures an high compatibility and expandibility by the use of a local area
network system and an excellent real +ime capability where and if required, to obviate to the data

transfer rate limits of the most populare LAN implementations. All hardware and most of the

software is available on the market, only part of the software is dedicated.

4.2.2. Computing modes

4.2.2.1. Artificial Intelligence workstation (Central Node)

The central node that coordinates the environment functioning is the Al workstation (one or more
for complex applications).

On that computer the operator manages all the resources, controls the development of the prototype
and make it work. On the workstation itself resides the kernel of the system prototype, i.e. the

rules and the objects, and the real time data base of the network. The reason for the use of the AI

tools and techniques has been already explained in the previous paragraphs; furthermore it allows

the compatibility with less demanding applications. The workstation provides also an easy way to

develop and evaluation an consulting tool, for example an exfert system, that based on experience
and heuristics can give useful advices on the system.

4.2.2.2. Graphic system

In order to provide a simulation of the displays and controls of the weapon system it is used a

graphic system, formed by a workstation and satellite units.

The display formats and control logic are developed in a graphic form on the workstation and
activated under control of the central node on the satellite units arranged to simulate the

aircraft cockpit. A visual simulation of the scenario is not strictly necessary but often can

improve very much the understandability.

4.2.2.3. Simulation facilities

The system and its environment, the weapon system and the scenario, shall be simulated by means of
dedicated computers. The "intelligent" part of system simulation resides in the 2entral mode, but

for a specific implementation the simulation of an aircraft and its weapons resides on a powerful

real-time computer. The scenario simulation can be implemented on a different computer because,

usually it dc-. not require stringent real time performances but it needs a large data base.
The reel time computer can be used also for data acquisition and stimulation in case part if the

systen be available in hardware and its ole more convenient that the corresponding simulation.

4.2.3. An Implementation

An implementation of the environment described above is under development by the Avionics System

Group of Aeritalia. The main component are the following:

- an Ethernet network with TCP-IP protocol
- T.I. Explorer LISP workstation

- IPSO graphics system

- Goutd 32/97 and VAX 8500 computers.

All component of the environmont has been already connected and tested, the basic software in ready
and a limited clearance has been given to start with the first application.
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5. Conclusions

The benefits of rapid prototyping methodology do not need to be demonstrated. An early availability
of a prototype of the system avoids late modifications of the implementation, in particular when
the application is so complex to make difficult its complete and comprehensive understanding.
Current issues in achieving the goal of rapid prototyping are mainly related to the treatment of

the complexity and its description. It is our belief that a suitable solution can be found by using
the Artificial Intelligence tools abd techniques that are now widely available for industrial
applications.

Those methodologies cannot be used for every aspect of the prototyping, conventional simulation is
still useful, but they shall be the key point of the application because they can treat knowledge
structures, heuristics and uncertainly, which characterize the complexity of large systems iun
their early design stages.
Important is moreover the fact that an A I based prototyping can easily evolve in an expert system,
that can assist the design team in his work.

The above said approach has been demonstrated effective by realizing a rapid prototyping and expert

system dealing with the data flow architecture of the avionics system, a tool that is evolving in
a full development environment for the prototyping of all major aspects of an avionics system.

We are confident that the implementation of the rapid prototyping by means of the knowledge

management techniques can be a significant step in the system engineering.
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RISK-FACTOR OUTPUT-INPORMATION-FLOW (local)

fuZI-FACTOR
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SIGNAL-TIPS (lo-1)
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IDIPUT-9WORMATION-PtOW (loca) INUT-INFORMATION-FLOW (1oca)
FIMMIA 1I"TXCy b,.X-THROUCI{PUf (loca)
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tNA.L.TYPZ PRCKO-T~fl (loa)

RIBS-FACTOR
610NAL-CRITICIT

'rc S.MrlrjENJlPR4ATONWP-O (lo-a)

Tab. 1

Ta b. 2

=Total data flow Redundancy
Total Throughput Mean time between failure

-Total memnory capacity -Integration level
-Growth Capability -Total cost
Latency Development Risk factor
Overall efficency Max Risk factor

(DEF UN TOT-COST (SYS)
'Total cost computation function."
(PUTUVALUE SYS 'TOTAL-COST

( SUMMA 'COST (FIND-CHILDREN 'COMPONENTS SYS)))
(BREAK-LIST (FIND -CHILDREN 'COMPONENTS S9S( 'COST 'TOTAL-COST SYS))

CEEFUN TOT-INLEUlEL (SYS)
"System integration level determination."
(LET ((LIST-PROC (LIST-CONTROL (FINE-CHILDREN 'PROCESSORS SY5) NIL)))
(PUT.VALUE SY5 'INTEGRATION-LEVEL

C. (SUMMA 'OUTPUT-INFORMATION-FLOW
(LET C(BIOLIST (FIND-CHILDREN 'GENERATORS SYS)1

(PASSED-LIST NIL))

(LIST-OEN-CONTROL BIOLIST PASSED-LIST) (I
*(SUMMA 'INPUT-INFORMATION-FLOW

(LET (IBIGLIST (FI~r-CHILDREN 'UTILIZERS 59S))
(PASSED-LIST NIL))

(LIST-UTI-CONTROL BIOLIST DASSEE-LIST))) I
(FLOAT (+ (SUFMMA 'OUTPUT-INFORMATION-FLOW LIST-PROC)

(SUMMA 'INPUT-INFORMATION-FLOW LIST-PROC)
(GETUVALUE 5Y5 'TOTAL-DATA-FLOW)))))))

Tab. 3
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RESUME

Lea systimes evioniques milicaires reprhsentent aujourd'hoi ]a coldSi do co~it de l'avion d'ars
moderns et acteigneoc de tria hauta nivesux de conpiexit6 et d'int~gration. Lcur diveloppemeot n~cesslte
Ia misc en place d'une mdthodologie, sopportd par des outils, prtcicant notamment lea tflchea et produits
associ"s sos diffirentes 6tapes de apdclfication at de conception.

En perticulier, le ddveloppement do logiciel de tea systimes requiert one documentation de
spicificatio. fonctionnells abondance et souvent cnrtrsccuallc.

Le maquettage de ces spicificetions parmac

- d'aniliorer " t4aiE form esdes spdciiicstiono
- de risliser, crig ct dan% Isccle d82Re vie, one validatifrn unelle de tea op~cificacions
- de foornir des gldments de rececce pour lea anus-ensembles me
- de disposer d'uns reference fonctionneile commode bora de -gratior rc de Ia else so point dcv

Sqolpemen ts r"se.

Is maqoettage eat one technique de validation prdvue dons Ia mithndnbngie et utilinde I Vl'tape
de spicification fonctionocile d6taill~e aelon is sc~nario soivoct

- Ecriture des sphcificstinns dicailides (lengagesaemi-formel)
- analyse critique des apdcificsciona co-ncr~le de forme
- giniracion do code maquette at impiementatin dens L'outil de naquettags
- tests fonctionnela sor maqoette :contriic de fond
- foornitore aux rkaliaataura d'qiemns specifications validdes at de jeuc de tests asaccids

La communication abordera de Eaton dktaili~e:

1- Lc contexts mithodologiqos dana lequel a'inscric lc naqueccage (rappel des Scopes do diveloppesent des
syatimes, description des ateliers syac~mes et aceliern logiciels, etc ... )

2 - Lea expdriences rdaliahesaus scmn de Is ancidtd Aviona Marcel Dassault - Srdguet Aviation, par
sanalyse ec is synthiss des travaux de naquacrage effectuds dens is cadre des syst .ns avinniqocs

Refele A et MIRAGE 2000 NC. I'accent sera ais d'one part aur Is nine en oeuvre preciqos do maquettage
des spdcificationa et lea rdnultats obtenus, d'sucrc pact sur lea uciliaciona connexes Se la maqoerte
en tent qus

- support d'anelyse de pannec
- banc d'easais pour lea Syvolotlorn
- gin~rateor d'Aldmsnta de rececce
- rkfdrence fonctionnells pour coos lea Intervenanra

3 - Les cendences pour lea maquectages futurs (particoidrement pour is ddvclnppcncnt do Rafals D) en ce
qui concerns notanasent is reprissntativlt6 de is naqoects (Leeps ri, ergornomie, etc ... ), is
gdndraiisetion do eagoettags sos diffdrences couches de apicificacionsaet I'Avolotion des otils

I - INTRODUCTION

Les systimes avioniqos nilitofrec acceignent aujourd 'hot on tria haut aiveso de complexit6 et
rsprdssncent la enitle do coOt de l'svion d'srees moderns.

L'Avolution de cc. systees so coors des deuc deridres dicenrites peuc sanslyaer nor lea plans
sporacinnels, cechnologiqoes et m~thodologiques

-L'6vnlotion opdrationnslis est li~e A i'acccoissement de Is polyvalence des cyetes qui se credoi
per one plus grands richesse op~rationnelle, et par one fncdgrstinn de plus en plus serrne den
fonctlona au sin d'on mime syscime et entre systines nylon o aol. (Le systime est slots is tonme
de plosicors cyetAniea enhocqos 00 syacimes aol). A l'origins limitta A des fonctiana
op~racionnelles creditionnelles celles qus navigation, boebardement air/sob cc/o interception
air/air, lee syscies se soot enrichis peo A pso d'uns panoplie de fonctins ep~cifigoss d'srmemcnta
sophistigo~s, de diapositlfs de guerre 4iectronique 00 d'tquipeccnta de reconnsisssnc-.



L'intdgration de ces functions est rdalis
6
e dane le but d'obcenfr one of ficaciti cphationnelle

maxmale par:

* 'optimfsation des ressoorces physiques (capteurs, aetlonneure, orgases de traiement de
l'information) grace A Is fusion de donndes et sux rineaux d'6changs d'tnforaions encre avions
ec/oo infrastructures cerrestres at maritines.

*l'optimisation des ressources husisines, grAce A one ergonomic particsliiremsnt soigode de
l'interfscc homme/nachins, assurant on dialogue de bout niveso avec lea piloree. le syscisie
ediectionnant lul-nane lea informatione utiles A cheque phase de Ia mission et ie prhsencant $008

is forise synthitique Is plus approprie.

Le caract~re haucenont 4volucif des systdmes e'affirne de pit's en plea. l'enveloppe op~ratiuon,slle
dolt pouvoir 6voloer faclement :incdgrer de nouveilee fonctirs sns nodifier Ia miss en oeuvre
op~rsciosneile des prdcidescee ou suc~iiorsr lee functions pr6-oxsinteeso uravers des 6volotione
technologiquos.

-L'6volution technologique des synt~nee avionlques se teadoit prineipalenent

*par des architectures functionnelles et nat~rielies de plus en plus complexes Inct~gruot des
syst~mes hietoriquent iodgpendants ceis que noceurs, commandes de vol, carborast 00 freinage et
eyetdmstissnt i'emploi de liaisons nundriqus multipiccios encre 6quipements.

*par l'introductier massive do logiciel. apporcant use sooplesse ct one ouvoccore connilahles
eats Indulsant des pcobi~mes spdcifiqoes dont la mattrise e avie encore aujourd'hui diffleils.

Les systies avioniques snharqt! s accuellement divelopp~s par lee Avions Marcel Dassault oDUnportent
pilus d'une cencaine d'6quirements, dust is multi

4 
st foctesent riuu~isie et dost is majeure panic

sat functionneliement ddpendanle do logiciels. Le volume de logiciel cystfne enbarqu6 se chuffrs en
n~ga-octete, le nombre d'infornaciuns 6changics entre 6quipsuosts ec/o modules fonctionsels dipasse
30.000 cc is ddbit d'infocmacion sur leo huns racm~riques eec de piosleurs ncgs-hits par seconds.

- I #vouclo nhodologique est Is convqueco ofressaire des 6volucioss cp~racionoslies or
cechnologiqoss clans is hoc ds cooserver is mattriso do d~veicppement de ces grands syscines. Les
grards ac.es de cette 6volucion concernent

* iapprochs 'syst~ne' de Ia conception
* lassurasco de Is equalit en conception
* lorganimatloo induscrisile pour le divslopper.onc
* ir spdclfielcis do logiciol
* 'outillage ioformatiqoe d'aido au developpemenc

R oP2 jhe2X!, : die lee 6tapes len plus amooc do is conception. leo systloes ancteos pouvaient
4cre diopsapriori en outilia auconomes celies quo radio-communication, rsdio-ravigati'o
-onroandos de vol, contrils moceors 00 cellos quo radar, centrals adrodynamique, ecc... chacuse de
ces ostitis faleant t'objec dPone conception siparie. L'incigcatinn, le d~tentralisatlon cc Is
ccoplexici. en ont nodifid los ries du (so. La conception do syscine. cache amost des c~ches de
conception d'6quipees, s'afflrme cme 6cant Is plus lourde cc is plus dilicate. tile e'appuic
en particulier suc des techniques d'snalyse fooccionmeile aboucissant Ades architectures
functlonselies dietinctes den architectures matirielis, le rile opirationnel do chaqus 'bots
noire" ne es digageant pius do fagenr 6vidence.

*Assurance do la qualliti en concepio La qoaIit6 do produic (particuiironont Is eflreci do
fosctionnenc) do produic ea avant.sge direntrie par Is qualificstion de4 ejithodes utilfises
pour eon diveloppeusot qu'u cravers do prodoic lui-m~ne. lee documents d'assurance As Is qualit6
des svsciunes 00 des logicisis dctrivanc pour l'essenciei des m~ichodologies, sont lee cis'oiss de
motto ivulucion.

*Organistion iiidustriolle :l~a caills des syetimes acloels iccplique Ia misc en common des
reasoorces ec des compicences ripattiss dams do rcostreuses socicis industrislses. (ILe nonire
d'incecvenssts dass le diveloppement d'un systins aviunique de MIRAGE 2000 dipasse 25.000 ... ). Utse
usichodologie rigourcoss sert do stipport aux nouveiles organisatioss iiudustrlsiles cc permet de
ditinir les caches cc responsuhilici do cous lea istervenants en reuiforgant Ia vielbilit6.

Lee spificicie du logiciel :Lee travaum do coiception dti logiciel soot do sgme nature que lee
cra05u5 do conception doj syscime, l'ensembie devant done 6cre is fruit d'oss dimarmie
m~thodoiogique continue. En consquenee, lee michodologles do diveloppenent des logiciels deivont
Acre cohirestee do is nithudologic do divoloppement do systin.me

L'oscillage sfrciqoc d'side an ddreopenent ;Los nithodologies do diveouppemont sost
supoces par des oucils infornof'e d Iid A conception ou A svalidation. regroupis on

ateliers al .'6mergcnco de Papproche systims cr00 ls beom d'un atelier syscime. chapec~utant ios
acelies isgicisis oc assurant l'aide A is coscoptior Pnont des systimes.
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2 - METMODOLOGIE DE DEVELOPPENXIT, ATELIER SYSTEME ET ATELIERS LOCICIEL

Daus ce contexte parciculierement 1volut1f, Ia socliti des Avions Marcel Dassault - Briguet
Aviation a dO, A partir de son expirience des systimes et en consentant de lourde investissements,
a'adapter rapldement pour conserver asa matrise des sysrtmes avioniques complexes

S- En creant une methodoogie de d~veloppement de systimes qui difinit les tiches, produits et moyens

associds A cheque tape et sert de base A l'assurance qualiti.
- En d6fIriesant et en rkalisant l'atelier syst6me correspondant constitui d'un ensemble cohirent
d'outils interconnects multi-utilisateurs et multlversions.
En participant A Is definition et a 1'evaluation des ateliers logiciel.

La branche de ddfinition 6tapes de gauche de V se riv~le conome 6tant ]a plus critique. En effet,
s'inscrivant daus la partie amont du cycle de vie, toute erreur ou imperfection i ce niveau est
amplifi6e au cours du cycle et se tradult par des consequences aval co~lteuses et difflcliemenc
mattrisables. De plus, lea prodults Is.us de cette phase 6tant encore essentiellement des documents
papiers, la perception du prodult final i Cravers ces sImples documents eat ddlicate et probl6matique.

ETAPES DE LA METHODOLOGIE

, 1 ..... SYSTEM STEPS--- GRON ,
PRELIMINARY . . . . .- NTGR O

SYSTEM
GLOBAL -- - - -- -- -- -- -- -- --- INTEGRATION/

DOEFINTION VERIFICATION

f ON BENCHES
SYSTEM WORKSHOP

FUNCTIONAL

ANALYSIS AND
ARCHITECTURE

EQUIPMENT
FUNCTIONAL

FUNCTIONAL RE-VALIDATIGDETAILED------------EQUIPMENT - - -
SPECIFICATION FUNCTIONAL

0 
TESTS

SOFTWARE STEPS

SOTWARE 
SOFTWARE

FUNCTIONAL ,FUNCTIONAL

DEFINITION lTESTS

SOFTVWARE
WORKSHOP

SOFWARE - -- -- - SOFTWARE
GLOBAL ITEGRATION
DESIGN TESTS

SOFTWARE --- SOFTWARE
DETAILED UNITARY

DESIGN TE STS

SOFTWARE COOING/
HARDWARE

PRODUCTIlON
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1 Difinition prilismisatre

is r~is do cette itape est de difinir le cadre et lea hyputhises do diveloppsmsst grflce h
tine analyse des missions mt tine premiire 6tuds de i'organisatton du nystime.

L'asaiyse des missions sappuie sur diverass itus qut permsttruot de s'assurer de Is
faisshilt globale du syateme. Ella se concritiss par une haste des fonctions opiratlonsells
nitsaairss A la rialisatiun is l'envelopps dea missions, St fait ressorcir us ensemble ds hesuins
coscernant particuuiirement lea princtpsux capteurs.

L'6tude 5'arganinacion dn systims conduit A tine premiire difinitton de iarchltectuce
mschrisile do -ystinc (lists d'6qutoements et d'empurts, organisatlon matielle is paste ds
pilotage, etc... ).

2 -Difinition globale do qystime

L'itape de difinitiun globale consists A difinir pricisgment len services qus Isc;tm

dolt rendre (o-t non pa comment ies ystime sera concruit).

Le risultat ds I'ktape ens see description, en tsrneesncinarto opirattonnel (done vu ds
i'utlissreur), de Is mss en oeture et do fonctionoenent nominal du systims pour toutes leo
fonctlons qu'ii assure. Certs description s craduit par dents types de documents

- Documents is tigles gitidralno

Ces documents dicrivent ds fagos unique, leo rigles et philosophies d'uttlisation applicables A
touten len functions opirotiomne'lss dent cot et sera dot6 is systims. in garantissent afoot
one miss anoueuvre cohirsntn do ovotios dons tons leo modes. (tx. rtgles gindrais is dialogue
home-machine, is signalisattun den panns, in superposition den functions. etc ...)

- Documents is spiciflcacioo giohois

Chaque document is spicification pinole dicrir Is scinarin d'otiination do syorlos
reisrivemest A one fooction op~rationosile doonns. Chaqus function opirotiuooelle fait donr
i'ohjst i'sns spicificotiun qui st incuse dons Is respect den rigien ginirals. Ces
spicifttatiuns 6tant Ioiipsndantss, ellen peovent 6trn Plohorien is focus ostonome ct
anynchrune. La cuhirsons et l'iniipsndonns den opiciiicariuns globoins soot asnurins par Ins
riglen ginitolss.

Len riglss ginirals aet lea spicificatiunn glohalen sont validdes grice o n ootiil d'aiie A la
npicificatiun mettant en jen l'anpecr dynonique. Ces usd1, cnstroit autour d'uns maqoette
rspcissstative do posts is pilotage, permet is simuier len siquennes, cn'soooiss et
vsualisatiuns permettant ainni one validation plus efficoce des oninarios par len pilotes
ntilisateJt5.

2.3 - Analyse foctionmelle et architncture

is r~le is carte itops st is procdder i' aoolyns fonctionneils do systfo et P'en iiiutre
sun architecture fonctionoehls. is dossier (!'architecture ionctiooosile (produic in i'6taps)
dicnit Ia solution apportie sum bestons sxprimi A 'itape is d~ftnitiuo gluhale.

L'itaps e atdicumposs en isus phases.

-La construction du graphs i'archltcntore fonctionnells

La m~cbode ottlisie consists en ucc dicomponitiun hisrarchiqun progressive do syste 5n
ilimeocs functionoels, nelon des critiren prkis. Chaqus ntveau soncessif is decomposition
entroins

uns justification du dnoupogs naifb
uns collection nystimotiqus den interfaces todoicen entre 6idmento
us affimags progrensif in Ia difiritioo is cen interfaces par rapport as nivsau is
dicumpottoo imiiiatseoet nupieor.

is graphs foctionnel dicrit Iesnyncios selus use erborescne cuhirsote support~c par oucii.
1.'esemhls des Aiimescs terminaus is Ia iicooponition, oppehis modules, fooctiunnels, et is leurs
interfaces, reprisentsnt l'architeccure fonctionoehle do systims.

Len contraintes prisen so compte pour i'Atahiisnemsot du graphs soot

des costrointen is qualit (parcicoliirsmeot i'ivouivit) qul imo'ssnt den rigtes
d'indipeniance sors modules fonctiosnels, ou drs coocrainten upirottonoells enprimien dons
ies documents is tigles ginirales. l'snslyse is ces derniiren permet is dgager Is structure
du "crest fontiunnel", ensemble is modules is gestion den rensournen do syncio.



- Projection de l'arrhltertura fonctlonneila sur l'arrhltorture isarkrlelle

Cette phase consists A Istdgrer lsrrhiteature fonctlmenella prdsisblacient d~finie at
l'srchitecrure matirielle proposde su tours de Ia ddflnitios prdllmlnaira. lea modules
funationmele sont slots distribuds dans len iquipemests at identifids (nat/niel ci: Irpiciel).

Cette projection d~finlt ie rompromis d4 rdalisatiun tenant compte do plusicurs farteus:

*des factaurs technologiquas m elon. Is nature des traitemeets Aelffartuer, cheim de
1'iquipement is plus adapt6.

*l'optimisation de la ceneectique :on recharche uns distributin des modules minicimant le
flux d'dchamge entre 6quipamoets et priviligiant "la plus court chemin" pour lea lniarmatir.s
critiques d'un point de vms temps riel.

*des facteurs de qualit6 particuliats :par example. lea modules supportant des roncties
critiques d'un point de vine urnt

6 
macoct regroup/s dams un mile /qulpamect at/eu radond/s

dans plusteurs dquipemens.
*des facteurs diterministem de savoir faire ca dnrpanlsation industrialle

2.4 - Specification fonctioncelle ddtaillde

L'6tape de spirifiratien fonationnalla ddtaille conslate A 6tabit Ia up/clfiratinor des
fonctiocs de transfert de chaque module fonctiennel identifi6 dens larchitrcture.

Cam documents reprisentent Ia dercl/ra 6tapo de Ia phase de ddflnitioe. directenant do, rale
at de Is responssbilitd do l'avionneur. Isa raprdsantent in rif/rece contractuolle vis As 'la ds
coop/rants pour is rdsliation du logiclel dam 6quipenanta. 11 faut cuter qua Ia nadalarit/ de
ratte docusmentatioc (mm document autoneme par nodule fonctiesnel) Induit ace cactrafcta do
rislisation aiglle, larchitacture logicielle de rhaque 6quipesant davast respecter le d/roupaga
lepoud par Vanalyse fonctionnalle du mymtdna.

Idgslement, rem decunents doiveet cectenir 'tout ce qui est nicensaire at seulomeet to qal
esat ccemsalrc" I ]a rtalimatlos dam loglrials at dam matC/ridls.

Caest A cc eiveau da sp/cification qua nous rossentos an beasts constant d'an/lioration de
Ia qualftd dam documnts, mur lea plans do 2a forme at du contains.

Las n/rhodes at outils clammiquos atilis/s pour l'6rrituro at la validatior des
spdclficsctiens fenctionnallas ditaill/es moot:

- L'uilisation de ranavas strirts at do langagar nami-fnrmels
- La standardisatios da Ia tarilogia par le blaim de dirtionnairas
- L'organsation de raleccures creim/as syst/natiquom
- L'utilisatiec d'outilm dorunantairam (traitement da taste (toate + graphiquc) muitiversior).

Dapuis 1985, 1'6voncail dasm n/hodes s'omt anrlrhi de la technique do naa400t'ga dlea

sp/alflcatlona foertionsellam ddtailldes qui pr/santa l'avantaga d'ammurcr AIsl fein la qualird
formells de a ismpdtfiaation (par nicosid) at as qualit6 "fenctionella" par offal do siroi.

La maquertage fonictiossel a /t/ ucilisi pour Is prentice fe/s damn le cadre du prograsme
RAFALE A A 1/tape de difieltion fonctioneale ddtaillia.

i1 a did recondutc pour la d/veloppamenr da syst/na P4llAGE 2000 New Cockpit at sera appliqad as
vraie grandeur grrce A us ensemble deoutila ideinos, pear la d/veoppamest du synt/ma
ACE/n/PALE D.

t 2.5 - Ddvsloppaisenta dam logic/elm at matdriels

Lea ddveloppaments up/cif/quem dam 6quipemens at dam logicials mont des c~ches anales et
censquentam des diapos de ddveluppemant du syst/ma rdsum/om plus haut. Tl snt cosfils I do
multiples snus-tra/tacts at roncernent lea /tapea de d/veleppesest suivaclam

- Dfl/nities fonciemnelle du legiciel
- Conception globale du log/c/el
- Conception d/tsillio du logiclel
- Codage / r/alisstion des 6quipemaeta
- Teats unitaires du leglrial
- Tests d'int/gratien du log/a/al
- Tests fonctiennala du log/c/el
- Tests fonictionneia d& 1'dqulpamanr

Remargus lea mdthodoiegiea de ddveloppamast de log/idie A partir dem sp/rificates smystime
sinaisqua lesastallars 1o1 /cieis correspendants peuvont Ctre samalblamest diff/rasts salon lea
reslisatsurs.

O4anmeins, l'scchitscte industrial du myst/me dolt s assurer de lour ad/quatloc A Is
n/kthodelegis de diveloppement du spatime par des audits em trayors la cornea appliqudas par
rhaque rislisateur.
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(tes de trac6 pour on Agoipecor Ae vusualioatiuv, chargo Ar acutl or occupation ndnotlre pour
on colcolateur .L £1... ).
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3 - APPLICATiuN AU RAFAJ.E A

3.1 - Cooteute

Le syscime avionique de i'aviom dixonstraceur RAFALE prdsorte on certain nosbre de
mouveautds et do spicificitis par rapport any avions de In gindration prcicdente, cellos quo

- L'imtigrstiao tris potste incloant les systines avion
- L'extension do noinbre de feactions socassbaires dis le premier vol

- La gsirallsation de i'empioi des techniques nomiriqoes dans des dosoinee o6 i'expirience en
6raft faibie

- Lea dulals cris caurts et cris tendus de i'opiration.I Pour faire face i cette situation, ii a slurs it6 ddcid6 de realiser on travail do
saquattage den splaificatlons aver lea objectifo nuivauta

a) Antiliorer Ia qualird des sp6Icfitations fanctionmelles ditailito
b) Pornietre one validation fomictiowieiie de con spicificattoons
c) Fournir ssx cccpirsnts den jeux d'esaais cohdrents pour vaider aunsi tit qae possible baurs

ddveioppoooscs

d) Disposer d'on bant d'anusi pour tester a priori lea 6volutioms.

Ce travail a dibuti on Mlars 85 aver lea dtapes snivantes

a) Analyse critique Ce spiclficacions
b) Rialisaclo'c de Is maquette
c) Explo it ation. da io Ieaquorte

3.2 -Analyse critique des npdcificatinns

I-But

Lee spicificattoms foncriomnolias dtltailies reprdsentant In clhsrvliro entre Is conception
(travail AMvI-1iA) at is rd aiisatias des lagicleis (travail des coopirants). 11 est duc important

qu'elien suient I iva fovi;

- Patitiraxent tepri~aentctves qes basoins optirationneis do -rccptour (aspect foctiosoai)

- Conprkbhensilen at rtaliscbl es par 1es coaprantn (aspect toreal

ie but do l'analyse critique des spdi<ificatiens eat d'aad-llurer leour qolic Pour vauvrir
l'aspoct foruol, c'-ar-A-dire n'assurar qua lea np~clflvations sont

-lisiblan

- vooples
-cob~rantes entra ellen
-sans ambigu Tte
-rtialinabies infaroxatlqucercr

2 -Princi e at r ani____ o

Un vp~cifirateor 6cant natarelioment vatisfait da son document grica s corrolvIsasre dv
contexte opirationnel, pour onie I'cxpetietua suit rentable 11 a tallo molar ian leceurs
critiques do ce mime vantanta cn ifr.ltant las ax~plicatians fournias cut Ian spdcifications. Le Cot
d.'ordrec st m e pan jugar do to qua doft faire Ia spdcfication (forcioamrel) 'civ i'sgcr
,rfouterevt Ia manidra dant slo act Cicrlta at s fainabiliti.

1.'5'qsipo do ralactura n's pa cu ccvmsaissamcv do besoin opirationoel axpried . traiers irs

vptvifictconv ditafillde (vp~cificstlon giobalas son fournies).

La totalit6 des documents do specifIlcatioo ofrLaiiite (3000 pages) a 6t6 noomise i I ',tuip,
de relar tire crit que . Toate fi che d'#voiutioo* quelle qire melt son anigina, n'ent var plf-tiquar
Is mit-c r dure do relectaa..

3 - Pinuitats do 1'6tapt,

La sombre dec critiques (jantiflios) a ktd e-mict-t important z25U pagan do -r-sqtscs,
taprisnotact do l'ordre do 1000 paints pricis.

La sombre do crit'ques Fpr papa do spicification (doac in floe Is qualiti fatmelia do is
spidification) vanie conidirablexent en forcror,

doti ridarteur (rigotirean/num rlgoaroun. prkrin/g~n§rai, strixfur6/collectinneur do d~talic
-d,, module spe ifi6 (isglquejalgocitbxiqae)

L-c attests ralevies par ia critiqloc ti;trcrt tastes dass len crais -stigories

- rrears de riguoutI
- rrests do gireralte
-inadaptatims do is spicification ai sne reaiisatioiilfrctce



a) Erreurs de rigueur

-~~~,!l :nefc maqanelinformstion utilisis par lee traitaments n'est peas diclarde A
enrie d la sp.hceificaticr

-interfaces incohirentem lee interfaces ddclacs en encode du module epicifik n'existenr
paa dana le syatdame (non calculies par d'eurree modules)

- incoatpldtcds des traitersents
*Le traitement ralertif A une sortie d~lclarde do module c'eat pee epicifli
*Dane une combinaison logiqus, toes lea cae 02 cont pas renseignks ;ii eat A nter que
le cae eat tris frdquent inreque Ia logique eat exprimie an moyce de phrases (81, alots,
saul, quand) et prariquemenr inexistant si Ia logique eat dicrite anus forne de tableaux
ds virit6.
*Lee conditions d'initiaisation, d'ectivatin, d'eochatneeent dea craitamente ne sent
pas cpirifidee.

- Terinelogie fisue ou ainbigle
Exemple:
"on diterminera
"dons Ia plupart des rae..."
"dane rerteince conditions,.."
"l'inoremacisn exsee dane lee cae cuivente..."

h) Erreure de gds~ralit&

- Caractiristiquec d'ieterfaces non npdcifiiec

Me soot pee pnicic~sic Vacu, is type (logique, honlien), lee valeu-c pocsibles d'sne

information.

- Traitrmut decrit trop glohalemecnt

Ce genre d'erreuc ect inquest lorcqce le spicificateur screscire Ie avoir faire (ou

l'botuitisn) des rialinateurs is logiciel.

c) loadaptatlon de la spicifiration A one rialisatin informatique

- Colx tie la solution informatlque b e spi cificateur. dane u souachiscocci de rigueco
impose La faioc dent dolt Etre tialici le traicenent :connaiseant peu lee critirec de
".prig ransoation"', le choim ect partis non asturisux et peut diboucher cuor on logiciel
dinecur6 os non kvolutif.

4 - Recarsuec et conmecitaires cur l'6laps d'analyse critique

i/drape d'aoaiysc critique des apdclfirarlos a Pci satrinetreec fructueucc at rdvilacnics.
tiombre de prohlitcse touts importance ont go itre ainel risslus a priori, 6vitant de lee
reporter A, ia phase d'lstdgratloo. Par contra, I 'margie nice en oauvre a And Igalcenet
inporcante :Aqaipe de celeccaro, coops "sold6" ass epdcificatecrs, lourdeur de misc A jour is La
d orumernta t ion.

La plupart dec erreurs rcceosicc soot ies ercears Avitahiec qci nc ransiteet p-t en tase
le profil actuel dec cpdrificatcucs. is sufet, cette phase is relectare a conduit A acdliorer
unc spicification eniecante, non pan A crfer one creche de spicifiration plus itailiec.

Enfn, l'aapdriencs a AtA v~rue par lee spdcificaceurscme an aontrllc qoaLitd
cuppl~mncaire, door reesenle de fan cr~s nitigde..

3. -Palination is Ia maquerce

I- tiaboratin des prograonos-itqsetts

La ndcessit6 do coder los spificaciona a ms en svidence troic Iipirattis d'Acrlcurc de
relles-ri. Lee deco premiers coot d'otdre gdniral et coerernent tootes cification decant Ftre
cod4s, is troisiee eat lid A ia structure iohide do systime EAPALE.

Premier impiratii cmcplituc des interfaces
Pcovidos lopdratlf difisitin do tYpe is chaquc variable
Troildlr.e intpfratif deinitlion pour ciaqus variable do type is liaison otrs nodule onietteur
en module(s) rkceptean('

V'autrs pant, l'opiratioo is coage a roefirmd Ia ndcessit6dei description d'uo bogicici
eoselnppe poor cheque nodule implancd dane an Aqaipenent doulii.

Compl&cude 1es interfaces

Cecte Ataps ocr indispensable avant touts opiration de codage. Le rneignement compist
des interfares a door tAcm niressaire, avant codage is logiciel initial, mse asset cheque
passage d'une veonlon l Iautre.
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Difioirion du typo do chaque variable

Cot impiratif a conduit A enrichir is base do donodo d'intocfacos avec la ddfinitias, pour
chaquo variable, d'un typo analogue aux d~clsrations de variables FORTRAN, A savoir

- Booldes, tableau do hooldons, logique, tiel, antler.

Nuts - La phase d'analyse critique des spdcificatioos avait d~jA fait spparaftre Is ndcessiti de

ddefioition du typo do variable.

Codage des modules fonctionnels

Lea programmes maquette oat Ar 6 crits en FORTRAN, directement al partir do Is
spdcifi~ntisn (aprds phase d'snalyso critique) et en utilisant is base de donade d'iscorfaces
come cifdrenciel des variables.

Produits

Le rhsultat do Ia phase d'#Iaburation des programoes-maquetce so ddcomposa on

- Us produit intermddiaire sous is forme d'un fichiec de variables do 8 caractires estrait do is
base do dones dintorfaces. Co produic constitue on fair un complement do spdcificatios,
indispensable pour Is gin~ration do code.

- In produit final compos6 des prograsm's-maqoerto (os modules) d'arne chaise do calcul.
Ljohtonrios do l'esamble des modules reprisontarifa des doss chalses decant Rtro faite grice
A Is duplication do ces programmos-maquette.

2 - Adaptation do Is console do visualisation des ichanges (CVE)

La CVE 6tait, A lorigise, us outil do visualisation des 6changos oscro equlpasans
nuadriques. Pour lea bosomns do maquertago, ii a fals faire tendre cot autil do vissallnarlon
Vera un ouchl do validation do spicificatians. Los travaux d'adaptarias ant partA sat

As nivoas casvorsatlcsaol

- Le pilotage de Is simulation (chain do mode simulation, des modules A arriver, etc ...)
- Le d~veloppemont do prnc 4ares daentrie de valours A Is CVE
- L'amhliaratias do [a goatias des chaises m~nsrisdos (coscatdsatias de chalses, appal sominatif
do cellos-cl).

- La d~voloppemest dos proc~dsres do tests astamatiques

As sivea systimo

- La gisiratias des losiquos CVE

Ces labone "nt nessairos as bon fcoctionnentont do is simulation at 'i l'asploitatior don
tis] tars do cellos-cl.

Uscompressont

Ia liate des samblesato leura adress
la corrospondacce des fichiors 8 caractires par rapport ass flchiars do ls base de d-n;.e
dinrtErface initials (40 caractlros)
la harte des pan~s r~coptous d'ase information dA,ic

3 - Mine -f aeuvre do la sisulatiss

los caractdrlsrlqaos essontiohies do la site] atlas u~se on place stn los saivartos

- Sinslatios mno-fr~qaence
- Cycle do simulation corrospondant I- l'acrivatlan aiqsentiollo deb tiotlel. stlquettes
- brine O- compte do larchitortaro doablo-ri-atre du IAbALi

Lotte prise en cempto se risoto A l'6tablissomenr de dean protidunes
Erlatesent des variables
Dupli[cation des programme.
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Affn de genirer lensemble des variables 6rises et reCues dans lea Aquipements des chalnes
1 et 2, Ul a 6t6 nkcessaire, i partir du fichier standard 8 caract~res, d'6clater ]es variables
pouvant 6tre kinlses par deux 6quipements sym~triques (voir sch~mas cl-dessous).

CHEMINEMENT NON SECURISE
AVANT ECLATEMENT

APPNES ECLATE WENT

NOTA .A v AplABE X0 wE SERT OWA SIMU,.EI LA GESTION OtES
Et8ANGE5 DAN" N Fr WAIW.J.-abr DE$ VNRIABE$
EIS ES A.TERN~ATIEMEN' PAR Al ET AZ

CHEMINEMENT SECURISE
AVANT ECL.ATEMEk'

APRES Et..ATEWENT

3.4 - lre exploitation maguette - tests oflitaires et manuela

DNfinitions

Teats unitaltes teata portant sut les variables d'Entrkes/Sorties d'un module unique
Tests masnes teats pour leaquels lea valeurs des variables I'Entrtes drdvest 9tre nodiflees

sanuelleint par ie spkclficatear.

Le diiroulement de re type de test eat ie sivast

1) constitution dPune thatse
2) Entriie des valeurs d la CVE
3) O~clenthement d'un paa de simulation et lecture des r6sultats



I - Constitution d'une chains

Cette opiration consiste A adlectionner un certain nombre de variables parmi le total des
variables d'E/S d'un module donn6 et A les regrouper dans on ensemble appele chatne. Suivant is
taille de ce module ce choix a 6t6 fait

Pour lee rdulfs de taille importante

En selectionnant tootes lee variables d'Entr~esflorties se rapportant A one entit4 donnie.

Pour lea modules de taille riduite

La taille des sous-reodules de tes spstcifications permet dl'utiliuer routes lee variables de
cem aous-modules pour constituer lea chsfnes. Chaque chaltne eat l'iage d'un sous-module.

Cette mdthode periset:

-l.e retrouver chaque variable de sortie du madull, davs one chatne
-de disposer dans chaque chate de toutes lee irnformations utilisies poue laborer lea
variables imlses par le sou-o'odule.

On peut ainsi se rapprocher de Is dimarcbe visant A valider lea pi~cea de spiciflcatinn de

niveso le plus bas avant de passer so niveso supdrieur.

2 -Entrde des valeurs a Is CVE

Cett op4ration est clalisce eti disignant Is variable I modifier darr le lisre des
variables de Ia chaTne, en adlectinnant ls mode "modification de valeor", Puia en entrant I&
nouvelle valeur.

Bien qua la modificatin manuelle de valeur de n'importe qoel type de variable 9noR
possible, Ia pluparr den tests out porti soc des modificationc de variables boollens VRAl/FAUY.,
at de variables logiques.

Qoelques tests cot pcrtd sor des modifications de variables numlriques soft pour v iler
des logiques (d~clsncbemeot de seuils, temporisations ... ), soit plus rarenent, poor valider des
fonctions de transfert nomiriques.

3.5 -2ime exploitation maqoette - tests automatiques

1 Intirit des tests automatiqus

L'urfllsatlon des tests manuels a r~v636. plosieors limitations de ceo derniers

1) tifficultis de manipulation des chatnes comportant on scmobre important de variables.
2) Inadaptetion de ces tests poor ]a recherche de dlpendances entre variables.
3) Dlifficultks de validation des micanisses ,oettant en iso des transitions co des

metoorisations.

Ces limitations nt amene A envisager le d~vclreirent de tests automatiquen qol
permettraient i la fois

- de gindrer eutomatiquement des coehlnalsons de valeurs d'entrle poor les chafnes itester
- de facillter l'exploitation des risultats par des 6ditions spprupries sur listings.

tenesation automatique de valeurs d'entre

Les objectlis visn~s correspondent sox limitations mentlonndes plus haut poor
l'exploitsrion des teets nanuels:
- Pouvoir balayer tootes lee combinaisons der variables d'entr~e choisies et observer leur

Impact sor tootes lea variables emihts par Is module poor dltecter d'6ventoelles dlpendances
anormales cotta variables.

- Mettre so point des sednsrios nominarY perettant de aimuler diffi~rentes c.nfigurations
dinitialisation, des encbslnementc de phases de vol nettant en jeti der. transitions o des
mmot'tsatiols.

Les premiers tests ainsi mis en place appeles tests noo-variables nt permis de tester routes
lea conabinaisons deduites d'one combinsen initiale an faisant varier one variable booleenne de
Is rhaTne.

La validation des transitions et mimorisations a donni lieu i1 ]a cristion do type de test
"SCENARIO DE PANlIE". Ce type de test permet d'lnrndoire A des intervalles de temps traduits en
nombre de pas de sinuletion des jeux de valeurs d'entrde prepares A 1'avance.

La v~rification exhaustive de room les cam possiblee de valeurs d'entr~e doune chalne de
vat ')lea booldennes donnee a kir rendue possible grieasux tests rombinatoires.
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Es tout 7 types Ut tests automatiqoes set 6t6 ivelorpis

a) Combisatoire statique
b) Cumbinatoire siquestiel
c) Mono-variable statique
d) Mono-variable sdquestiel
e) Aliatoire statique
f) Alietolre siquestiel
g) Scknario de passe

Nots Us test statique se dietisgue d'un test aiqoestiel par is remise de toutes lea variables
S71I valeur d'initialisstios apr~s chaque pan de simsiarloc.

Pacilitis d'exploitatiom des rdnultats

Parallilemest ao d6veloppesent de ces types de tests, les pussibilitis de sortie des
risuitats out 6tU 6tesdues

- Possibititis d'1sipressir o non de Is 'r fHr-nce' (test-i-dire de Is chaise avec ses valvors
d'isitialisatios).

- Pessibilit6 d'6itions ailectives des varishles syast varig par rapport so cycle prec~denc.
- Pssibilit6 didlctions silectives des variables apast varli par rapport I- is cembinaison de
r6firresce.

its poasiblltiu ont perms en parrielier de masipuler des chases constituies d,'o gratud
sombre de variables, sans pour auitast avoir A rechereber Its risultacs signlficatifa dana ja
haste de touten lee variables conatitiat Ia chaise.

2 -Exploitation des tests automatiqoes

La phase d'eoplcitation des tests autosatiques a disoarci en sotosine 85 et a comport6. icon
parties

- Tests snitalres as tomatiques
- Tents globsux autorsatiques

Tests usitaites autosatigues

luivast is nature de Is spicification, deus types de teats sot 6ti priscipaicrert

utilinia

- Tests cnmblnatoicen
- icisarios de passe

Pour len spdcificstions dicrivast des ,s~casismes dt logique sans minmorisation ti problimes
d'ioitialisatios, is majorit6 en tents a 6ti du type combisatoire statique (spicificatioss de
,,sualisatioss motaent).

Poor Its spdcifiestios dicrivast on seubre important d'Utats, de transitions er Ut
tempsrisations, den sc~rarlon de pane ost 6ta; giniralement esployds (apicificatios de
sigscllnatios des isformsatios meteor o cernandes dt vol notammneet).

Tests globaus

icttzlition

-Test global :tent cenvintort ' .ctiver l'essemble des nodules moertd.

iota :Ce type de tent, disponibic iiai.mnt en mode manuel n a etc otn-Suc pratlqoesient guts.
nu.de astomatiqot.

Intdrit

L'lstdrir des teats gisbaus est dc. valider ie comportemese de 'erseoble e- nodules
msquettis.

En effet ebaque spicificatin pest Etre virjffde en tbiorit, A is stole lecture do
drcoivest dt sp~cifictios lob-mime.

Par costre, il n'exisce pet de document dicrivast Is rdpartitios prile des traiteents
estre Its diiffrentes spicifications et errorcet siisl got Is mist bout A bout des diffirests
modules coodoise as respect dt Is apicificatlos globale.

3.6 - Bilss

I- Ressourcen spcciflgues mists en oeuvre

L'nls des spheifieatios at lout codage dens ls maquette ont requis 50 Homne-rrIcs,
dent prie dt 50 Z poor is phase d'Pnii-yst. critique den spticificatlons. Le diveloppemest it is
chaise d'ootlls sinai que is mist ers reonre de Ia sagoette nt sncennit3 _' bomes-Mois.
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Sor is plan mattriel, Ia saquette a oktA realishc sur on systims isfortiatique GOULD (SEL
32/27) dont ii a 6t6 nicessatre d'augmenter la puissance au tours du diveloppement en raison de
Ia digradation do temps de rhponse. 11 fout souligner que Is rialtaation de Is maqoette a pu a
faire dana lea temps impartia grits A l'utilisation de 1'expirience acquise lore de
dhveloppementa ant~rleurs dana is domaine de Ia simulation.

2 -Rdpsrcosiions sot is mhbode de travail

L'intrndoctIon du maqoettage a sodifi Ia mithode suivie pour divelopper le logiciel
avionique RAFALE par rapport aux habitudes des programmes pric~dents. Cante modification
concerns eaientislemsnt:

- Is dkclaratton so nivean fonctionnel des interfaces entre modules (y compris modules d'on sme

id1'criturs dCome ipecification avec one c2oHcRt de sacoettabilit6
- is possibilirf de voir "vivre" one apicification

Diclaratino des interfaces entre modules

La tohhrence impoide au niveso des interfaces par Ia saisie de ceiles-ci our i'outii de
base db dones (premihre drape du maqoettage) a indoit one plus grande rigocur done le dialogue
antis spicificateurs. En effet i'obligattos de rentrer chaque interface dana one rifirsote
unique et regroopant ienaemble des interfaces a kvitZ is piopart des redondances

d'lnforaiona Coo lea enigines d'informations inconnoes) que Ia dispersion des interfaces
aorait risqod d'eotratner.

Ecritore des spdctfttationa aver one contrainte de maquettabiliti

La sfcessiti de dkcrire des trattements pouvant 6tre transcria sna ambigot en code
esdcotable (en loccurrenta FORTRAN) a permia d'hviter des retards dos sox difficoltka
rencontries par les coophrsnts done Ia lecture de sp~cificactons ddtaildes trop "gindrales".

Possibtitd de voir vivre uce epdcification

Lors d'applicatton de fiches de codifications, Is possibilit6 de vaiider presque
tsmdiatement ceiles-ri a parits de "resserrer" ie lien entre le spdciftcateor et son produit.
toj efiet, bian qu'il soit prariquemest toojoura possible de tearer use modification (oo on
mftanisme de fagon ghndrale) mentalament o sor Is papier, i'utilisatton d'on outti
accompliasant iui-mgme l'effort nicessaire A i'exdcutton de la fonction de transfert a ddchsrg#
d'autant lc spdrificsteur, lot permettant ainsi de se consacrer A linterpritatiun des
risuitats.

Par contra le bilas de 1'opirstion saquertage fait apparattre des contraintes syant imit6
l'intirtt de celia-ri, (ti ce qot concerne le programme RAFALE. Ces rontraintea sont de dens
types:

- Ergonomie de ia maqoatte
- D6lais at disponibilit6 des orilisareurs

Ergonomic de is maquette

KaigrA lea efforta importants d'amknagement do conversationsel de la maquette, la
prisentation tris disincarnde des informations a rapidement soddd l'espressemest des
ocilisstaors poor ce nooval outil. 11 st an effet difficile de valider is comportament dVon
ensemble de ritiruies (A plus forte raison Coune page complide de rdtitulea), A Vi'sde de
VRAI/FA7X on de variables logiqoss coddes. Cette prdsantation qosiqos pso rdbarbative s'a pas
permis d'expioiter compliemant lea possibilitds pourtant Importantes da Is maquette.

D61ets at disposibilitda des otilisteurs

Lea pdrtodea de diaponibiliti des ottlisateors de Ia maqoerte &'ost pins toojours cotncidi
aver lea priodes ole ii socait dtd le plus profitable d'expliter celia-ti. En particuliar lea
tests globaux, istdrit majeur de Ia maquatte, n'ont pas eo l'importante qu'ilsasuratent dO avoir,
en raison de i'exploitatton tardive de ceox-ci.

3 - Rdparcusaios cur Is gushitd do logictel avionigos

L'analyse de l'impact do maqoettage otr is quslith do logictel foorni sum bonca d'intdgratin

eat rendue difficle pour lea deox raisons aotvantes:

- La maquettage est l'one des composantes de is mdtboda de travail, so ntvea des sphciftcattona
fos trionnalles ditailidas ;Is rAuitat obtano eat done inhirent A l'ensemble de is mithode.
l'mpc pursuant maqoette drant qossiment impossible A exrtrar.

- La nooveautd des fonctione assurdas par Is logiciel, ls nouvati de l'arthitecture at le
cerattira d'vo dimoustrateor font do Systima Avinniqus RAFALE on cas particoier, rendant
toute comparason dilicate par rapport sot systlemes pricddente.
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Ndanmoioa, ianalycs des arrears; rencontriea A Vitape d'intigrarion (virificarios do syatkue
permet de aarcre en ividence an impact majeur do maqoatrags

A noubre donnA d'erreurc. is part due sut erreurs de spicificatton oct tosib~t de 2(3 (pour ies
cyctimec pricidente), A 1/3 dana Is cas do RAPALE.

4 -APPLICATION AU 2000 NC

4.1 - Contexta 2000 NC

Ce contaxte ear cenciblement diffirent de celuf du PAPALE A tent cur It plan des

caract~riatiquec do cycrime avionique que cur Is plan mdthodologic.

-Le syt m avion!ique 2000 NC repriceote one Avolatin des cyst~mes avioniqoec M2000 par on
chanem s delinterfaco homis-uachine aim niveaux mat~riel et fonctionnel (systimatlsation des
icrans de viaualication moltiplex~c).

Par contre lec qasiques 40 fonctions op~rationnelles oupporc~ss par Is syctime (particulliremeoc
leo conduires de cr0) cant lea mtmes que cells do M42000 clacclqos.

Lesc "plus" mithodologiqocs 2000 NC

aus niveao do l'anclyse foncionneile

file a 6t6 rialis~s grace A an ouchl d'sldc A la conception (OCS) qui persist do supporter La
dicompocltlon hi/rarchique or d'assurer Ia collection cobirence des interfaces fooctionneiLos
eiitre nodules.

*su niveso de la spicificacion foncionnelle ditaillie

a) leo documnts ant 6ci 6crics puts girds en configuration grace A an outil permottant

* l composition (coatoelle et graphiqus) standard des dccuotenro
*one gescion ceotralisie do l'eoseniblo de Ia documentation
*one 6ditlon do fiche de modification at une cemice A jour inkscantande auconatique de
coos les documents.

b) Chaque document a 6t6 ridigi on 6quipe intigrie, c'sst-A-dire quo los copirants nt
parcicipi (coos responisabilit6 de l'avionnour) A l'dcriture des spicifications los
concerosor directement, avec lea coosiqoences suivances:

*La proisenco des coopirsocs dens Iequipo de opicification persist d'dviter ds spicifior den
fonctions non rialissbles.
*Do plus, lea coopdrants, dane an souci do cauvegarde do leor savoir-faire poossent A one
spicification en termos do bosomn et non eo tenses de solution informatique, ce qui
conduit A Is rechercho d'un compromis, quO a atoint oar is programme 2000 NC par I es
dicisions suivantes:

" les spdcificscions seront auccoc quo possible 6crites so "bon francais" afis de roster
licibles ec de permoctre lout coinprihension globale pet ls rialisaceur, qat sera ainsi
en mesors d'spporter one cercains "expertise" lots do Is cialisacion. Do plus, use
fonction donnie povsnc soovent Acre dicrice cosine un craitemnt ginkriqaesn'appliquscc
car touts uno collection de donodes diversos, on s'offorcers dens les SDP de ciparer
physiquemeor Ion traicoments (Pmdcsoismes) dec donnies qu'ellss manipuleoc. Cecte ment~rs
de prucider pormet d'amuliorer encore Ia lisibili, tout en assorant La comoplituds
1'cnelyos nicossaire pour hien siparer craicement et donodec amine en ouset uc,
receosoment complet de relies-cl.

" les incerfaces des "psvis" devront Atre complicenent riporcurido, sfio do permectro Ia
"vislbilici" do logiciel. Par concre, Ia occurs "infornacique" ds rolles-ci ent prise en
rompto en dehote des SDF.

4.2 - Dcisinc et objectifs do maquettage

Compte Lena do cootoxte MIRAGE 2000 NC, on maqoettoge globsl n's pas ici envisagi pout des
taisoos ividestoc do rodoodance, one grando parcis des modules fooctiosnels 6cant "ricopirir" do
diveloppeceoc pricidont.

Ls maquetcage a donc porn6 cur ies nodules fooctionoels resets aux foocions do dialogue
homse-machine, facilement ldeocifiabica so niveca do l'ctchtcture forcfonoells et reprisentart
des craitosisots onciiromeot souveaux, soisot

leI module "affectation dec cosmiandec":

CeLts fonction siguille lee divorces cnssssndss vets its functions otilicatricos. en tocort
rompre descrholx du pilots ec de l'itst do systime.

is module "affectation dec vicualiations"

Cetto fooction choisit lee visualisatior.F pricenties sat lea divers (crass dE la cabins, en
tenant compce des choir du pilots ec do divers cricires opdrationnela.
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la module "activation des functions"

Cetta function choic its teonctions A activer, en tenant compte des demandas du piloce et de
critAras d'excluaion mutuslie dea functiona.

L'objectIf itant de virItier qua doe tout lee cat opbrationtls envisageables, its functions
correapondant aux bosomns do ia mission sertiant activias, qu'alltc reccvraienc correctement lea
coemandas pilotos at qua its visualisationt leur soraient afftctkee conforu~ment ass beanins.

La procataus de maquattage a AtA ddciencbd en .Ianvier 87 pour Etre trmIni tin Avell, soft
auffisamment t~t pour qua lts hvantuellaa arrests de spdciflcatlons puissant itre corrigfes
avant le tournitura du pramiar logiciol rit].

4.3 - Analyst critique des spicitications

A jt6 soumia A l'anaiyaa critique un ensemble conaritue par lea SD? des trots functions a
maquecter, soft environ 500 pages de sp~cification. Y a kt6 tdjuint un document d~crivant lea
spicificitis de la maquette, en effet. lea SDY fouretes dicrivaitut Is prcni~re iivraisun du
logiriel, livraison qut ne diaposait pas de teures lea functions pottibles ;en censdquence, it
docutent Ae aphcificit~s ddcrivait it trtitement A rialiser pour let fonctions non intdgries
dans it premiire livrsison. On notara toutefois que cc document at limitait A lt description Ac
tables Ac donnes, lea micamitmes des traitements aysut ece dicrita dans lea SOP et ne davart

4 pat Ftre affectis par i'introductton de nouvelles functions.

L'6tapt d'anaiyse critique a kt6 ausat fructuasse qua dana s ]a a di, RAPALE A mats beauceup plus
rapide. En effet, l'utilisation ytyArdatiqut du craitenent Ac teste pour l'dtriture des SOP,
l'&quipe intigrdc et Pattention toute particulfire apportie A is cohrence des interfaces nt
perms de limiter l'imporcance Au travail Ac relerture.

De plus, l'axp~riete a iti mieux ressentie par lea apiclficationa pour lea ratan nuivantes

* Le principe mime Ac i'6quipt inttgrdt suppose que lea apdciflcations seicet critea en
collaboration, avec lecture croisdt et critique pendant l'6crlture.

* Lea spicificateura coecernts avaitot bindficik de l'expirtecc RAFALE et 6taient inciniement
convaincun Ac Is n~cesait4 dc sp~cificaclons compl~tes, cohdrentes.

4.4 - kdalisation dc is maquette

Itin RLAFALE A.

4.5 - Exploitation msaquette

La prucidurt utilisic pour it RAFALE A a 6t4 amnoagie dc is tacee suivante pour limiter Ie
temps "voli" aux spdcificateurs.

1) Prise de contact avec is maquette et test manuel Ac quciquca can dane lee 3 pavia maquettis

2) Ecriture Ac ardnarios At pannes pour tester its mitaninmes Au psud d'sifectation des
visualisations da manlire aumal templite quc peasible. Ce pav6 cut tn effet, Au fait des
ispirstifs ephrstionncls qu'il doit satisfaire. une collection dc can particulfera. dent
l'lnreractioe pouvair poser problime.

3) Test global des mdcantames dc i'emble des pavis msqucttta. Simultandtent. un ensemble Ac
teats automatiques A.tait isec6 pour valider cnnpl~ctnient lea tables dc velours utilisies.

Cette prutidurt a ktA justift~t par lea id~ea suivantes

11 Le test manuel Atant tris lourd en charge de travail, ii nc doit nermaituent pas tre utiid.

2) Si un trairement eat dicrit aous is ferme d'un mdcanisac agiasant nut ue table dc donnics. cc

qu tait souvent it cat, at si cc traitemeet n'est pat satisfaisset, Acux cam Se prdsentent:

- sine des donndts eat sal choisit il sutfit Ac it changer pour revenir hus femctiennemeet
correct, ce qut peut icre rapide.

- it mdranisma 1sf-miea eat en causa ii taut It rdsnalyser et en titer its cenndquencee Sur
its donndts traitaes, cc qui eat ferctment assen long.

11 eat Aunt judicieux de valider s plus t~t lea in~csnismes.

3) L'aftectacion des cosmsandes et i'sctivstion des functions at rdsuinent A des mdcsnismes tr~m
simples agissant our de nombreuses denn~ta. 11 eat doe judicicux decotmmencer le test par

l'affectation des visualisations.

4) Las cosamandes et l'6tat At silettion des functions ma traduisent par des viuaslinations
caract~ristiquas. En validant l'sfcctaciom des comandes at l'sccivation des functions em test
g Imbal aver l'affectattom des visuslisatiens, on prefire Ac Is mist em furme effectutt par
relic-cl pour un plus grand contort d'utilisation.
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4.6 - Bilan

1 - Ressources spdcifiquss rises en oeuvre

L'analyas des spi~ifications et Isur codage dans In maquarte nt requis 9 Hommes-mols
(iquipe de relecture St rdslisarion), dont 25 Z pour is phase d'anniyss critique dec SOPO, 25 %
pour le codage et 50 2 pour i& aise au point, Is validation et iescuivi de Is inaquette.

Le cuivi de Ia chatne d ourla ainsi que is mice so oeuvre de Is maquette nt niceasite I
home-mole.

Lea triches de coordination at de suivi de is maqoette nt odceasitii I home-mols.

La validation des sp~ciflcatioos par lea apdcificateora a ndcsssitt 2 hommec-mois.

Sur ls plan matrfe-i Ia maquetce a kt6 riialisdie sur so sysi-dre informartique GOULD (SEL
32/27). 11 faut couligner que is rialisation ds is maquecte a pu se faire dans lea temps impartis
gr~ce i l'utiiisation de l'expdrlence acqaise lors dec ddveloppements de is maquerte RAFALE A.

2 - M~thods de travail

L'introduction do: mequettage a permia de confirmer Is validit6 de Is mcthode suivle pour
divelopper le systdme avioniqos MIRAGE 2000 NC. En particulier

- .a conjonction ds i'6critore des spicilicationc souc is forms mdcaniomes + tables et de Is
description des trailements en bon francais a prouve as valsur. tile a en effet psi-mis
d'actelodre us consensus avec lea coopdrarts cur is niveau de aphcification er d'obtenir des
spdoifications lsibica main susceptibles d'Etre rdaliadec directement par un info restticiso sans
experience ,aeroosutique.
-Latitio apportdeAi ifoto des interfaces sotre pavis a pertiS ses fruits :on ne
retrouve pas lea en-eors du RAFALE (oublis d'interfaces, interfaces inutiles ... ).

- tfin, l'utilirotion systimatiqos do tralxornent ds texts pout li6criture des spicifications. et
!a correction de ces spicifications per Is spicificarsurs eux-mimes a pernis de livi-er des
documents de meilleurs qualitt. dare or eilleur dilsi.

Par silleots, li6quipe integree, en. ap~portant one vision critique dana id riture des
specifications, a psi-mis div iter on certain nombrs d'erreors, ce gui. a pu atre constard as
vaqoettage (pan ds spicilloation irrialisabie nor Is plan Imfcrnatique).

3- fipercuosion sur is goaliti do logiciel

in des objectifs najeors do maquettage 6tant de s'assurcr a priori ds l'aiguatios des
specifications relatives A linterfacs homme/macblre I routes lea lonctions opirstionnelles doot
serait A terms Anti ls systimne, ii convient d'attendrs is qualification du derrier standard
systimiie pour 6tablin oin bussn difimitif.

Nianmoins, ous os-one po nter A ce jour

- uos confirmation de Ia riduction des sri-curs de sicfiato dicou,,er. en phase d'integratio.
(momns d'un tiers des erreurs dicouvertrr).

- la stabilitii ds is spicifirstion obtemue (et- door l'6volutisitii do systimie rtlalisiC
Vadj-iooction continue des fun1ctions nouvelies, standard par standard it's conduit A cc int.r
au0ccn modification den micanismen maquettcis.

5 -CONCLUiIONS ET ENiEIGNEMENTi DU MAQUETTACP PP. iITCIFiCATiONi FONCTIONNELLES DETAILLEES

5.1 - Ce gus is maqueti-ags permet

a) Anilioration des c~dcifications

Contr~ls ds forms

La reterturs critique psi-met As rori-iger et de compliter Ia spicifiration. Our l'amener A
or riiecu de qualit6 autorisant son codags direct par den informaticiens (equivalent manuel des
futures spiicatioms fornelles o6 l'noril se charge ds is i-electors et permet one
compilation).

Le maquettags agir A ce niveau cooins on puissant rivilateur d'erreors or on contrals
goaliti efficare.

L'outil noquette pernet one rislie validation fonctionnelle de Is spircificacion aouitiveso
module, iquipemeoc o sp~erms validation horizoursie (tests sxhaustifs d'un module) o
verticals (test Coune chatne fonctionnelle donnis).

bI Ginirarion de less se tea to- 1'616ments de recette

Les tests statiquec et dynamiqoes rialisis pendart Is phase de tacquettage sent
reotilisabies d"n les itapen de virfication (branche remontants do V).
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Atitre experimental dane le cadre du RAPALE A et de favon plus syatimAtique dams le cadre

du 2000 NC, ces tests err k6h utilieda come aide A is mice au point des 6guipemtents (fouroiture

!ux coophrante). o plus, ius ant senti de base i Is prdvalidstioo foncriannelle des

hguipements, en amont de l'itape d'tntdgrstion.

En effet, is maguette ktaic rcpr~entative de l'srchitecture du Eystime riel, elie permet
de gindirer des jeux d'essils fonctionnela (rombinaisona d'entries/sortiea) so niveam ddstr6
(module, iquipeasent ou epsimde).

c) Disposition d'onc rifdrernce fouctionneile validde

Use fats validde, is maguette sat entretenoc de toures lea modifications apportdesaus

systdme at reste dart une rifirence A laguells on pout se reporter. It eat sars possible de
l'utltner (enus r~scnce d'unc ergonomic suffisante) come une "documentation vivante" et
reprisentative do syatiime, portable et as ndcesattaot pas de nathricl sp&ctfigue ;cc a defint

pidgogtgues, didaccigues o trivialemeor pour analyse et rotrale de cas de fonctionnement non

nomiosus do systdme.

d) Suport de _test"apir"dsvouon

La gualiti des spicificattons autarise i'analyae et is chatsx des valurians, directerieot
en 'terme de solution. permettant ainsi one connaissance a prints de icur impact sur is logicisi.
L~a usguette elie-mgms peat servir de bant d'sssai rout tester ionctionnelicment Isa-dues

Avalutions ct e'aaeurcr de leur adiguacion sum besoins avant leur misc en chantier. tnfi' -.
correspondaret document -spirxftcatinn/mod.ie de Iop'ciel permet de privoir et de pisnifier ia
rdcupdration de logicisi. bile pernet en outre, apr85 analyse, de disposer dc g~harlts en

& nsti~rc de volume de logicit, de charge calcul,.... ou sex. rut.

e) Efficacit6_de is sfenification

La conadguence directc du raqastrage ear de disposer de spicifications auronames et
sutn-autftsantss pour rdaliser ct tester is logiciel. nodule par module o dcqcipsnent par
6guipement.

Pour des systilmes trks dkcsntraiiada ds type RAFAL., ceci psi-met de fournir A chacon des
intervenants lea 1iments pricis, n~cessaires et suffisarre -I ti che gu'il dolt rondutre. Cs
point, qui concourt A is simplicit6 et A Is clank6 des documents, permet igaicosor tire banns
protection des informations confidentisllca.

f) Andltoration de is uaidu dof ui ia

Outre is gain de gualit6 obteno pour l~taps de spdciftcatton fonctionneila dktailike,
l'explattatinn de Is maguette, psrticslt~renent l'utiltsacion des tests sotnoatiques, psimet et
a perms d'atllnrer le coofiance 4nns le prodoIr final. En effet des cencaines ds tests ont did
realisds relacivement A des configurations avion non noninates, permettant ainsi de diouvrir
(et de reoddier) & des situations non prdvues a priori dans is spdcification. Ds ingos is
recherche d'un profit de pannes donn, par balsyage cambisototrc systdmatique de tootes les
entrdcs a pci-mis de comforter lea analyses de panos et iss solutions choisiss.

5.2 - Cs gus is maguettage impliguc

a) Ins &estion ripourcuseq et atilids _des interfaces (18000 dana is cas do RAPALE)

La collection des interfaces sotre nodules ct entre dguipsments reprdssnts le visor de is
"machine" ;c'est A partir de ces dondes qus vont itrc cr66es sutamatigusment les variables log1-
cielles de is maguette, lesguelies pourrant Ptr rttiules et scrutdcs en phase de validation.

It taut donc disposer, avant de cormsercsr is maguettags, douns dcscriptioo complzte et col,'-
rents de ces interfaces, ce qui demands, one extrime rigusur, un gras travail de svnthdsc et
Ue .. ppcheer.t.

Certs base de danode a 6ci raorne directement par l'ootil support dc 1'anslyse fonctiannelis.

b) mne descrEiption 2recise et__ caits des fonctions de transfert

Pour lea modules gue V'on ddsire valider, Is rdalisation du logicisi maguerre correspoodant
consists A d~crn-s par do code cadrutable (manusilement dana le cadre do RAFALt) es fanctions ds
transfert extraltes do dlocument de spdciftcatton. 11 eat door indispensable qus cette description
soit suffisammeot fins pour poovoir saprimer chague sortie do module scion one combinaison machi-
matigue des cnn-des ,dana ls cas oi lai description eat trap g~odrale, ii y a valeor ajootis cotre
Is spdcificatios et Is saguette, cc gui eat cootrairs au priocipe de validation des npdtticactoos.

A mater gus dams is cas do 2000 NC, Is forme des spicific .ations (mdranismes + tables de
consist) a grandemeot facilite isur analyse.

c) 11ns Lescian deI documentation It de is roft ratn

L'abu-daoce et is varidni ds is documentation, ls ndcessitd de as rcmise A jour
sysidnacigus (touts dvoiutin n meust firs ddcrite gue par modification cubA-eats et immidiats
de in documntation coocerode), exigent us support dc dorumentation couple et sfttcacc.
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L~e psrallhlisme indispensable entre lea 6tacs de ddfinition

- documentation (A tous niveaux)
- logic ie atsquette
- logiciel ri

eat obtenu gr~ce A une mdthode de travail intigrant luago d'outils de gostion de Is

documentation et de Is configuration.

5.3 - Ce que le maquettage esseigne

I - Sur Is maquettago lot-mgme

a - Le mquettag~e ai!st nuu component d'u ne m~cbode de travail

Ii eat clair qu'un maquettage isolt do son conteste o a aucunseane. En effot, at use mithode
de travail approprite nWest paa utillseo pour l'tcritute-des SUF, relies-ct no seront pan
6critos sous uno forme autorisant tour traduction dirocte noun forme informatique. 11 devra
store y avoir une 'valeur ajoutte' iota de Ia rtalinatlon de In maquette, ce qui se garantit
plus la qualit6 den sptcificartoons.

b - Le ma quetage dolit Atto Er~coce

On maquettago rialisk apris que lea SOP alent 6t6 fournies aus cooptmants so perinet pan de
retirer minus lea binifices artendus. En effet, route erreor ddtectie ne pourra aire cotrigee
qua par one proeddure de fiches d'6vnlutios, qul neat pan gratuice dans in can girirol.

De plus us baquertage r6Alis6 a priori permec dana lea can difficlos do tester plusteurn
hypothdses afin de choisir Ia meilleuro (cf "un. tent a priori des 6volutions').

c - Le__maquettage dolt Otto inttjr! dana one _ligntc d'outils

La maquettago ne oteessite use charge do travail raisonnahie que n'il eat iutigri dons Lre
ligntc d'outtlo informatiques. 11 n'est en effet envinagoabie et profitable que si leo
interfaces coot dtfinies a priori A lalde do instil appropri6, et si us outil do
documentation ad hoc garastit us strict paralliliane enre len documents at le loglciel.

d - Le.!rou-ote do -Ia nsaquette dolt gt me soijntee

nfiS quo is ltinifico rotiroi do Ia maquotte soit maximal, ii taut quo lea utilisateurs onta.
A ae prtsccupor qoo do Ia validation, ec no so perdent pas doss le dialog-n aver la - aebtno.

Pour lea future divoloppomonta it sooblo, siconnoimo, tout en consorvant ion priscipes do Ia
VE qui soot sana, de divoloppor use interface otiliaate,r plus 'intuitif" * pormettant do
ddsig .vr directomest les variables A l'6cran, do changer lout valour plus nisplesient, volts do
sinuior A 1W6ren les faces avant don pontos do cummande ou do visualinetton do l'avlon,
pormttant ainsi A des persunnon non. ottIctoment aptcialiaten d'une function, main syant use
vision o,)dratfonneljo, do tirer 6galemnt bistfico do Is naquetro.

e - La_rialisation do Ia maquoto ets Hntravail d nontco

Len maquottos RAFALE A ot 2000 NC ot 6i6 rdallvder pen ten informaticiens sans oxpdtiarCO
adronautique particulitre, json do aocietdn do services.

Par costro. Ie profit des "maquettours" doit compurtor use onpiiosr don o~ths-doe cs,
dtvoloppenent do logiciol afin do garantir ia qualiti den progrmeses maquotte.

2 -Sum In mdtbodo d'6criture den spdcificatios

a - La forne dosSDP influe sot lour qualit6

La mequecto a persias do coosraror quo In forme mdcanisnos ± mules ottlisto pour les
spictficatioss appurto use am~lioration do In qualit6 forsolle des SDF, d'une pert en, foi~ent
leutour a systdmatiaor sea tmaitoments plumit quo d'en faire use collection do can dies-Its
succosaivemost. d'autre part en fsurniaaanr one vintor glottis don traitemests. permetisot
ainal do ditermor plus facflemest lea tCrous"

b -Dolt-on utilisor us lasjgago foriel do spdrLificamion?

L'oaptriosco do soquoctago du MIRAGE 2000 NC prouvo quo don specifications "on bu fmar:ne".
compltes par des tobles do cunatantos peuvent ire tradultos fecilemont bios sue
nanueliomnst. en langage osteutablo.

Niernoins. do fetes A rtdotro lo temps do rieil-eiios des programmes maquetin, il sorbie
sohaimable A ters do moctre or ceuvrc us langago formalist do spicificactos, qul soul
garantira le mequetiago automatique. Demo to can, to lengago dovra Ctro usi component intdgre
doun nyntime d'outils gernt 6geleset los interfaces A cous lea olvosau (fonctionnol.
bus....
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6 -CONCLUSION ET AVENZR DU) NAQUETTAGE

Les systaeiee avi oniques complexes soot eujourd'hui soums A des exigence. rootralgnances en
matiire d e quslit6 cct de performances.

La prise en compte et is rdalisation des objectife asslgm~c Puy syxtimes passeit par une
a nsttrlse do proceasue de ddveloppcment.

Cette mattrise eat obtenue par le respect doune mithodologie rigoureuse, rccouvranc de tacos
continue ia, toceliti do cycle de ddveloppement et qul. estA isYl base de toutes les actions Qualit6.

Cette itdhodologie ext support~e per one pamoplie d'ootils constituent latelier syctise et lea

ateliers logiciel. ______________

Le technique de maquettage des epc~ciiicetions fonctionnelis ddteillmees a vuseon efficacit6
dgmostrlee so tra ese des expdriences P.APALE A et 2000 NC. Elie ext dont A cc jour parcie ictigrants ds
la mithodologie de dveloppement et sera uciliesc pour les future programmoes, so parcicolier RAFALE D
et HERMES.

Lee travaum entrepris A cc jour poor en tirer is miaximum de bknifices soot articol. c Felen

4 quatre axs

1) Incdgrcr is maqoectage dens une scratdgie globale de simulation.

* Lee techniques de simulation sect cooramuent utilises pendant de noobreoces drapes do
ddveloppeent.

- en phase avant-projst des moddiex permetteoc ds ddgagcr ie concepts opdratioooels o ds fixer
p dee hypochises riallses pour Is diveloppement.

- A l'dcap d Asepitificacion globale, one simulation ds conportenent du systlne scrt dMaids A Is
conception ec de neyes de validation des spdcifications de benoin opdrationnel.

- A li6tape de spdcification fonctionnelie, len simulations edaliedes A l'oreaoio do maqoettags
perneccent de valider l'archicectore fonetionneile et ies sp~cifieeticno ddtaiildes des
constituents do systime.

Le but cot d'itablir one contiouit6 de coos ceo trevaum et i'ociiisation do roosources
conmmunes sc/ou cooplabies.

2) (Iciliser lee prodoics issos de naqoeccage pour leo 6tapeo de virifirotier dass on centre de
simulation hybrids.

Le travail consioce A compliter ls naqocttage fonctionnel poor Ic reodre capable de
x'intsrfacsr aver lee 6quipensnto c~eds, dooc de sinoler is conportemnt physique et dvnaniqos des
dits dquipssosnts . Ccci pernectra one odrificatico pragmatinos do systdne, rhaqos Aqoip.ccor

recsttd venant "rexplacer" so naqoects correspondante cc vein de ia simolation hybrids.

3) Anliorer i'interface ottlisateor de ]a oaqoctte en la coopiant a des cinolatcorc d'irrsrfacs
bonone/metbice reyrdoencatufo do vvstdne et on diceloppant den outils de test pluy cvvplec d'enpivi
et plus performnoto.

4) itiliser des langages fordes pour iascpsrificatloo fonccionooiis dtraillde, pernettast ainci un,
gdodratiun socomatique do rods neqoette par cvmpiiation de iscpdctficairiv.
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